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As part of LITHOPROBE's goal for the West Superior Transect of determining

how the Archean continental lithosphere formed by accretionary processes, 5l

magnetotelluric (MT) sites have been acquired in the northwestern portion of the

Superior Province of the Canadian Shield. Sites extend from the phanerozoic cover of

the Hudson Bay Lowlands to the English River subprovince. A total of 4l MT sites and

ten audiomagnetotellurics (AMT) sites were used to evaluate the crustal structure of the

Northwest Superior Province and Fox River Sill respectively. This examination of the

dataset will discuss the collection of the data, describe the data analysis, and present

inversion results along with geological interpretations.

MT results indicate the northwest Superior Province has a complex two-

dimensional electrical conductivity structure with corresponding geoelectric strikes

oriented at an azimuth of 120o. Mapped faults, dykes and lineaments coincide with

geoelectric strike determinations. Transitions in electrical conductivity coincide with

subprovince boundaries defined by the surface geology. Observed apparent resistivities

are high throughout the northerr Superior province.

Two-dimensional inversions of the MT data have been done to obtain models of

the subsurface resistivity structure of the Northwest Superior Province and the Trans-

Hudson Orogen basement beneath the Hudson Bay Lowlands. A range of data subsets

and inversion parameters were used in order to examine the resolution of the models. The

results show that the surface sedirnentary rocks of the Hudson Bay Lowlands are defined

by a conductive wedge. The overall resistivity of the crust in the northwest Superior

Province is greater than that seen in the southwest Superior Province. There are also
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resistivity strucfures observed in the middle to lower crust. Obseled variations in mantle

resistivity can be interpreted in terms of models for the tectonic evolution of the region

and suggest subduction occured beneath the nofthern margin of the Superior province as

well as beneath the southern margin of the North Caribou terrane.

The Fox River Sill exhibits a complex conductivity structure with transitions in

resistivity coinciding with mapped geological units. The geoelectric strike of near-

surface rocks is east-west but a conductor in the Lower Central Layered Zone exhibits a

strike of 120o. The conductive body appears to dip to the southwest towards the Marginal

Zone.

The resistivity structure of the subsurface across the northwest Superior Province

has been resolved at reconnaissance scale and a detailed resistivity profîle across the Fox

River Sill has been constructed. This study will serve as the launching point for future

work, for example incorporating static effects and 3-D modelling.
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Chapter 1: Introduction

L.l. Setting

In 1984, a multidisciplinary Earth science project named LITHOPROBE was

initiated in Canada to develop a comprehensive understanding of the evolution of the

North American continent (Clowes, 1993). This work entailed determining the three-

dimensional structure and past geotectonic processes that w.ere active in forming the

continent. The project was divided into ten transects or sfudy areas at a number of key

geological targets. The transects span Canada from Vancouver Island to Newfoundland,

and from the United States border to the Yukon and Northwest Territories. Figure 1.1

shows the locations of these transects and the ages of their coresponding geology.

The centre of the Canadian landmass consists primarily of the Canadian Shield

and sedimentaty cover ('Western Canada Sedimentary Basin). The Canadian Shield is of

both economic and scientific importance. It hosts a myriad of valuable elements such as

tantalum, nickel, copper, gold and has recently undergone evaluation for diamonds. In

addition, it contains some of the oldest rocks in the world and as a result, provides insight

into the processes involved in the formation of the Earth (clowes, 1997).



Figure 1.1: Components comprising North American Continent with the location of
LITHOPROBE transects on a simplified tectonic element map of North America.
The transects are SC - Southern Cordillera; AB - Alberta Basement; SNORCLE -
Slave-Norlhern Cordillera Lithospheric Evolution; THOT Trans-Hudson
orogen; v/s - western Superior; KSZ - Kapuskasing Structural zone; GL -
Great Lakes International Multidisciplinary Program on Crustal Evolution
(GLIMPCE); ec - Abitibi-Grenville; LE - Lithprobe Easr; and ECSoor -
Eastern Canadian Shield Onshole-Offshore. Archean provinces are Slave,
Wyoming, Hearne, Rae, Superior and Nain. Proterozoic elements include
Wopmay, Taltson, Thelon, Trans-Hudson Orogen, and the Grenville Province.
Phanerozoic orogens are the Cordillera, Ouachitas and Appalachians (Modified
from Clowes, 1993).

The Sr-rperior Proviuce stretches west from its eastem boundary with the Grenville

Province to the Tlans-Hudson Orogen (Figure 1.2). The Archean Superior Province is
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the largest component of the Precambrian nucleus of North America. The Western

Superior Transect covers the part of the Superior Province located in eastern Manitoba

and westem Ontario (Figure 1.3). This transect contains some of the best-exposed

Archean rocks in the world. One hundred to two hundred kilometres wide, east west

trending lithotectonic belts representing oceanic crust, island arcs, sedimentary prisms

and continental fragments dominate the westem Superior Province (Hoffman, i9g9).

Some Western Superior Transect studies also include the portion of the Superior province

covered by rocks of the Western Canada Sedimentary Basin in central Manitoba.

The Trans-Hudson Orogen is the collision zone of the Superior province with the

Hearne and 'Wyoming Provinces. The foreland portion of the Trans-Hudson Orogen

contains the Fox River Belt.

The region of the Canadian Shield studied in the 
'West 

Superior Transect has been

extensively evaluated for economic and scientific gain by both academia and industry.

Investigation of the Fox River Sill is one such example. Over the region, field mapping,

as well as regional gravimetric and magnetometric geophysical surveys have been

acquired in the past. In addition, 2-D seismic lines have been acquired at select locations

as part of LITHOPROBE srudies.

Magnetotellurics (MT) involves the use of nafural electromagnetic fields to

investigate the electrical conductivity struchrre of the earth. It is a deep remote sensing

method employing frequencies typically ranging from 0.001 - 100 Hz and as a result, is

ideal for the shrdy of continental scale and uppermost mantle electrical structures (e.g.,

Jones et al-,2005)- The audio-magnetotelluric (AMT) method uses higher freque¡cies

(1-10 kHz) such that groundwater and major base metal deposits at depths ranging from



50-100 m to several kilometres may be identified through

electrical sfiuclure of the shallow subsurface (Vozoff, 1991).

the determination of the

Figure 1.2: Location of tlie Superior Province with respect to signifìcant tectonic
provinces (Hoffman, 1 989).
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The goal of the West Superior Transect is to test and elaborate models for the

supracrustal development, assembly and stabilization of the Archean lithosphere. Two

principal objectives include determining the subsurface crustal geometry of the

subprovinces and investigation of cratonization processes for Archean crust. Secondary

objectives include defining tectonic boundaries between components of different age

andlor geologic setting, determining the nature of boundaries between greenstone belts

and adjacent domains, investigating the lithospheric root in the transect for potential

diamond endowment, and fînally characterizing the Archean sedimentary basins in the

region. The objective of using electromagnetic methods in the West Superior Transect

originates with investigating the electrical structure at the boundaries of the Quetico and

English River subprovinces in relation to the depositional environment and to mapping

the regional electrical sttucture of the lithosphere laterally and vertically (Clowes,lggi).

A number of publications, reports and theses (Craven et al., 2001;2005; Ferguson

et al., 2004; 2005; wu et al., 2003; Spratt, 1999; wennberg, 1999; Norton, 2000)

document the investigation of the West Superior Province using MT. This thesis

describes the analysis and interpretation of data collected in the northwestern part of the

transect. This survey (GEO00) is unique in that it locates MT sites in remote locations

that are not readily accessible by automobile. The survey comesponds to the data

acquired by Geosystetn on behalf of the LITHOPROBE and the Geological Survey of

Canada in the fall of 2000. In addition, AMT sites were recorded on a profile crossing

the Fox River Sill. Additional funding for this acquisition was provided by Falconbridge

Ltd. Figure 1.4 displays the location sites of MT surveys acquired in and adjacent to the

West Superior Transect in the last decade.



1.2 Thesis Objectives

This thesis will concem itself with the analysis and interpretation of the MT data

from the GEO00 conducted in the fall of 2000 in the northwestern portion of the Superior

Province (Figure 1.4). specific objectives of the thesis and survey include;

(1) evaluating the conductivity structure of the nofthwest Superior Province,

(2) determining the dimensionality of the MT dataset,

(3) determining the conductivity structure of the Fox River Sill Complex, and

(4) examining hypotheses for the formation of the tectonic assemblages obserued.

Analysis of the dataset requires the initial development of an understanding of the

regional geology of the area and of the MT method. MT impedance estimates were

provided by Geosystem and geoelectric strike determined using the Swift method,

induction vectors, maximum phase split, and tensor decomposition. Determinant

averaged pseudosections are discussed in the thesis as well as raw and Groom-Bailey

decomposed data oriented along principle strike directions. Depth sections were

produced using both Mackte 2-D conjugate gradient and Occam 2-D inversion codes.

Finally, an intetpretation of the resistivity structure of the northwest Superior Province is

provided by integration of the MT dataset with the regional geology and geophysics

information.



Figure I.4: Location of MT sites in the western Superior Province from the
LITHOPROBE Western Superior Transect (19971000) and previous surveys
(1986-1994). Heavy black line: edge of Phanerozoic sedimentary rocks; soiid
line: subprovince boundary; dashed line: interpreted subprovince boundary
beneath Phanerozoic cover; shaded light gray area: Proterozoic terrains; pattemed
area: Phanerozoic sedimentary rocks. THO: Trans-Hudson orogen , SBZ: Superior
Boundary Zone, WCSB: Western Canadian sedimentary basin, HBB: Hudson
Bay basin, MRB: Moose River basin, FR: Fox River sill, ALB: Assean Lake
block, NSS: North Superior superterrane, OSL: Oxford-Stull Lake terane, ML:
Munro Lake subprovince, iL: Island Lake subprovince, MD: Muskrat Dam
subprovince, NC: North Caribou terrane, ER: English River subprovince, BR:
Bird River'-Separation Lake subprovince, WR: Winnipeg River subprovince
(Ferguson et al., 2005).



Chapter 2: Geological Background

2.1 Introduction

The GEO00 MT survey was conducted in the fall of 2000 centered over the

northwest portion of the Superior Province. Forty-one MT sites were placed across the

area spanning a number of geological provinces and subprovinces. The survey included

several sites along the Trans-Hudson Orogen as well as on the Phanerozoic cover of the

Hudson Bay Lowlands. This chapter contains a description of the regional geology of the

geological units in and adjacent to the GEO00 study area.

2.2 Superior Province

The Canadian Shield is an aggregate of former continental units which include the

Superior, wyoming, slave, Nain, Hearne, and Rae provinces (Figure r.2). Eachprovince

is a late Archean crustal block containing various proportions of Early and/or Middle

Archean crust. Provincial boundaries are a result of Proterozoic rifting and subsequent

collisional deforrnation (Hoffman, 1989). The Superior province itself is composed of

2.0 million sq. km. and is by far the largest Archean province in the world (Card &

Ciesielski, 1986). It is composed of -75% gneissic/plutonic rocks and, 25%o low to

medium-grade supracrustal rocks that form distinct subparallel east-northeast trending

belts of contrasting lithology, age, andlor metamorphic grade.

The following four commonly occurring belt types dominate the Superior

Province: (l) volcanic-plutonic terranes, (2) metasedimentary belts, (3) plutonic

complexes, and (4) high-grade gneiss complexes (Card, 1990). Subprovinces of the

Superior Province are classifred among these four belt types. The definition and

chatacterization of boundaries between subprovinces are based on structural and



metamorphic transitions of sufficient width in which faulting, cataclasis, and igneous

activity have masked primary lithological transitions (Card & Ciesielski, 1986).

A geological map of the Superior Province is presented in Figure 2.1 indicating

the various rock types associated with subprovinces and the location of the GEO00 MT

survey. The Northwest Superior Province is predominantly composed of granitoid, mafic

intrusive, mafic volcanic, tonalitic and volcanic rocks.

The nomenclature for subprovinces in the northwest Superior Province and the

location of their boundaries has evolved over the last decade and has differed according

to the government jurisdiction. For the purpose of this study, the subprovince boundaries

based on those proposed by Percival et al. (2000), Thurston et al. (199I), and Thurston

(2002) are used. This classification arose from the National Mapping project

(NATMAP) and the discovery of Archean aged crustal units ourside the previously

mapped northem margin of the Superior Province (Böhm et aI.,2000). The NATMAp

project was organized to reconcile subprovince boundaries across the Manitoba and

Ontario Provincial boundary (Percival et al., 2000). The discovery of 3.5-3.8 Ga rock

near the northern margin of the Superior Province (Böhm et al., 2000) resulted in the

proposition of alternate theories regarding the tectonic evolution of the area. In large

part, the subprovince boundaries result from integration of observed geology with the

regional magnetometric data (Thurston et a1., 1991). Figure 2.2 shows the subprovince

boundaries of Thurston (2002) and Figure 2.3 overlays the subprovince boundaries used

in this shrdy (Figure L4) on the regional magnetornetric data.
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Figure 2'1: Geological map of the Northwest Superior Province. Nomenclature of subprovince coresponds to that of Figure 1.4
(Geological Map of Canada, 1997).
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Figure 2.3: GEO00 MT survey sites presented with northwest Superior Province
subprovinces overlain on regional magnetometric data. Yellow squares are site
locations. Approximate scale: -500 nT (red) to +3000 nT (maroon). (modified
from Ferguson et a1.,2005; Clowes, 1997).

For the purposes of this study, subprovinces are described in order from south to

north. This ordering is based solely on geography and does not infer the process of

tectonic evolution. The subprovinces of the Supelior Province crossed by the GEO00
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suruey are; the English River, Uchi, North Caribou, Muskrat Dam, Island Lake, Munro

Lake, Oxford-Stull Lake, North Superior Superterrane, and Pikwitonei. In addition, sites

are also located on the Trans-Hudson Orogen, and on the Phanerozoic cover of the

Hudson Bay Lowlands.

2.2.1 Subprovinces Adjacent to the GEO00 Study Area

The portion of the Superior Province to the south of the GEO00 study area is

made up predominantly of the wawa, Quetico, Wabigoon, winnipeg River, and Bird

River subprovinces.

The Wawa subprovince is a late Archean volcano-plutonic terrane made up of

supracrustal and plutonic rocks. Generally, the volcanic rocks consist of mafic tholeiites

intercalated with iron-formation and mixed maf,rc-felsic, calc-alkaline suites of intruded

coeval tonalitic plutons which are overlain unconformably by terrestrial and marine

epiclastic sediments derived from the underlying volcanics and tonalites (Card, 1990).

Greenstone belts comprise 35o/o of the Wawa subprovince and these consist of 60%

tholeiitic and komatiitic mafic volcanic rocks, 20-25% calc-alkalic and tholeiitic felsic

rocks, intermediate, and mafic volcanic rocks, 15-20% metasediments, and minor alkalic

and shohonitic volcanic rocks.

The Quetico subprovince consists of an accretionary prism which is a

symmetrical metamorphosed belt of deformed turbidites of mixed felsic-mafic igneous

origin. An axial zone consisting of high grade metamorphic rocks exists in which

migmatite and local granulite grade paragneiss are intruded by discrete suites of

peraluminous and magnetite-bearing granite (Card, 1990). The Quetico prism is viewed

as having been constructed largely of trench turbidites accreted to the Wabigoon forearc
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during dextral-oblique norlhward subduction terminated by collision with the back of the

Wawa arc (Card, 1990).

The V/abigoon subprovince is exposed from the Manitoba-Ontario border to

beneath the sedimentary cover of the Moose River Basin (Figure 1.4) approximately 900

km to the east with an average north-south width of 100 km. This subprovince is

characterized by dominantly metavolcanic supracrustal sequences, greenstone belts, and

is bordered and intruded by voluminous felsic plutonic rocks, including early synvolcanic

plutons and tonalitic gneiss, and younger foliated to massive plutions ranging from quartz

diorite to granite and syenite (Card, 1990).

The Winnipeg River subprovince consists of over 95Yo phttonic rocks of felsic

and intermediate felsic composition with minor supracrustal remnants. Tonalitic gneisses

are widely scattered throughout the complex and represent plutonic rocks derived from

the partial melting of mafic rocks. Granitic rocks are differentiates of tonalitic ma1ma,

and mafic inclusions are chemically similar to oceanic basalts (card, 1990).

The Bird River subprovince is a wedge shaped volcano-plutonic terrane between

the Winnipeg River plutonic and English River metasedim entary subprovinces. The Bird

River greenstone belt is similar to the greenstone belts of the westem Wabigoon

Subprovince, and contains an extensive chromite bearing ultramafic-mafic sill (Scoates,

r e83).

2.2.2 English River Subprovince

The English River subprovince is bounded on the north by the Uchi subprovince

and is exposed from Lake Winnipeg in the west to the Phanerozoic cover of the Moose

River basin in the east. Its northern boundary is a major dextral transcurent fault
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juxtaposing volcanic and plutonic rocks of the northern Uchi subprovince with high-

grade metasediments and low-grade greenstones of the English River subprovince. This

boundary may represent a major suftrre zone (Card, 1990). A positive gravity anomaly is

associated with the English River subprovince and a negative anomaly with the Uchi

subprovince (Card, 1 990).

Metasedimentary rocks consisting of gneiss and migmatite accountfor 650/o of the

bedrock of the English River Subprovince. Prior to metamorphism, these rocks

consistied of turbiditic wackes and siltstones. The remainder of the bedrock consists of

mafic gneiss, probably of both volcanic and intrusive origin and lean ironstone.

Widespreadmigmatization is interpreted to be due to progressive anatexis (Card, 1990).

Struch:ral trends, including folds and foliations are subparallel to subprovince boundaries

and were formed during polyphase deformation and metamorphism (card, 1990).

2.2.3 Uchi Subprovince

The Uchi subprovince is characterized by narrow, sinuous, partly interconnected

greenstone belts surrounded and intruded by voluminous granitiod rocks. Analysis of

ductile deformation has implied that an Uchi-North Caribou temane was assembled prior

to the successive accretion of the wabigoon and wawa terranes (card, 1990).

The greenstone belts of the Uchi subprovince including the Rice Lake, Red Lake,

and Birch-Uchi belts, consist of lower bimodal basalt-rhyolite cycles and upper calc-

alkalic and tholeiitic basalt-andesite-rhyholite sequences. Geochemistry indicates that the

basalts are mantle-derived oceanic tholeites, whereas the Light Rare Earth Elements

(LREE)-enriched andesites and strongly fractionated fesic volcanics were derived by

melting and assimilation of sialic crust by mantle-derived maf,ic magmas in large, zoned
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magma chambers (Card, 1990). Plutonic rocks of the Uchi subprovince include anearly

pre- and synkinematic, deformed, metamorphosed sodic quartz diorite-tonalite suite, and

a lafer syn- to postkinematic potassic granite-granodiorite-syenite suite (Card, 1990;

Hillary & Ayres, 1980).

2.2.4 North Caribou Terrane

The North Caribou subprovince consists of the terrane formerly known as the

Berens River and Sachigo subprovinces (Card & Ciesielski, 1986; Lin, 2005). It is

characLerized by quartz-rich metasedimentary sequences and carbonate-type greenstones

commonly deposited above older arc sequences. It contains numerous greenstone belts

such as the Red Lake and Confederation greenstone belts (Thurston et al. , I 99 1 ).

As for the Uchi subprovince, the North Caribou Terrane is characterized by

narrow, sinuous, partly interconnected greenstone belts surrounded and intruded by

voluminous granitiod rocks. Three distinct episodes of volcanism and plutonism are

recognized and consequently these subprovinces have a more complex history than the

southem terranes in the western Superior Province. Analysis of ductile deformation has

implied that the North Caribou terrane was assembled prior to the successive accretion of

the Wabigoon and Wawa terranes (Card, 1990).

Greenstone belts of the North Caribou subprovince are cyclic sequences of

tholeiitic basalt overlain by mixed calc-alkalic felsic and intermediate volcanics and

sediments (Card, 1990). Plutonic rocks of the North Caribou subprovince include an

early pre- and synkinematic, deformed, metamorphosed sodic qtartz diorite-tonalite

suite, and a later syn- to postkinematic potassic granite-granodiorite-syenite suite (Card,

I ee0).
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2.2.5 Island Lake Subprovince

The Island Lake subprovince is composed of arc greenstones extending from

Ifuight Lake and Island Lake in Manitoba to the Pierce-Ponask-Sachigo greenstone belts

of Ontario (Thurston et al, 1991).

The Island Lake subprovince obtains its name from its largest greenstone belt. It

has been traditionally subdivided into two groups; the Hayes River Group and the

unconformably overlying Island Lake Group which are representative of the subprovince.

The Hayes River Group consists of mafic volcanic rocks including spatially associated

gabbro intrusions and subordinate intermediate and felsic volcanic rocks as well as

volcanogenic sedimentary rocks. The Island Lake group consists of conglomerate,

sandstone and turbidite. The supracrustal rocks are intruded by granitoids. Both groups

have undergone multiple generations of deformation with the Hâyes River Group

experiencing at least one more generation of deformation (Lin et al., 1998).

2.2.6 Muskrat Dam Subprovince

The Muskrat Dam subprovince contains complexly folded arc greenstones of

which the Muskrat Dam Lake greenstone belt is one example. The subprovince is

bounded to the east by the magnetite rich granitic rocks of the Island Lake subprovince,

to the south by the North Caribou platform sequences, and to the north by oceanic

volcanic complexes of the Munro Lake subprovince.

The Muskrat Dam Lake greenstone belt lies north-northeast of Red Lake. The

belt consists of three assemblages: the Nekence, the Muskrat Dam and the Rottenfish

assemblages. The Nekence assemblage consists of komaiitic and tholeiitic flows at

Nekence Lake, and overlying iron formation and quartz arenites (Thurston et a1.,1991).
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The Muskrat Dam assemblage includes rhyolitic units and komatiitic flows have been

observed along the Severn River within gabbroic units. In addition, metasedimentary

units are obserued in conglomerate form with carbonate matrix and clasts of varied

composition; gabbro, mafic and felsic metavolcanics, metasediments, chert, iron

formation, quartz arenite, and vein quartz (Thurston et al., 1991). The Rottenfish

assemblage is separated from the main Muskrat Dam assemblage by the Rottenfish Shear

Zone (Thurston et al., L99l).

2.2.7 Munro Lake Subprovince

The Munro Lake subprovince (also referred to as the Molson Domain) lies mostly

in Manitoba. It is composed of two distinctive supracrustal sequences; a lower mafic-

ultramafic series dominated by komatiite, tholeiitic basalt and plutonic equivalents and

subordinate ferruginous sediments as well as an upper calc-alkaline series incoroporating

subaqueous andesite and dacite lavas as observed in the Carrot River Greenstone Belt

(Peck et al., I999a).

This subprovince is overprinted by the Molson Dyke Swarm, a collection of mafic

and ultramafic dykes. These dykes generally strike 10o to 60o with a near vertical dip and

are present from the North Caribou Lake in the east to the Thompson Nickel Belt in the

west. In the north, the dykes are bounded by the Fox River Belt and they do not extend

south of 52oN (Osmani,I99l, Scoates & Macek, lg78). The dykes are characterized by:

back-veining of country rock derived partial melts adjacent to the margins of larger dykes

(>10m thick); development of sedimentary-type layering structures; a progressive

increase in the intensity of deformation and the extent of metamorphic overprinting in
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smaller dykes; and the complete preservation of primary features in the cores of larger

dykes (Peck et a1., 1999a).

This terrane differs from other volcanic dominated greenstones due to the nature

of sedimentary rocks, the scarcity of rhyolites, the interbedded nafure of metavolcanic

units with quartzose wackes and impure quartzites, and the common occuffence of iron

formation interbeds (Thurston et al, 1991).

2.2.8 Oxford-Stull Lake Subprovince

The Oxford-Stull Lake subprovince is made up of the largest greenstone belt in

the northwest Superior Province, the Oxford Lake - Knee Lake greenstone belt, and

extends into Ontario through the Stull Lake portion of the Big Trout Lake-Swan Lake

greenstone belt (Syme et al., 1997; Thurston et al, 1991).

The Oxford group at God's Lake Narrows consists of both a volcanic and

sedimentary subgroup. The bulk of the volcanic subgroup consists of greywacke

siltstone, sandstone and pebbly sandstone. Chert-magnetite iron formation, ironstone and

argillite are common in the siltstone sequences. Sedimentary structures such as graded

bedding, flame andrip-ups are also observed. The sedimentary subgroup is a 1-1.5 km

thick continuous sequence of well preserved polymictic conglomerate. Beds are 0.5 to 3

m thick and clast size ranges from pebble to small boulders. Clast composition is

variable and includes supracrustal, instrusive, and metamorphic rocks (Corkery et al.,

1999; Syme et a1., 1997).

Two major generation of shear zone deformation are identified. Both generations

of shear zones strike to the southeast. In the God's Lake Narrows Shear Zone,numerous
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tonalitic dykes are observed that range in size from a few centimeters to a few tens of

metres (Corkery et a1.,1999).

The Sfull Lake greenstone belt is the northernmost major greenstone belt in the

northwest Superior Province in Ontario. and includes the Big Trout Lake-Swan Lake

greenstone belt' This portion of the Oxford-Stull Lake subprovince consists of three

assemblages; the Stull, the Richardson Arm, and the Rapson assemblages. The Stull

assemblage is an arc-fype assemblage consisting of plagioclase-phyric basaltic units and

gabbroic intrusions. The Richardson Arm assemblage consists of hornblende-phyric

massive and pillowed maf,ic flows (Thurston et al., l99l).

The Rapson assemblage is considered a Timiskaming-type sequence on the basis

of rock types and is correlatable with the oxford Lake Group in Manitoba (Thurston et

al, l99I)' The Timiskaming-type and other so-called "late successor basin" sequences

of Canada are noteworthy, because they (1) were deposited unconformably upon older

"Keewatin-type" greenstone, (2) are the youngest Archean supracrustal rocks within each

belt in which they occur, (3) lie along major fault zones , (4) are inferred to represent

deposition in pull-apart and other fault-related basins, and (5) are present in the geologic

framework of many gold camps. Although Timiskaming-type sequences differ in

absolute ãge, they typically are 10-30 million years younger than the subjacent

greenstone in each subprovince (Jirsa, 2000).

2.2.9 North Superior Superterrane

The North Superior supertenane is

transect from Kistigan Lake to Red Cross

Superior craton margin hosts an ancient

poorly exposed but has been defined along a

Lake (Percival et al., 2000). The northwest

(-3.2 Ga) platformal supracrustal sequence
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(Assean Lake crust) indicating that parts of the craton (namely the North Superior

superterrane; Skulski et aI.,2000) and/or the adjacent Superior Boundary Zone stabilized

prior to 3.0 Ga and could be associated with a thick lithosphere (Manitoba Geological

Survey, 2003). The North Superior superterrane contains five plutonic suites of which

observed rock types include biotite monzogranite, and biotite tonalite gneiss (Skulski et

al., 2000). The North Superior superterrane is bounded to the south by the North Kenyon

Fault. This fault on Yelling Lake comprises a I km wide protomylonite to mylonite zone

within granodiorite.

2.2.10 Pikwitonei Subprovince

The Pikwitonei subprovince is located in the northwest corner of the Superior

province and is exposed at the surface only in Manitoba before vanishing beneath the

Phanerozoic cover of the Hudson Bay Platform adjoining the Moose River Basin. This

high-grade gneiss tertane is considered a relatively deeply eroded section of the North

Superior terane (Fountain eta1.,1987; Hoffman, 1989). The Pikwitonei-North Superior

boundary is an orthopyroxene isograd that obliquely tlansects structures and rock units of

both subprovinces (Card, 1990). The contact of the Pikwitonei subprovince with the

Thompson Belt (part of the Superior Boundary Zone with the Trans-Hudson Orogen) is a

narrow transition zone that represents the eastern limit of Proterozoic structural and

metamorphic overprinting of Pikwitonei gneiss. This zone exhibits overprinting of

Pikwitonei east-trending structures by northeast-trending structures of the Tliompson

Belt. Within the Pikwitonei subprovince retrograde metamorphism is observed as well as

the existence of a swann of mafic dykes (Molson dykes) striking to the northeast (Card,

1990; Osmani, 1991).
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2.3 Trans-Hudson Orogen

2.3.1 Overview of the Trans-Hudson Orogen in the Study Area

The Trans-Hudson Orogen is the collision zone between the Superior Province

and the Archean provinces to the north and west. It is comprised of the Hudson Bay and

northem Quebec segments to the northeast and the Manitobp-Saskatchewan and Dakota

segments to the southwest (Hoffman, 1989).

The Manitoba-Saskatchewan segment is 500 km long and contains four different

tectonic zones; a southeastern foreland belt, an internal zone ofjuvenile Proterozojc crust,

an Andean fype batholith and a northwestern Hearne province hinterland belt. The

foreland is segmented into the Fox River Belt, the Archean Pikwitonei granulites, the

Thompson nickel belt, and early Proterozoic cover (Hoffman, 1989). The 400 km wide

intemal zone of the Trans-Hudson Orogen is comprised of volcanic and plutonic rocks

that resemble those of island arcs (Hoffman, 1989).

2.3.2 Larger Scale Geologic Setting of the Fox River Belt

The Fox River Belt consists of low-grade supracrustal rocks overlying migmatic

gneisses of the Churchill-Superior Boundary Zone (Scoates, 1981 ,1990; Weber, 1990).

It is approximately 250-300 km long and 10 to 30 km wide as observed in Figwe 2.4

(Scoates, 1990). The belt has undergone low to very low grade metamorphism with the

grade increasing southward with stratigraphic depth. Pumpellyite and prehnite are

widespread within volcanic rocks (Scoates, 1990). The Fox River Belt has been

extensively studied by numberous authors such as Scoates (1981, 1990), peck et al.
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(1999b, c; 2000), Huminicki (2000), Osiowy (2000), Desharnais et al. (2000), Desharnais

(2005), and Syme et al. (1999).

The Fox River Sill is the principal component of the Fox River Belt. It is

generally characterized as a layered intrusion. This stratiform ultramafic-mafic complex

is composed of two lobes or segments in the western part of the Fox River Belt (Fig. 2.5).

Each segment is approximately 70 km long and they are separated by a gap of 12 km.

The present sfudy area is located near a structure called the "pinch and swell strucfure"

(Scoates, 1990) on the western lobe. Previous areomagnetic studies have suggested that

the sill extends for another 120 km easfward beneath Paleozoic cover of the Hudson Bay

lowland (Scoates, 1990; Fig. 2.6).

lEl Segments of the Circum-Superior Belt
f__] Hudson Bay Lowlands
f,_-l Churchill Province gneiss (undivided)
l-_--I Superior Province gneiss (undivided)
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Figure 2.4: Location of the Fox River Belt along Trans-Hudson Orogen boundary zone
(Hosain,2003).
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2.3.3 Geology of the Fox River Sill

The Fox River Sill is emplaced in a sequence of siltstone, sandstone, argillite and

shale. The sill is divided into the following four zones of various thicknesses: Marginal

Zone (MZ -270m), Lower Central Layered Zone (LCLZ - 875m), Upper Central Layered

Zone (UCLZ - 925m) and Hybrid Roof Zone (HRZ - 50m) as shown in Figure 2.7.

Layer thickness is based on the integration of outcrop and borehole data. Variations in

thickness have been observed along strike. Each zone is characterized by distinctive

lithologic units. V/ith the exception of the Hybrid Roof Zone (HRZ), each zone is also

characterized by a distinctive cyclic affangement of units. In general, the intrusion is

predominantly ultramafic in composition with more than 75o/o of the sill consisting of

olivine-rich cumulate rocks (Scoates, 1990).

The Margin al Zone (MZ) is present along the majority of the west lobe's southern

sill margin. Thickness ranges from metres to several hundred metres and is distinguished

by repetitions of olivine, clinopyroxene and plagioclase cumulate layers which constitute

cyclic units. This zone, as observed in outcrop at Great Falls, Manitoba, is by far the

least ultramaftc zone of the sill consisting of just over 40Yo olivine cumulate rocks. The

Lower Layered Central Zone (LLCZ) is present along the entire length of the west lobe.

It is composed predominantly of cyclic repetitions of paired dunite and olivine

clinopyroxene layers. As such, it displays the most ultramafic character as it is composed

of approximately 90o/o olivine-rich, olivine cumulate rocks. In contrast, Upper Layered

Central Zone (ULCZ) rocks are characterized by the presence of orthopyloxene present

in olivine, clinopyroxene and plagioclase cumulate rocks as well the presence of

plagioclase cumulate rocks forming the uppermost layers of many UCLZ cyclic units.
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This zone is characterized by a composition consisting of approximately 75o/o olivine

cumulate rocks. UCLZ rocks are present ubiquitously but appear to be absent from the

easternmost part of the west lobe of the sill. The Hybrid Roof Zone (HRZ) consists of a

mixture composed of sedimentary roof rocks and the sill while exhibiting no signs of

cyclic processes. Composition coresponds to quartz- and granophyre- bearing sill rocks,

granophyre, aplite and inclusions of Middle Sedimentary Formation rocks that have been

largely converted to hornfels (Scoates, 1990). Figure 2.8 shows a geological cross-

section based on six drill holes within Profile 722 (Scoates, 1990) approximately

coinciding with the AMT profile. Two drill holes (38531 &.38532) are presenr along rhe

AMT profile.

The rocks of the Fox River Sill contain a number of conductive minerals.

Disseminated sulphide and oxide minerals are a common accessory phase in parts of the

MZ, UCLZ, and HRZ succession but rare in the LCLZ. Pyrrhotite, pentlandite,

chalcopyrite, pyrite, magnetite and heazlewoodite have all been identified. Awaruite, a

nickel-iron alloy was identifîed in one LCLZ sample. In cyclic units, disseminated

sulphide minerals occur in olivine and clinopyroxene cumulate layers and are more rare

in plagioclase cumulate layers. An association in abundance between sulphide minerals

and cumulus clinopyroxene has been recognized in some cyclic units (Scoates, 1990).

Figure 2.9 presents photographs of identified layered and disseminated chromite in core

of the LCLZ from drill hole 38520.

Integration of dip data observed in outcrops such as those located at Great Falls,

Manitoba has resulted in the proposition that the deposit is lopolithic in cross-section

shape (Figure 2.10). Gibb (1968) determined that interpretation of an asymmetrical
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residual Bouger gravity prof,rle supported a northerly dipping structure. This

interpretation is also corroborated by the interpretation of ground magnetic asymmetrical

anomalies (Scoates, 1 990).
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Figure 2'7: Geology of Fox River study area (modified from Scoates, 1990). Green squares are Fox River AMT site locations.
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Figure 2.8: Proposed cross-section of the Fox River Sill based on drill holes across study
area (Scoates, 1990). Location of the section is shown in Figure 2.7 where it is
indicated by the grey-coloured bar to the east of the AMT profile.
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a)

Figure 2.9: a) Chromite layer and heavily disseminated chromite in an olivine-rich,
olivine cumulate (original chromiferous dunite). Note scalloped nature of
contacts. b) Heavily disseminated chromite in original chromiferous dunite.
Black bar is 1.0 cm long. Both samples are from the LCLZ, olivine cumulate,
DDH 38520-394.0 (modified from Scoates, 1990).
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Figure 2'10: Proposed cross-section of the Fox River Sill. a) shallow cross-section, b)
cross-section at depth showing lopolithic shape, c) observed gravity anomaly
across sill (Gibb, 1968; Scoates, 1990).
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2.4 Hudson Bay Lowlands

To the northwest and east of the northern Superior Province from the Sevem

Arch, the Precambrian rocks of the Superior Province and Trans-Hudson Orogen are

covered by the Phanerozoic rocks of the Hudson Bay Lowlands and the Moose River

Basin. The Hudson Bay Lowlands and Moose River Basin are separated by the

Precambrian basement high of the Cape Henrietta Maria Arch. The northem boundary of

the Hudson Bay Lowlands is the Bell Arch which strikes to the northwest (Figure 2.lI).

Seismic profiles suggest that the Hudson Bay Basin is covered with 2000 m and the

Moose River Basin covered with 600 to 800 m of Phanerozoic strata (Norris, 1993).

With respect to the study areá, the thickness is zero at the margin of the Phanerozoic

cover and averages a thickness of 500 m. The thickest Phanerozoic cover (approximately

1000 m) occurs at the intersection of the Manitoba-Ontario boundary with the Hudson

Bay coast (Figure 2.lI).

Figure 2.12 derived from seismic profiles demonstrates that the basin is relatively

shallow and saucer shaped with the greatest isopach thickness in the center of the basin

and thinnest at the edge of the basin associated with the Sevem Arch. Block faulting of

these sediments is also obserued (Norris, 1993).

The stratigraphic chart for the Hudson Bay Basin and the Moose River Basin is

presented in Figure 2.13 and type sections for the Hudson Bay and Moose River Basi¡s

are presented in Figure 2.14. The stratigraphic chart provides an indication of how

complex the depositional history was in both basins as multiple exposure events are

identified. The type sections indicate that the amount of clastic rocks (shales and
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sandstones) is limited. The majority of the section is comprised of dolomite, limestone,

and halite with some occurrences of anhydrite/gypsum.
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Figure 2.1 1: Isopach map of Phaneiozoic cover in Hudson Bay and Moose River basins
(Nonis, 1993).
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Chapter 3: The Magnetotelluric Method

3.1 Introduction

The MT method uses nalural electromagnetic fields to investigate the electrical

conductivity sttucture of the earth and works in the following manner. The earth has a

natural magnetic field that when disturbed, induces electric fields in the Earth. Sources

of such disturbances include thunderstorms which cause magnetic fields at frequencies

higher than ! Hz. Current systems in the magnetosphere and ionosphere set up by solar

activity cause magnetic fields at frequencies less than I Hz. These fields behave like

plane waves at the surface of the Earth such that most of their energy is reflected, but a

small amount of their energy propagates vertically downward into the earth (Vozoff,

i991). This propagated energy in turn induces natural alternating electric curents to

flow within the Earth, known as telluric currents (Kearey & Brooks, lggl).

Audio-Magnetotellurics (AMT) is an extension of the magnetotelluric (MT)

method into the audio frequency range. The AMT method uses signals from

thunderstorms whereas in the controlled-source AMT (CSAMT) method, signals from a

high frequency transmitter are used.

3.2 Definition of MT Impedance

Employing Maxwell's electromagnetic equations, solutions are obtained for the

horizontal components of the electric and magnetic fields at the surface due to telluric

curents in the earth (Cagniard, 1953). Using magnetometers and electrodes placed on

the surface, the magnetic field variations and the potential differences associated with the

induced curLents may be measured. A typical MT survey will consist of measurement of
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two electric field (E) components and three magnetic field (H) component variations

(Vozoff, l99I).

The primary response measured in MT surueys is the magnetotelluric impedance:

2,,(')=ffi,

where i, j : x, y and o represents the angular frequency. In this thesis, the Cartesian

coordinate system is used and "x" will correspond to the North direction, "y" to the East

and"z" will be vertically downwards. The impedance is often represented as a tensor:

z =lz* '*f .

lz,. 2,,l

Note that all impedance terms have an implicit dependence on frequency.

3.2.1 MT Response in Different Structures

The MT response will vary depending on the nature of the structure in which

measurements are made. Analysis of the impedance tensor can indicate whether the data

were collected over one-dimensional (1-D), two-dimensional (2-D) or three dimensional

(3-D) structures.

For the 1-D case, which conesponds to a uniform or horizontally layered earth,

Z**:0, Zyy:0 andZy*- -lxy (Vozoff, 1991). This case is associated with resistivity

varying in only one-direction (depth) . In the 2-D case, if the x or y axis is along the

strike thenZ*^:0 and Zyy:0,btrtZ*rf -Zyx. In the event that neither axis is along the

strike, then Z** : -Zvv 10. For the 3-D case, resistivity will vary in all directions and in

general, the impedance tensor will have a more complex form.

(3.1)

(3.2)
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3.2.1.1 Uniform Half-Space

The most basic structure is that of a uniform half-space in wliich the conductivity

is the same throughout the medium in all directions. Above a uniform half-space of

conductivity o (resistivity p) and magnetic permeability ¡ro, the diagonal impedance terms

Z**:Zrr:0 and the off-diagonal terms will be defined by:

7 __7 ialt _+@uxy - -Lya .,Jiapo \ o

if the external magnetic field signals consist of a spatially uniform magnetic held. In this

thesis, only relatively low frequency signals (f< 20 000H2) and conductive media (o > l0-
u s/m; will be dealt with. It is then possible to neglect displacement currents (ward &

Hohmann, 1988). The phase of the impedance (i.e., the phase lead of the electric f,ield

over the magnetic) field will be defined by:

(mb )ltj: aønl '^")-*, { l: Lradians : 45oRqz;j 4^*"'*'^ (3 4)

For the MT response over a uniform halÊspace, the resistiv ity may be determined from

the impedance using

I ¿ tz 1p= _ lZ,l =tlzr,l' .

@po' Øl[u

depth:

The signal penetration will depend on frequency and will be defìned by the skin

(3.3)

(3 5)
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3.2.1.2l-D Structure

A 1-D strucfure is defined as a horizontally stratified

layer has a characteristic conductivity (o¡) and thickness

impedance equation takes the recursive form,

z. ( a¡\ = 
i rlt 

I 
e,z,-, (ø) + ¡ øl¡antt(e,lt,)]\ ' 0, 10,2,(a)tanh(0¡tj+ iap )'

where Z¡(ro) is the impedance at the surface of layer i and

0' = ialld

For this layered-earth model, the diagonal impedance terms will once again equal

zero and the off-diagonal terms will be defîned by Z*r:-Zr*:Z¡(a). Due to the resistivity

variation in a horizontally-layered-earth, the resistivity determined fiom the impedance

measured for this structure using equation (3.5) will vary with the frequency and the

corresponding signal penetration. It is called an apparent resistivity (Vozoff, 1991):

layered earth in which each

(hi). In this situation, the

p^(r,¡)= 
fi;lt*@)l' = fi,|t,.{,\'

Figure 3.1 shows the response over simple two layered earth models. In both

cases the top layer is I Qm and the second layer is more resistive (10 Om) in model A

and more conductive (0.1 Om) in model B. This figure demonstrates that for a MT

resonse defined over an appropriate frequency range, it is possible to resolve subsurface

layers of different resisïivity.

The phase is related to the change of resistivity with depth. For model A, where

Pz > Pt , the phase decreases through a minimum with decreasing frequency (increasing

period) and then returns to 45o. In model B, where pz < pt, the phase increases through a

maximum with decreasing frequency and then returns to 45o. The phase of the
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impedance response is related to the magnitude of apparent resistivity through a

dispersion relationship (Parker, 1983). The phase over a 1-D electrical conductivity

sttucture must always be between 0 and 90o. Overall, the MT phase is a more stable or

more robust parameter than the apparent resistivify. One example where this is the case

occurs over a disturbed stmcture with outcropping resistivify contrasts. In this situation,

the apparent resistivity can undergo discontinuities of several orders of magnitude

whereas the phase remains perfectly continuous (Fischer et al., 1992).
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3.2.1.3 2-D Structure

In the case of 2-D structures, the electromagnetic fields can be separated into the

transverse electric (TE) and transverse magnetic (TM) modes. The TE mode involves the

component of the electric field (E) parallel to the strike direction of the conductivity

discontinuity. The TM mode involves the component of the magnetic field (H) parallel

to the strike direction of the conductivity discontinuity. Figure 3.2 shows the direction of

the electric and magnetic field in both modes with respect to the strike direction of the

lateral conductivity discontinuity.

STRIKE DIRECTION ALONG X-AXIS

Figure 3.2: Polarization modes of the electric field in 2-D structures (modified from
Swift, l91I). The TM mode coresponds to the electric field perpendicular to the
strike direction, whereas the TE mode coresponds to the electric field parallel to
strike direction. These modes are sometimes called E-perpendicular and E-
p aral I e I or H-p olari zation and E-po I a r ization.

In the case of a 2-D sttucture in which the x-direction is parallel to the strike, the

impedance tensor has its diagonal components equal zelo and the Z*, term equal s the Zre

and the Zr*term equals Z1¡a such that;

u
TM (H-Parallel)

I o z--1

"'o 
=l'r, 

o"-i

z
TE (E-Parallel)
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Figure 3.3 shows the pseudosection MT responses of a 2-D structure contouring a

sharp boundary between blocks of 1 Om and 1000 f)m. Pseudosections are contour plots

of the apparent resistivily or phase with the vertical axis corresponding to the measured

period or frequency and the horizontal axis corresponding to distance along a prohle.

close to the contact the MT response is sensitive to both brocks.

The phase response on both the TE and TM modes is continuous. In the TE mode

phase response, the transition across the boundary between both resistivity regions is

abrupt at low frequencies and with increasing frequency, begins to diminish until there is

no evidence of a boundary. A similar response is observed in the TM mode phase

response but the features in the pseudosection occur at much lower frequencies such that

the boundary is visible over a very limited bandwidth at low frequencies.

The apparent resistivity response on TM mode is discontinuous and continuous

for the TE mode. In the TE mode apparent resistivity response, the transition across the

boundary between both resistivity re$ions is abrupt but continuous at high frequencies.

The true resistivity of both regions is resolved very close to the separating boundary.

V/ith decreasing frequency, the distant from the boundary at which the true resistivity of

each region is accurately resolved begins to increase, particularly within the more

resistive region. A similar response is observed in the TM mode except that there is a

discontinuity at the boundary but the true resistivity is resolved in both regions over the

majority of the signal bandwidth. Only at the very lowest frequencies in the TM mode

does tlie apparent lesistivity response begin to exhibit behaviour similar to that of the low

frequency TE apparent resistivity response.
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2-D Model
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Figure 3.3:MT response of a two-dimensional model. a) depicts the quarter-space model
with resistivities of I Qm and 1000 Om, b) TE and TM phase responses, c) TE
and TM apparent resistivity responses.

The following rules of thumb were developed by Fischer et al. (1992) and Fischer

(1985) for 2-D stmcfures: (a) the MT phase is a continuous function over any structure,
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even in the presence of complicated topography and (b) where the curent is drawn to

greater depths the phase will rise, and where the current is concentrated near the surface

of a layer the phase will drop. Thus, as for a layered earth, the phase O > 45o if the lower

layer is more conductive and 0 . 45o if the lower layer is less conductive.

In the event that strike is unknown, both the electric and magnetic fields may be

rotated relative to the strike direction. Defining a rotation matrix R;

( cos? sindlR:l ^1,(- sind cos? )

The observed impedance tensor Z' wlll be related to the impedance tensor aligned with

the strike by:

Z':F.ZznRr

Methods for determining the angle between the strike and the coordinate system

are discussed in Section 3.5 below.

The skew (u¡ is a measure to quantify the degree to which

corresponds to that of a2-D structure (Vozoff, 1991). Defining

ct = Z** + Z, and

c, =2"- -2,. ,

the skew is given by

^, _ cr
tr--

(,f

3.2.1.4 3-D Structure

(3.11)

For the 3-D case, the impedance tensor will in general have a more complex form

and will not exhibit rotations in which the diagonal terms are zero. The first order effects

(3.12)

an MT response

(3. 13)

(3.14)
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of 3-D bodies on MT fields are vertical current distortion, horizontal current distortion,

and loóal induction (Park et al., i983; Park, 1985).

One special case of a 3-D sttucture occurs when the regional response is 1-D or 2-

D but the smaller scale sttuctures around the site are 3-D. If the scale of the 3-D strucfure

is small compared with the skin depth, it will cause only a galvanic distorlion of the

impedance. For a distorted response;

E = Z^H (3. 16)

where Z^ is the measured impedance tensor. The measured impedance is related to the

regional response ho inthe measurement axis system by

Z^:FiCZroRt ,

where C is the distortion tensor acting upon the regional electric field. For galvanic

distortion the elements of the distortion tensor C are real and frequency independent.

Note that if the distorting structures are orthogonal with the regional strike, C will be a

diagonal matrix and the distortion will create a static shift of the impedance terms.

Vozoff (1991) summarized static effects as vertical displacements of apparent resistivity

curves between adjacent sites or between the two curves at one site, without other

differences in either the shapes of the curves or of the phases. Static shift corresponds to

the same scalar factor applied at all frequencies such that apparent resistivity is shifted

along a log-ordinate scale without any such change in the phase currye (Jones, 1988).

3.3 MT Instruments and Recordings

As previously mentioned, an MT survey involves the measurement of two electric

f,reld components and three magnetic field component variations. A typical set-up for the

instruments involved is shown in Figure 3.4. Five electrodes are generally employed,

(3.n)
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four being used to measure the electric field in two perpendicular directions with the fifth

electrode is used as a ground. Three orthogonal magnetometer sensors are used to

measure the change in magnetic field. Surveys commonly involve the measurement of

the following field components: E*, Ey, H*, Hy, and Hr.

Coils Hx Hy Hz

, Amplifiers, digitizer
Computêf ** *=>- !-_-_:1J GPSt,.:,,..,... .:!.

Figure 3.4: Schematic illustration of the MT instrumentation layor"rt used to measure the
two electric and three magnetic field components.

Several types of non-polarizing electrodes may be used for measuring the electric

field including: cu-cuso+, cd-cdcla, Ag-Agcl, and pb-pbcl2 (vozoff, 1991). Selection

of the type of electrode employed in the suryey is based on rninimi zing the contact

resistance between the electrode and the earth. The voltage that exists at the contact is a

source of noise and depends on the chemical nature of the materials involved, their

interaction with the earth and associated fluids, and on temperaftrre. One possible

method to reduce contact resistance is to bury the electrodes in a slurry composed of an

absorbing clay (e.g. kitty litter) and an electrol¡ic solution (e.g. salt water).

Electrodes
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A problem associated with measurement of the electric fields is noise induced in

the connecting wires by motion (eg. due to wind or animals). In order to minimize this

noise, the wires connecting to the electrodes must be secured to the ground. Vy'ires must

also be laid out straight to avoid spurious high frequency noise induced in loops by time

variations in the veftical magnetic field. Other factors influencing electric field

measurements include earth currents attributable to power systems. The distance

between in-line electrodes is commonly 50 m. It is important to note that increasing this

distance, will increase the voltage between electrodes. In this manner, the signal to noise

ratio may be increased (Vozoff, lggl).

The two most common types of magnetometers used in MT surveys are induction

coils and fluxgate magnetometers. Successful recording of the magnetic field

components is dependent upon the magnetic field strength being greater than the

equivalent magnetic noise associated with the magnetometers. If satisfactory results are

not obtained, then a better technique, better conditions or better sensors must be

implemented (Vozoff, I 99 1).

3.3. I Audio-Magnetotellurics

Audio-magnetotellurics (AMT) is an extension of the MT method into the audio

frequency range. AMT recordings are accomplished by employing natural source fields

iri the frequency range from 10 Hz to about 20 kÐz. These fields are generated by

thunderstorm activity and as a result, the AMT method is most successful when used in

the summer. With the exception of the frequency 'deadband', a frequency range

extending from I kHz - 5 l.JTz characterized by a low in the nafural signal spectrum, the

absolute field stlength level is dependent on the proximity to sources such that generally:
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(a) levels are higher in lower latitudes; (b) levels are higher in the afternoon than in the

morning; and (c) levels are higher in summer than in winter. The AMT 'deadband' is

related to the absorption properties of the waveguide, the insulating shell of air between

the conductive earth and conductive ionosphere which partially traps electromagnetic

fields allowing for propagation of EM waves around the earth (Strangway et al. 1973;

Vozoff, 1991).

Instrumentation differences arise between MT and AMT systems because of the

utilization of a higher frequency source field. Only high sensitivity instruments may be

used since it is necess ary to measure extremely small magnetic fields as well as similarly

small voltages. Aside from these two differences regarding data acquisition, all other

aspects of the MT method are applicable to AMT datasets (Strangway et al., l9l3;Koziar

& Strangway,l9TS).

AMT is particularly applicable in areas of high resistivity cover or wherever large

resistivity contrasts are expected. The method is commonly used for a variety of

purposes ranging from aquifer mapping to delineation of the shallow electric structure of

shield areas. Examples of studies employing solely the AMT method or in conjunction

with the MT method include Koziar & Strangway (1978), Ilkisik & Jones (1984),

Kaikkonen & Pajunpaa (1984), Fischer (1989), and Meju et al. (1999).

3.4 Determination of the Impedance

Numerous authors (Larsen, 1989; Larsen et al., 1996; Moyano & osalla, 1990;

chave et al., 1987; Garcia et al., 1997; Jones et al., 1989; Gamble et al., 1979a; Sims et

al., l97I) have put forward various techniques for MT impedance estimation. The

consideration of noise, particularly the type of noise, its duration and frequency of
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occurrence is important in the determination of the appropriateness of a given processing

scheme.

The first step in the processing of MT data is the conversion of the time domain

recordings into the frequency domain as the bulk of processing is done in this domain

(Vozoff, 1991). This conversion is done by employing the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT)

in order to decrease processing time. Cascade decimation methods have been applied for

computing power spectra estimates from multi-channel time series data, pafücularly in

real-time data processing systems (Wight & Bostick, 1981). These calculations require a

fraction of the computing resources used by other techniques. The spectral estimates

obtained in cascade decimation are evenly spaced on a log-frequency scale.

3.4.1 Least-Squares Estimation of MT Impedance

The least squares solution for impedance is obtained by solving pairs of equations such as

(t-n..) = 2-. (u.H".)" 2",(n,n--)

(u.t,-) = 2*, (n"n,.)* 2.,(u,r,.)

where (O 
",) 

indicates the crosspower between field componqnts Ai and B¡ and 2

denotes an impedance estimate. Similar equations exist for 2r*und 2rr. The real and

imaginary parts of each impedance component may be determined from the solution of

equation 3.18. An example of such a solution for 2,,* is:

ll *\ t

l(u^"..) (n,n_.

_ l1r.n, 
-) (n,",.

z,*

l(n.n-") (n,"..

l(n,",.) (n,",.

(3. i 8)
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where | | denotes the determinant. Once estimates for all the impedance terms have been

determined, it is possible to develop predicted estimates of ES and Ef that should be due

entirely to the observed H* and H, components as indicated by the following,

ET =2--H *tZ*rH,
Ef,=Zr,H*+zy*H,,

Observed differences between E and Ep are attributable to noise that is not common to E

and H. As a measure of data quality, coherences between the observed and predicted

components fcoh(E, Ep)] may be calculated (Vozoff, 1991). Impedance values that result

in coherences of 0.90 or less will not usually give reasonable results (Kaufman & Keller,

1e8l).

It is important to note that these least squares impedance estimates all contain the

common denominator,

l(n."..) (r,n..)l

l("-n,.) (",",.)l

Variable polarization of the extemal magnetic field is required such that the

denominator can be appreciable in size (Kaufman &. Keller, 1981). The impedance

estimates also depend on autopowers of the magnetic fields. As a result, magnitudes of

the impedance tensor elements are biased downward by the noise power in the magnetic

channels (Gamble et a1.,1979a).

3.4.2 Remote-Reference Estimation of MT Impedance

Whenever noise exists in an autopower spectmm, an error is made in the

calculation of impedance. The term bias is used to describe the erroneous reduction in

magnitude of the computed tensor elements when the magnetic spectra contain noise
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energy which is not present in the electric spectra or the electric-magnetic cross-spectra

(Kaufman & Keller, 1981). One can correct this bias using a remote magnetometer

providing reference helds H-(t) and Hy.(t) where subscript "r" indicates the remote-

reference site. The remote site should be chosen such that the signal is coherent between

the main and remote sites and the noise is incoherent (Gamble et al., 1979 a, b). With the

resultant electric and magnetic field data, an unbiased impedance estimate can be

determined.

The equations relating magnetic and electric fields for the site become;

(u"n-,.) = 2-- (H.H *,.) + 2*r("rn-.-)

(u,",,.) : 2,. (u-u ,,") * 2,r(u,",,-)

(u-n,,-)=2.,(u.s,,)*2-,(n,nrr;¡ (3'22)

(r,r-..) : 2,. (u"H *") * 2,,(r,r-,-)

(Kaufman & Keller,1981). Solution of this set of equations yields the desired four

impedance tensor terms,

+ _ [(u-r-,-).(",n,,.)- (u-",,-). (u,u-..)l
XX

D

+ _ (u^",,-).("-n,,-)* (E-H-,-¡. (u-u,,.)J
IJ

Z=yx

(u,r,,- ) (",n,,") * (E,u,,.) . 
1u,u-,.)ì

z _ [(8,H,,.) (u-u-,.)*(B-n,,') (u,n-,.)]
YYD

where

p=/s u
\r

D

.) 
(n,",,.)-(n.n,,.) (n,n.,.)

(3.23)
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Noise may be categorized among three types; equipment noise, mechanical (non-

inductive) magnetic noise, and electromagnetic (inductive) noise. Equipment noise is

due to the instruments used to measure the electric and magnetic f,relds. This type of

noise will be uncorrelated between stations and the resultant remote reference estimate

will be unbiased. Mechanical noise is due to motion in the magnetometers, both in the

local and reference instruments and will again be uncorrelated between the sites.

Electromagnetic noise may be due to naturally occurring fields, or may be man-made in

the case of transmission lines, vehicles, generators, etc. With electromagnetic noise, the

remote reference impedance estimate may be biased upward or downward if the noise is

present at both the local and reference sites (Goubau et al., 1984). It is also important to

note that one does not need precise knowledge of the impedance at the remote references

since the impedance elements determined for the main site are independent of the

magnitudes and phases of the reference fields.

3.4.3 Robust Estimation of MT Impedance

Problems with conventional time series impedance-estimation procedures arise

because these procedures assume a Gaussian distribution (Chave et al., lgBT). Most MT

data however contain "outliers" that do not fit this statistical model.

Two forms of outliers that are commonly observed in MT data are point defects

and local nonstationarity. Point defects are isolated outliers that exist independent of the

sttucture of the remaining data. Examples include dropped bits in digital data, transient

instrument failures, and spike noise due to natural phenomena such as lightning. Local

nonstationarity rneans a departure from a stationary base state that is of finite duration

(e.g., tlie occuffence of an unusually large magnetic storm in an otherwise
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geomagnetically quiet period). Coherences and transfer functions, such as impedance,

are substantially more sensitive to the presence of outliers than are auto and cross-power

estimates (Chave et al., 1987).

Statistical procedures that are robust are preferred to standard least-squares based

methods as they are inherently insensitive to the presence of a moderate amount of bad

data (Chave et al., 1987). Robust impedance estimation methods have been developed

by Wight & Bostick (1981), Egbert & Booker (1986), Chave et al. (1987) and Larsen et

at. (1996).

3.5 Rotationally Invariant MT Responses

The determinant apparent resistivity and phase responses were examined prior to

strike determination to provide preliminary information about the MT response at depth

as outlined in Raganayaki (1984). The determinant of the impedance tensor is explicitly

defined as

(z*,2r, - z"rzr*) ,

from which the determinant average apparent resistivity is

1,
P¿", = filt*tr, -z*rzr*l ,

and the determinant average phase is rnost commonly defined as

I
e,t", = Plrase of (Z""Zr, -Z,rZr^)t ,

The determinant is invariant under rotation and hence is not influenced

orientation of the measuring coordinates (Eggers, 1982; Raganayaki, 1984).

structures, the determinant average apparent resistivity becomes;

(3.2s)

(3.26)
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Pnd", = filr:,|= P,*y

with corresponding phase of,

Qa", = Q*y

If the structure were 2-D,then the determinant average equation would become,

Pnd", : fi,|-r,,r,.1=

and the phase response would be,

Qd"r:^+

In the 2-D structure example, the determinant resistivity is equivalent to the

geometric mean of parallel and perpendicular resistivities and could be interpreted as an

average scalar resistivity for the medium by analogy of mixfures. In a 3-D structuÍe, Z**

and Zy would both be non-zero but again the determinant average apparent resistivity

and phase would give tlie geometric mean of parallel and perpendicular apparent

resistivities and the sum of the phase response (Raganayaki, 1984).

3.6 Strike Determination Methods

As noted above, a 2-D structure is one in which the resistivity is invariant in one

horizontal direction. This direction is called the geoelectric strike direction. Geoelectric

strike may be determined using a number of methods including;

l. the Swift method
2. induction vectors
3. the maximum phase split method
4. tensor decomposition

A 90o ambiguity exists in the strike determined using the Swift, maximum phase

split and tensor decomposition methods.
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3.6.1 The Swift Method

lz'*, 
(o 

")l' 
+ lz' r, {a )l'

The Swift strike is obtained by determining the rotation angle 0o maximizing

at each frequency. The Swift solution is

(. \

4'o:¡un-r ll(2.. 
- z,r)(2., * 2,.)'' * (z^- - zr,)'' (z^, * 2,.)l) 

.t l'..- )

This solution also maximizes lZ*rl and minimizes lZ**l' + lZnl,.

In the 1-D case, there is no solution to equation (3.32). In the 2-D case, the

solution provides the strike to within a 90o ambiguity. In the 3-D case, the response is

more complex but rotation to the angle determined from equation (3.33) can yield a

response with its most 2-D form.

3.6.2 Induction Vectors

The transfer function between the vertical magnetic fîeld and the horizontal

components of the magnetic field also provides information on the subsurface

conductivity structure. This response is sometimes given in the form of induction

vectors, also commonly refened to as the induction arïows, Parkinson vectors, or Weise

vectors (Parkinson; 1959, 1962). Induction vectors aÍe a traditional part of

magnetovariational experiments and are used quantitatively in the inversion of

geomagnetic depth sounding data to give Earth electrical conductivity structure (e.g.,

Vozoff, 1991; Hitchman et a1., 2000).

For spatially uniform magnetic sources, the vertical magnetic field component is

approximately zero except near lateral conductivity changes. Near such boundaries, the

(3.32)

(3.3 3)
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relationship between H, and the horizontal

can be written as,

H,:lH* +TrH, ,

where the Ti elements are complex since they may include phase shifts.

stnrchrre with strike in the x' direction, equation (3.34) simplifìes to

H,: TrH, (3.35)

Note that T is referred to as the 'tipper' since it represents a tipping of the

magnetic field vector out of the horizontal plane (Vozoff,, l99I). The real and imaginary

induction vectors are formed from the real pafis of H* and H, and the imaginary parts of

H* and H, respectively.

The induction vector has zero magnitude for the l-D case. For other structures

the magnitude observed commonly ranges from 0.1 to 0.5 while seldom being as great as

unity (Vozoff, 1991). The induction vector is useful in resolving strike ambiguities as for

2-D structures, it will be perpendicular to the geoelectric strike.

Induction vectors are often interpreted qualitatively. When plotted using the

Parkinson convention, the real component of the induction vector generally points to

areas of higher conductivity. Jones (1986) however showed that at sufficiently high

frequencies induction vectors might point away from zones of high internal conductivity.

The behavior of the imaginary induction affow depends on the nature of the anomaly. If

the direction of the imaginary induction arïow reverses as the frequency decreases, the

behaviour indicates a near-surface effect. The imaginary component can determine the

dimensionality of the response. For the 2-D case, both components are oriented

magnetic field components at any frequency

(3.34)

For a 2-D
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perpendicular to strike where as in the 3-D case, the real and imaginary will be multi-

directional (Zhdanov & Keller, 1994).

3.6.3 Maximum Phase Split Method

The maximum phase split method is analogous to the Swift method for strike

determination but is based on the impedance phase rather than amplitude. The method

involves rotation of the MT impedance matrix in order to maximize the phase difference

between the off-diagonal components of the impedance tensor. The phase difference

between the two off-diagonal components is defined as

^ø(o) 
=la(2.,(e))- o(- 2,.(e)\ ,

where (Þ denotes the phase of the complex valued impedance. The angle can be

determined by rotating the co-ordinate system of the data from -90o to + 90o in small

increments until the maximum phase difference is detected. Small maximum phase

responses generally corespond to weakly 2-D stmctures whereas larger responses are

associated with strong resistivity contrasts. A weakly 2-D resistivity structure is one

where the resistivity contrast across the geoelectric strike is small.

3.6.4 Groom-Bailey Tensor Decomposition

The objective of Groom-Bailey (GB) tensor decomposition is to remove the

effects of galvanic distortions of the measured electric field produced by small-scale,

near-surface inhomogeneities in conductivity, and to determine the impedances

associated with, and the strike of the regional geoelectric str-uchrres. Distortion of the

electric field occurs because the field can be very strongly perturbed by electric charges

that accumulate on conductivity gradients or boundaries. The magnetic field is not

perturbed as strongly as it is determinecl by a weighted spatial average of the telluric

(3.36)
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current density (Groom & Bailey, 1989). Numerous authors (Eggers, 1982;Park et al.,

1983; Spitz, 1985; Latonaca et al., 1986; zhang et al., 1987; Balir, 19gg; Jones, 19gg;

Bahr, 1991; Groom & Bailey, r99r; zhang et al., 1993; Jones & Groom, 1993; Groom et

al, 1993; chave & Torquil Smith, 1994; Pracser & szarka, 1999; McNeice & Jones,

2001) have addressed the problem of distortion and presented various tensor

decomposition methods.

The Groom-Bailey tensor decomposition method (Groom & Bailey, 1989; Groom

& Bailey, 1991; Groom et al., 1993; Jones & Groom,1993; McNeice & Jones,2001) is

used in the present sfudy. Groom and Bailey (1989) indicated that there are three

situations in which the diagonal elements of the impedance tensor may not be rotated to

zero; (1) data errors in the case of l-D or 2-D induction, (2) 1-D or 2-D induction coupled

with the effects of galvanic (frequency independent) telluric distortion, and (3) 3-D

induction. They proposed a decomposition method that assumes a model of local

galvanic distortion by arbitraly small-scale 3-D strucfures of the electric current induced

on the large scale in a regionally l-D or 2-D structure. Their procedure involves the

separation of local and regional parameters.

Four independent parameters are required in order to properly represent the most

general distortion tensor C in equation (3.17). The Groom-Bailey factorizationof C is,

C: gTSA

where g is a scalar, T is the "twist" tensor, S the "shear tensor", and A the anisotropy or

splitting tensor. The T, S, and A tensors may be individually characterized as

(l+s o IA:l II o t-')
(t ¿)S=l I

[e \)
(t -r)T:l I

\r 1 )

(3.37)
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where s is a stretching factor for the two field components, e is a factor that develops

anisotropy on the axes which bisect the regional inductive principal axes and / is a factor

that rotates the electric field vectors through a clockwise angle. Since both e and t are

angular components, it is useful to define the shear angle (rp") and twist angle (<p¡) as:

rp":tan'l e

rp,:tan-l I

respectively.

The anisotropy component stretches the two field components by different

factors, generating an anisotropy due to the distortions which is added to the anisotropy

that already exists in the regional induction impedance tensor. The shear component is

analogous to the shear occurring in deformation. It develops anisotropy on axes which

bisect the regional inductive principal axes. The twist tensor rotates the electric field

vectors through a clockwise angle (Groom & Bailey, 1989). The scalar factor g serves to

scale the electric fields. This scaling results from the normalizatron of A, S, and T such

that their product will differ from the true distortion tensor C by some scalar factor g.

This factor is typically referred to as ..site gain,,.

Substitution of equarion(3.37) inro (3.17) yields,

Z*: BRTS AZzoRr ,

where both the site gain (g) and anisotropy (A) may be incorporated into the regional 2-D

(3.3e)

(3.40)

impedance tensor such that

Zn : RTSZTnRt .

The Groom-Bailey decomposition involves determination of seven

each frequency which are;

(3.4t)
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1. the real and imaginary parts of the major principal impedance (Zo), or equivalently the
major apparent resistivity (p") and phase (rp")

2. the real and imaginary parts of the minor principal impedance (2,6 or pu, qu)
3. the azimuth (0) of the major apparent resistivity
4. the shear angle (Q")

5. the twist angle (Q¡).

It should be noted that a 90o ambiguity exists when determining the azimuth of

the major apparent resistivity. This may be resolved by adopting the convention that I p" 
I

t I po I such that a is the major principal apparent resistivity and that 0 lies between 0o

and 90o. However there is still a 90o ambiguity in determining whether pa or p6

corresponds to the TE component. In many cases the principal component with the lower

apparent resistivity and higher phase will be the TE component. Local parameters consist

of the electric field distortion ('twist' and 'shear') while regional parametels consist of

regional 2-D strike (0), the 2-D complex regional impedances (Zt¡ut, Z1s) scaled by local

anisotropy (A) and site gain g (Groom et al., 1993).

In order to assess the fit of the distortion model, Groom & Bailey (1989) proposed

the use of the root mean square relative error of fit e which is given by

wlrere Zi¡and, 2,, ar" the measured and modelled impedance tensor elements respectively.

This error parameter e should be small compared with unity. In addition, one must

examine the frequency dependence of the distortion parameters. If the GB model is

realistic for a range of frequencies, the distortion parameters should be approximately

independent of frequency in that range. Finally, if nearby sites provide significantly

(3.43)
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different impedance tensors, their decompositions may be compared. If the regional

inductive parameters are very similar (except for a frequency ìndependent shift of the

apparent resistivity) despite large possible differences in the distortion parameters, the

result supports the assumption that the GB model can explain the data (Groom & Balley,

I 989).

Static shift which includes the anisotropy and site gain cannot be determined from

the impedance. The shift is usually determined by comparison of the response at multiple

sites or by independent geophysical measurements of the MT site (Torres-Verdin &

Bostick, 1992; Jones, 1988).

3.7 Forward Modelling and Inversion

Two aspects of MT interpretation are forward modelling and inversion. Forward

modelling is based on the comparison of observed earth response data with the response

from specified earth resistivity models (Vozoff, 1972). Inversion involves determination

of an earth resistivity structure such that the misfit befween the theoretical model MT

impedance and an observed MT impedance is reduced to within a tolerance defined in

terms of the uncertainty on the observed.response. Suitability of a particular modeling or

inversion approach is dependent primalily on the dimensionality of the impedance tensor,

i.e. 1-D, 2-D, or 3-D.

It is important to note that nonuniqueness is a common difficulty with any

geophysical inverse problern. It has been shown for 1-D MT responses that inf,rnitely

many conductivity-depth profiles lo(z)l satisfy a finite number of inaccurate MT

observations. Each inversion algorithm generates a particular type of conductivity profile

from a different small region of the infurite-dimensional space of acceptable models. To
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avoid pitfalls during interpretation, it is essential to sample as many o(z) structures as

possible in order to explore the entire range of models allowed by the data. External

geophysical and geologic constraints on o(z) restrict the range of acceptable profiles and

help construct models that are closer to the true earth models (Whittall & Oldenburg,

1986). Similar principles apply for 2-D and 3-D responses but the modeling and

inversion calculation are much more computationally expensive.

Given the non-uniqueness in MT inversion, Torquil Smith & Booker (1988) argue

that one should seek models that have the minimum structure possible for some tolerable

level of misfit to the data. If a minimum-structure model exhibits a particular feature,

then that feature has a greater level of confidence than that of a feature absent from the

minimum-sttucture model. Ultimately, only features that are required by the data are

desirable.

3.7.1 One-Dimensional (1-D) Case

The l-D case as previously discussed corresponds to a uniform or horizontally

layered earth. A single apparent resistivity curve or its phase contains all information of

significance. Strike and induction anows are undefined (Vozoff, I9l2). Numerous

methodologies have been proposed for the evaluation of the l-D case. Among these are:

the Niblett and Bostick transforms, direct inversion methods (i.e. non-iterative), and

various iterative non-linear inversion schemes (Jones, 1983; Coen et al., 1983; Whittall &

Oldenburg, 1986; Park & Livelybrooks, 1989).

Common algorithms for the iterative non-linear inversion of 1-D data include the

Marquardt, Occam and Fischer inversion methods. The Marquardt inversion is a damped

least-squares based layered-earth inversion (Geotools Corporation,IggT). It requires the
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def,rnition of a starting model, which has the desired number of layers. The algorithm

modifies the resistivities and thicknesses of the layers until it minimizes the root mean

square (RMS) error between the model response and the observed data. It is quite

sensitive to the starting model. The number of layers is determined by the resolution of

i.he data.

The Occam l-D inversion tries to frnd the smoothest possible model which

produces an elror which is below a specified acceptable level. By obtaining the simplest

model possible, overinterpretation of the data is avoided. In addition, arbitrary

discontinuities in simple layered models are eliminated (Constable et aL.,1987).

The Fischer 1-D inversion creates a layered 1-D model similar to the Marquardt

but without prior specification of the number of layers. The Fischer l-D inversion

method automatically calculates the number of layers that the data resolution permits

prior to inversion (Fischer et al., 1981). For a given period, only the structure above a

certain depth matters. This dictates that the scheme start with the shortestperiods of the

available data set and tries to explain the observed response for both apparent resistivity

and phase.

3.7.2 Two-Dimensional (2-D) Case

The most common types of 2-D modelling involve the following four approaches;

finite difference, finite element, integral equation and thin sheet (Zhdanov & Keller,

1994). 2-D inversion algorithms involve fitting the TE and/or TM modes in order to

evaluate the effect of struclure on MT data. This is most commonly done by employing

finite-element or f,inite-difference methods and integral equation methods (Orange,

1989). Examples of 2-D forward modeling and inversion algorithms that are widely used
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include the PW2D forward modeling code (Wannamaker et al., lg1i), and the 2-D

Occam inversion (deGroolHedlin &. Constable, 1990), rapid relaxation inversion

(Torquil Smith & Booker, 1988) and the nonlinear conjugate gradient (NCLG) inversion

(Rodi & Mackie, 2001) codes. This sfudy primarily uses the PW2D, Occam and NCLG

codes.

PW2D Forwúrd Modeling

The P'W2D algorithm is a finite element modeling algorithm which solves for

secondary variations in the field parallel to strike directly plus the subsequent vertical and

transverse auxiliary field for both the TE and TM modes (Wannamaker et al., l9g7). The

program operates by using a mesh of rectangular elements. The rectangular elements are

of constant width for any given column and a constant height in any given row. Each

rectangular element consists of four triangular subregions. The unknown secondary field

parallel to strike is approximated by piece-wise linear functions defined over each

triangular subregion (Wannamaker et al., l9B7).

Occctm 2-D Inversion Algorithnt

Overparameterizing a model (i.e., dividing the model into more blocks than there

are degrees of freedom in the data) is an objective approach in attempting to solve for

model structure. In contrast, underparameterizing a model may suppress significant

structure within the model. Unforfunately, overparameterizing a model may yield

unstable solutions with widely varying oscillations. As a result, the Occam 2-D modeling

algorithm attempts to find a model fitting the data that is extreme in the sense of having

minimum structure. The algorithm is an extension of the Occam 1-D algorithm discussed

in Section 3.7 .I trying to find the smoothest model for a particular level of misfit. This
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model defines the minimum amount of structure required in the Earth model. By

utilizing this approach, large conductivity contrasts are prevented from appearing in the

model (deGroot-Hedlin & Constable, 1990).

The Occam 2-D inversion utilizes a finite element mesh of rectangular grids

having a uniform conductivity and performs the forward calculations required by the

inversion scheme of the PW2D algorithm. In addition, a regularization grid is overlain

on the finite element mesh which is assigned a distinct conductivity for each block. The

scale of both meshes is such that the regularization mesh will contain multiple elements

of the finite element mesh in a single regularization mesh element (deGroot-Hedlin &

Constable, 1990).

N on lineer conj ugøte Gradient (NL c G) 2 -D rnvers ion Atgo rithm

The NCLG 2-D algorithm is a finite difference approach with the goal of

minimizing an objective function and is presented in detail in Rodi & Mackie (2001) and

Mackie et al. (1997). The objective function incorporates the misfit between the model

response and obserued data, and the roughness of the model.

Like the previous algorithms, a rectangular grid of elements is utilized. This

algorithm is very efficient in computer memory requirements and computing time as it

avoids computationally intensive tasks present in other algorithms such calculation of the

full forward modeling operator and complete solution of a linear system on the model

space. As a result, the NCLG method is preferred to the PV/2D and Occam algorithms

because it allows the use of more finely discretized model as well as the utilization of a

greater nulnber of frequency estimates.
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3.7.3 Three-Dimensional (3-D) Case

3-D modeling uses the same approaches as 2-D modeling. Multiple schemes exist

for 3-D MT modeling including those proposed by Jones & Vozoff (I918), Madden &

Mackie (i989), Mackie et al. (1993), Wannamaker (1991), Mackie & Madden (Lgg3),

stodt et al. (1981), zhang et al. (1995), Best er al. (1985), Reddy et at. (t977). 3-D

inversion is very computationally expensive and is practical on large desktop computers

only in the case of very simple models. In addition, many more sites are required over a

study area in order to adequately define a 3-D model than are required for the 2-D case.
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Chapter 4: Data Collection

4.1 Objectives of the MT Survey

The GEO00 MT suruey over the northwestern Superior Province was conducted

over the months of August and September of 2000. The project was conducted by

GeoSystems on behalf of LITHOPROBE and the Geological Survey of Canada.

Broadband MT measurements were made at sites crossing the northwest Superior

Province and shorter period AMT measurements were acquired over the Fox River Sill.

With respect to the MT component, the objectives of the survey (as outlined by the

Geological Survey of Canada's proposal for follow-up work on the Western Superior

transect) were as follows;

1. Reconnaissance survéying with higher frequency systems to constrain the depth to

the top of the conductive lithosphere or asthenosphere identified in earlier MT

surveys.

2. Regional surveying to determine the northerrr, eastern and western boundaries of

the conductive lithosphere beneath the North Caribou.

The purpose of the AMT measurements over the Fox River Sill was to increase

understanding of the subsurface geoelectric structure and identify any potential

conductors.

4.2 Overview of MT Site Locations and Types

In the GEO00 survey, 41 MT sites were acquired along with l0 AMT sites. MT

sites wele located throughout the northwestern Superior Province. Locations were

selected based on the following criteria; 1) spatial distribution to sufficiently sample the

region of interest and such that a minimum of one site was present in each subproviuce,
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2) facilitation of access via float planes, 3) locations sufficiently far away from potential

sources of electromagnetic noise (i.e., DC power lines on which transient jumps in the

signal level produce broadband noise). Figure 4.1 shows the location of all acquired

sites. MT measurements were made over a broad geographic area ranging from 5 i.03o to

56.95o latitude and 86.43o to 91.2o longitude. Latitude and longitude coordinates are

presented for each site in Table 4.I. A unique aspect of this sulvey was the remote nature

of site locations. As a result, access was predominantly through float plane with a few

sites accessible by road. Figure 4.2 provides an example of the terrain accessible by road

whereas Figure 4.3 and Figure 4.4 shows the terrain accessible by floaþlane and the

floaþlane used in the survey.

The Fox River dataset consists of 10 AMT sites. The 10 AMT sites (Tabl e 4.2)

comprise a profile along a grid originally used by Falconbridge Limited as parr of a f,reld-

mapping program of the Fox River Sill. This location of the profile coincides

approximately with cross-section number 722 (constructed from drillholes) in Scoates

(1990) as described in Chapter2. There are also 3 MT sites as part of the larger shrdy of

the northwest Superior Province within close proximity of the Fox River AMT profile.

These are sites FR-01, FR_02 and FR_03. The acquisition of Fox River sites AMT and

MT sites was jointly funded by LITHOPROBE, the Geological Survey of Canada and

Falconbridge Limited.
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Figure 4.1: Map of all MT sites in northwest Superior Province study area.

Figure 4.2: Example of the temain
picfr-rle is taken on the Pickle

encountered by
Lake road, near

vehicles in the West Superior. The
the northem limit of road access.
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Figure 4.4: Green Airways float plane utilized in MT data acquisition.
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Table 4.1:Location of GEO00 MT sites in West Superior

Site

NWS_OO1

NWS_OO2

NWS_OO3

NWS_OO4

NWS_O05

NWS_OO6

NWS-OO7

NWS_OO8

NWS-OO9

NWS_O1O

NWS_011

NWS_o,12

NWS_013

NWS_014

NWS_015

NWS_016

NWS_o17

NWS-018
NWS_019

NWS_O2O

NWS_021

NWS_022

NWS_023

NW5_024
NWS_025

NW5_026
NWS_027

NWS_028

NWS_029

NWS_O3O

NWS_031

NWS_032

NWS_033

NWS-034
NWS_035

NWS_036

NWS_037

NWS_038

FR_O1

FR_02

FR_03

Latitude(N)

510 12'11"
51" 41'46"
52011'53"
520 36'29"
510 30' 5"
51055'51"
520 27' 7 "

520 58' 32"
510 19'28"
510 42, 37 "

520 g' 13 '

520 36'10"
510 1'47"
510 34'57"
520 12' 49"
520 54' 23"
52" 55, 29"
530 27,43"
530 4'49"
530 58' 22"
53 " 39' 2'1 "

53" 58' 22"
540 29, 59'
54" 53'43"
56 0 0, 22"
540 55, 59'
540 11 , 39 "

530 31' 21 "

560 57'10"
56" 12 ' 36'
550 38'20'
550 16'34"
54 " 56' 5'
540 31, 5"
530 57' 52"
530 21 '33"
520 46' 19"
52" 19' 24 "

550 44' 20"
55" 49'49"
550 47'50"

Longitude(W)

940 21'3'1 "

940 53'32"
930 4'1 ' 52"
930 55'35"
920 54' 49"
920 48' 12 "

930 1'11"
920 56' 7"
910 51' 0"
91054'27"
9'1 '58'27"
920 g' 32 "

BBo 23' 4"
88" 12'55"
B70 45'28"
gg" 46'49"
910 43'48"
900 55'17"
g70 46'12"
860 25'50'
90' 17' 49"
89'12'36"
880 29,36"
87 " 41' 33

900 13'12"
g'1 0 45' 4"
920 53' 32 "

93 " 45' 19

920 23' 46 "

930 4'57"
930 59' 7"
940 55'45"
95" 58 33

960 34'27"
97'12'19"
96" 43' g

960 35'48"
950 50'22"
940 0' 35 "

940 2'12"
940 1' 7"

Site Type

MT

MT

MÏ
MT

MT

MT

MT

MT

MT

MT

MT

MT

MT

MT

MT

MT

MT

MT

MÏ
MT

MT

MT

MT

MT

MT

MT

MT

MT

MT

MT

MT

MT

MT

MT

MT

MT

MT

MT

MT

MT

MT

I errane

NC

NC

NC

NC

NC

NC

NC

NC

UCHI

UCHI

NC

NC

ER

UCHI

NC

NC

NC

IL

OSL

HBB

IL

NSS

HBB

HBB

HBB

PIK

ML

IL

HBB

HBB

PIK

NSS

OSL

OSL

ML

NC

NC

NC

FRB

FRB

FRB
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Table 4.2: Location of AMT sites for Fox River Belt study.

Site

FR_004

FR_005

FR_006

FR OO7

FR-OOB

FR_009

FR_o10

FR_01 1

FR_O12

FR 013

Latitude(N)

550 47' 47 "

550 47' 53 "

550 47, 59 "

550 4g' 2"
550 48, 4,,
550 48' 12"
550 48'15"
550 48'18"
550 48'25"
550 48,31"

Longitude(W)

940 1'16"
940 1'19"
940 1'22"
940 1'23"
940 1'24"
940 1'27"
94" 1' 29 "

94" 1' 31 "

940 1'34"
940 1'36"

4.3 Instrumentation for MT and AMT Recordings

The instrumentation used for each MT site was;

c / 5 channel Metronix ADU-06 acquisition system with GPS anterrna for

synchronization

. 3 EMI MT magnetic sensors (H*, Hy, and H,)

. 5 Pb-PbCl2 non-polarizing electrodes

" 200 m AWG #72 cable (4 x 50 m dipoles)

. I Pentium notebook computer

. 2 sealed lead-acid battery, l2Vl55Ah

. conn€cting cables

For the AMT survey, the magnetic sensors were replaced by EMI AMT sensors.

4.4 Survey Procedures for MT and AMT Sites

The survey procedure commenced with a field crew consisting of 3-5 people

travelling to the chosen location and evaluating the area for recording. The ideal

recording station should be easily reachable from the float plane or vehicle, have

/(l

Site Type

AMT

AMT
AMT

AMT

AMT
AMT

AMT

AMT

AMT

AMT

I errane

Undivided Cover
. 

I\AZ

l\/lz

LCZ

LCZ

UCZ

UCZ

UCZ

Undivided Cover

Undivided Cover



sufficient topsoil to facilitate burial of both electrodes and magnetometers, be located in a

relatively clear area such that global positioning system (GPS) measurements could be

obtained and electrode lines easily laid out to the recording system.

Recording duration for MT sites was over one night to ensure acquisition of long

period signals. Some sites were recorded over two nights to facilitate remote reference

estimation as discussed in Chapter 3. AMT sites were acquired over a 30 to 40 minute

time interval as only high frequencies are utilized in this method. All sites along the

AMT profile were acquired over the course of two days.

4.5Data Recording and Transfer Function Estimation

Geosystem acquired the MT data from August 30th to September 24th 2000, and.

the AMT data on the 21't and 22"d of September, 2000. Sites FR_01-FR_03 were

acquired on the 21't of September,2000. The contractor provided the data as spectra in

the Society of Exploration Geophysicists' (SEG) standard EDI format (Wight, 1988)

containing spectra andlor standard responses including impedances, apparent resistivities,

phase, coherencies and tipper parameters. Original data were archived in time-series files

(utilizing cascade decimation) in a mixed binary format written by the Metronix

acquisition program GMS183b. Robust cascade decimation was used to reduce the data.

Between 38 to 40 frequencies were provided per MT site ranging from 5I2Hz to an

equivalent period of 1365.33 seconds. Sites were characterized by large error bars on

both apparent resistivity and phase parameters at the highest frequency coresponding to

the onset of recording as well as at periods of approximately 1000 seconds. Out of

quadrant phase behaviour was associated with those frequencies comesponding to the
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starting and ending of data acquisition. No effects from the MT frequency deadband (- I

Hz) were observed in the data from the MT sites.

The contractor provided the AMT data as computed parameters in the SEG

standard EDI format. The robust Mackie remote reference (RM-RF) algorithm was used

to calculate the MT parameters by the contractor on their proprietary 'Winglink'

software. Between 23 and 30 frequencies were delivered per AMT site ranging from

16.8 kHz to 2.25 Hz. All sites exhibited effects from the AMT frequency deadband from

2-9 kHz Significant eror bars on both the apparent resistivity and phase parameters

chatacterized this band of data. In addition, out of quadrant phase behaviour was

observed within this frequency band at many sites.
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Chapter 5: Examination of MT Data and Analysis

This chapter provides a detailed examination of the MT responses in the

northwest Superior Province and Fox River sludy areas. In particular, apparent

resistivity, phase, dimensionality and geoelectric strike results are examined.

5.1 Northwest Superior Data

5.1.1 Data Processing

A northwest Superior database was created in the GEOTOOLS MT Processing

System (Geotools Corporation 1997), simply referred to as GEOTOOLS from here on,

and the EDI files read into the database. This database consisted of 41 MT sites from

GEO00 with 38 sites spanning the northwest Superior Province and 3 sites in the vicinity

of the Fox River Sill as shown in Figure 5.1. Based on the location of sites, subsets of

data for investigation were defined. In particular, three profiles of sites were chosen as

the primary focus of the modelling in this thesis (Table 5.1 & Figure 5.1).

The three profiles were chosen to facilitate the MT modelling and inversion

process. MT 2-D modelling requires sites to be projected onto a profile perpendicular to

geoelectric strike. The GEO00 survey was designed such that sites in the northwest area

were positioned along three northwest-southwest prof,rles. The profiles are roughly

perpendicular to subprovince boundaries (Figure 5.1). The lines in this thesis contain

sites on these prof,rles and additional sites to the south lying on extensions of the profiles.
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Table 5.1: MT sites in northwest Superior profiles.

Line 1 Line 2

NWS-29
NWS_30
NV/S-31

FR-O1
FR-02
FR-03

NWS_32
NWS-33
NWS_34
NWS 35

NV/S_25
NWS-26
NWS_27
NV/S-28
NWS_38

Line 3

NWS_24
NWS-23
NWS_22
NWS_21
NWS_I8
NWS_I7
NWS 12

NWS-07
NWS_03
NWS 02

Figure 5.1: Location of GEO00 sites and study lines presented in the UTM16 [m]
coordinate system. Red squares are Line 3 sites, green squares Line 2 sites, gold
squares Line 1 sites and magenta squares are other GEO00 sites not in profiles.
Solid black lines indicate subprovince boundaries, heavy solid lines indicate onset
of Phanerozoic cover, and daslied lines are projections of subplovince boundaries
beneath Phanerozoic cover. Blue denotes lakes and rivers in the str-rdy area.
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5.1.2 Data Editing and Final MT Responses

Standard MT pararneters were computed for all the sites fiom the impedance

parameters contained in the EDI files. The apparent resistivity and phase responses were

used to edit the data. Data points containing excessive noise as well as those with

extreme out-of-quadrant phase behaviour were removed from further analysis. Excessive

noise was indicated by large error bars andlor large deviations between adjacent data

points. Out of quadrant points are those for which the g*v component did not lie between

0 and 90o and <py* between -180o and -90o. Points lying well outside these ranges were

removed. Figure 5.2 shows an example of a site at which excessive noise is obserued.

Out of quadrant behaviour is also observed at the shortest and longest periods. Note that

the response is well def,rned in the MT deadband around i second.
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5.1.3 DetermÍnant Average Responses for the Northwest Superior Province

Figure 5.3 shows the determinant apparent resistivity and phase responses for

Line 1. In order to facilitate the description and interpretation of pseudosections, capital

letters will be placed on pseudosections to identify features in the apparent resistivity

response and lowercase letters will be used to identify features on the phase response.

Apparent resistivity lows occur at sites NWS_31-NWS_29 at short periods (A) and

throughout the section at longer periods (B). The low resistivities at short periods

correlate spatially with the contact between the Hudson Bay Lowlands and the exposed

shield. Lateral changes in apparent resistivity between sites NWS_37 andNWS_29 are

observed, particularly at site NWS_35 (D) and NWS_33Æ\IV/S_32 (E). These changes

extend to long periods. Comparison of these responses with the phase responses which

are more spatially uniform suggests the apparent resistivity responses may be due in part

to static shift effects.

The phase response shows a number of features conelating with the resistivity

response. In particular, at short periods for site NWS_33 (e), higher values of phase

support a decrease in resistivity with depth. Longer period responses vary laterally across

the section with the lowest phases occuring at the ends of the profîle coresponding to

site NWS-2I (b). At site NV/S-30, higher phase responses are obseled at shorter

periods than any where else along the profìle (c). This supports the apparent resistivity

response indicating a conductive body closer to the near surface than in the rest of the

profile (C).
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Figure 5.4 shows the determinant apparent resistivity and phase responses for

Line 2. Apparent resistivity lows occur at sites NWS_25 & NWS 26 at short periods (A)

and at the long periods at all sites (B). At very short periods, the apparent resistivity

varies across the section. Sites NWS_38 - NWS 27 (D) show the most resistive

responses. At these sites, the apparent resistivity reaches values of 50 000 f)m. To the

northeast of site NWS 26, the resistivity begins to decrease (E). This transition is

particularly evident at intermediate periods.

The phase response is relatively consistent across the profîle. However, the

longest period responses at sites NWS_28 - NV/S_26 (a), exhibit slightly lower phase

suggesting relatively low apparent resistivity. The high phases observed at short periods

at NWS 26 extend to longer periods at NWS 25 creating a feature with a wedgelike

appearance (a). At periods longer than 10 seconds, the highest phase is contained

between sites NWS_28 - NWS _26 (b). This response suggests low resistivity occurs at

depth between the southern Island Lake subprovince boundary and the northern margin

of the Superior Province.

At intermediate periods, there is a zone of anomalous phase beneath the northern

margin of the Superior Province (c). At site NWS_30, higher phase responses are

observed at shorter periods than anywhere else along the profile (c).

Figure 5.5 shows the detetminant apparent resistivity and phase responses for

Line 3. This line exhibits the most complex responses of all three lines. At very short

periods (<0.1 seconds), apparent resistivity decreases across the profile from sites

NWS_2 towards the northeastern site NWS_24. From sites NWS_22 - NV/S_24, the

observed lower apparent resistivity at short periods (0.01 seconds) begins to occur at
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progressively longer periods (0.1 seconds). This results

response resembling a wedge (A).
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Sites NWS 2, NWS_12, NWS_\7, NWS 21, NWS_22 all exhibit very high

resistivity responses in the intermediafe (0.1 - l0 seconds) to longer (> 10 seconds)

period range (c). At intermediate periods, sites NwS_3 (D), and NV/S_I8 (E) show

lower apparent resistivities than their surrounding sites. At the longest periods (B), lateral

apparent resistivity changes are negligible from sites NWS_2 to NWS_24.

The phase response shows a number of features correlating with the apparent

resistivity response. The short period phase response of sites NV/S_7 (d) and NWS_I8

(e) is high and consistent with the observed lower apparent resistivity response at these

sites. The short period phase response at site NWS_17 is low and a similar response

occurs at progressively longer periods along the profile from site NWS_21 to site

NWS-24. At site NWS 23, a higher phase response is observed at the shortest periods

that occurs at longer periods at site NWS_24. These phase responses for sites NWS_I7

to NWS_24 result in a wedgelike appearance (a). At the longest periods (> 10 seconds),

the observed phase responses at all sites are higher than at shorter periods. This

observation is consistent with a decrease in apparent resistivity at long periods. At site

NWS_21, high phase responses are observed at shorter periods than any where else along

the profile (c).
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5.1.4 MT strike Determination for the Northwest superior province

Strike was determined using four different methods; induction vectors, the Swift

method, the maximum phase-split method, and the Groom-Bailey methods. The purpose

of using different methods for strike determination was to eliminate the 90o ambiguity

associated with each method and to determine a strike orientation with the greatest degree

ofconfidence.

5.1.4.1 Induction Vectors:

Induction vectors were plotted using the Parkinson convention such that the real

induction vector points towards current concentrations (Geotools Corporation, Lgg:').

Both the real and imaginary components of the vector were examined for all the sites.

Full induction vector plots are presented in Appendix A.

Figure 5.6 shows the real induction vector response characteristic for

representative periods less than 1 second. At periods less than 1 second, the real

components of the induction vectors are of negligible magnitude (<0.1) and no spatially

consistent trends are observed in the data.

At longer periods the induction vectors increase in magnitude, particularly in the

northwest portion of the study area where sites N'WS_32 to NWS _37 are located. At the

period of 31.6 seconds the real induction vector components for sites NWS-32 to

NWS-37 and FR01-FR03 all point towards the Trans-Hudson Orogen Zone (Figure 5.7).

It is possible that the coast effect (Jones, 1981) associated with the conductive ocean

water in the Hudson Bay contributes to the induction vector response at the northemmost

sites (e.g', NWS-31 and NWS-25). However, no comparable response is observed at
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Nws_29, Nws_30, Nws_25, Nws_24 and Nws_20. In addition, there is a clear

tendency for the induction vector at many sites in the middle of the study area to point

outwards from a region in the middle of the North caribou terrane.

At the longest periods examined (Appendix A), the real component of the

induction vector exhibited the greatest magnitude. However, as shown by the large

magnitude error ellipses, the results are poorly resolved. This effect is particularly

evident at a cluster of sites around NWS_I to NWS_12.

The magnitude of the imaginary component from the induction vector was

negligible at all periods when a scaling factor of 1O0km/unit was used (Appendix A).

Where possible, the real component of the induction vector will be used to help remove

the 90o ambiguity in other strike determination results.

Figure 5.6: Real induction vector response at a period of 0.032 seconds, representative for
periods less than I second. A scaling factor of lO0km/unit was used.
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Figure 5.7: Real induction vector response for 31.6 second period which is representative
for periods higher than I second. A scaling factor of 1OOkm/unit was used.

5.1.4.2 Swift Method:

The Swift strike azimuth was evaluated for the following periods; 0.01, 0.032,

0.1,0.32, 1,3.2, I0,32, 100, 316, and 1000 seconds providing two samples per decade.

Based on an intial examination of the observed responses and with the surface geological

strikes in the area (see Chapter 2), all the azimuths were plotted so as to fall within the

90o sector (+45") about the 90o (east) orientation.

Generally the Swift strike is relatively constant with varying period. However,

for sites at which the Swift strike does vary, relatively constant responses are observed

over three period ranges (figures 5.8-5.9);

1. periods less than I s

2. periods of 1 to 10 s
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3. periods larger than 10 s.

Figure 5.8 shows the Swift strike versus period at representative sites on each

line. The results show a general trend of strike angle increasing with increasing period

length. At some sites, the strike at short periods tend to differ from that at long periods

by as much as 45o. Figure 5.9 shows the Swift strike results over the study area for the

three representative periods. Strike angles at many sites shown in Figure 5.9 rotate

clockwise with increasing period.

In order to show the degree of variation of strike with period, Figure 5.10 through

Figure 5.12 show the results for all periods for each of the lines. Despite Swift strike

varying as a function of period across the study area, it appears that for any given period,

there is an overall strike direction common to the maj ority of sites. Figures 5. i 0 through

5.12 suggest that the average geoelectric strike over the whole range and period range is

120o with minor deviations from this strike commonly occurring.
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a)

b)

Figure 5.9: Comparison of Swift method strike angles for a) 0.01, b) 3.16 and c) 100
second periods.
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c)

Figure 5.9: Continued.

Figure 5.10: Stack of Line I Swift strike results [2 periods per decade from 0.01 to 1000
seconds].
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Figure 5.11: Stack of Line 2 Swift strike results 12 periods per decade from 0.01 to 1000
seconds].

Figure 5.12: Stack of Line 3 Swift strike results 12 periods per decade from 0.01 to 1000
seconds].
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Overall, the most common strike direction for Line 1 is east-west or 90o. Some

sites however exhibit principal strike directions as high as 130o (or its orthogonal

equivalent 40o). For Line 2, strike direction was generally around 120o. For Line 3,

strike was considerably more variable. Maps of Swift strike orientations for an individual

periods are presented in Appendix B. At short periods, strike varied from 90o to 45o (or

orthogonal equivalent 135") with increasing distance from the northeast end of Line to

the southwest. However, at periods greater than 1 s, the strike angle is centered on 40o

(or its orthogonal equivalent 130") for the entire line. In addition, Swift results are also

presented in Appendix B on a site by site basis.

Comparison of the Swift strike results with geological strikes in the area indicates

that principal strike directions are predominantly parallel to the observed geology.

Generally, geological strikes are oriented 90o in the westem portion of the sfudy area and

oriented 135o in the eastern portion of the study area. The geological strikes are quite

variable in the western portion of the Pikwitonei subprovince and in the southeast portion

of the Island Lake subprovince. Interestingly, within individual subprovinces, numerous

sites exhibit principal strike directions of 120o (or the orthogonal equivalent of 30").

5.1.4.3 Maximum Phase Split Method

The purpose of the maximum phase split analysis was to evaluate strike

orientation using a rnethod that is more robust in the presence of near surface distortion.

J-fomat files were exported from the Geotools database oriented at an azimuth of

zero degrees. This file type provides another ASCII file format for MT data. The

maximum phase split algorithm is implemented by a subroutine (phadiffmax.for) of a

program called MTMAP which utilizes the J-format files (Jones, 1984). This prograrn
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was used to assess the maximum phase split orientation and split value at the same

periods as for induction vector and the Swift strike analyses. The program was executed

with three point averaging about the chosen period.

Results plotted using both constant and scaled responses are presented for all 11

frequencies in Appendix C. In order to avoid the 90o ambiguity in the strike orientation,

results are plotted in the direction of maximum phase. As discussed in Chapter 3, this

direction will often, but not always correspond to the TE direction and the geoelectric

strike. Representative results of the non-scaled phase-split results are shown in Figures

5.13-5.15 corresponding to periods of 0.1,31.6, and 316 seconds. Strike orientation was

evaluated by examination of maps of phase split responses at select periods over the

entire period range. In addition, rose diagrams were constructed to facilitate

interpretation.

Overall the phase-split results suggest that strike behaves differently over 3

different period ranges: less than 1 second, 1-100 seconds, and greater than 100 seconds.
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Figure 5.13: Maximum phase difference azimuths for 0.1 s period. phase-split
orientations are shown using arrows of constant length. See Appendix C for plots
showing the response scaled by the magnitude of the phase sprit.
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Figure 5.14: Maximum phase difference azimuths for 31.6 s period. Phase-split
orientations are shown using arrows of constant length.
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Figure 5.15: Maximum phase difference azimuths for 316 s period. Phase-split
orientations are shown using arrows of constant length.

Rose diagrams \¡/ere constnrcted for the 3 periods considered. It is important to

note that the version of MTMAP used produces files plotted by the Generic Mapping

Tools (GMT) program with 0o comesponding to East and azimuth increasing

counterclockwise. The results had to be corrected to the geographic coordinate system

(0o corresponding to North and azimuth increasing clockwise) by applying

@Gcographic : 450o - @cur

where Q coresponds to strike for both GMT and Geographic orientations. Figure 5.16

displays the rose diagrarns with sector sizes of 10o. Table 5.2 lists the strike azimuths
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determined from the results. The primary strike direction refers to the centre of the

largest cluster of strike directions whereas secondary strike direction refers to the centre

of the secondary cluster. Due to the ambiguity in strike determination, the table lists both

the azimuth determined (maximum phase-split direction) and the azimtÍh of the

orthogonal direction.

Table 5.2: Sumrnary of maximum phase difference strike determination as a function of
period.

Period (s) Primary Strike (degrees) Secondary Srrike (degrees)
O.ot e0 (0) 4s(135)
31.6 120

Period of 0.01 seconds:

3t6

For the 0.1 second period, there is a dominant 90ol0o strike and a secondary

45oll35'strike. Little spatial change is observed in strike direction across the study area

with the exception of Line 1 where the more east-west (90") strikes are clearly associated

with the Fox River Sill complex (Figure 5.13). Within the North Caribou subprovince,

strike directions are highly variable (Figure 5.13) exhibiting all observed strike azimuths

observed in the rose diagram shown in Figure 5.16a.
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a)

b)

c)

Figure 5.16: Rose diagrams for a) 0.01, b) 31.6 and c) 316 second periods demonstrating
variability of strike azimuth with period.
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Period of 31.6 seconds:

At the 31.6 second period, strike is dominated by orientations at 120o.

Comparison of Figures 5.13 and 5.14 verifies that numerous sites exhibit a slight

clockwise increase in strike direction angle relative to the short period response. From

these two figures, responses for the Fox River Belt MT sites also appear to have rotated

slightly from an original orientation of 90o. Sites NWS_33 to NWS_35 also change

orientation significantly as at the 0.1 second period, strike direction was oblique in

contrast to the 0o azimuth observed in the 31.6 second periond. At first glance, most

significant change in maximum phase difference azimnthal orientation appears in sites

siruated in the North Caribou subprovince. However this may be attributed to the 90o

ambiguity.

Period of316 seconds:

At the 316 second period, strike is dominated by orientations at 115o. Line 1 sites

associated with the Fox River Sill complex are oriented at a strike of 90o. The Fox River

Belt sites and NWS_33-NWS_35 exhibit similar behaviour at the 316 s period (Figure

5.15) as at the 31.6 second period (Figure 5.14). Nearly all of the sites associated with

the North Caribou subprovince appear to strike in a direction of 135o or its orthogonal

equivalent 45o.
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5.1.4.4 Groom-Bailey Tensor Decomposition:

The Groom-Bailey (GB) tensor decomposition technique was done using

GEOTOOLS and consisted of the following steps:

1. Calculation of the unconstrained Groom-Bailey parameters: shear, twist, and
strike

2. Detetmination of the average shear parameter value for the entire data bandwidth
3. Recalculation of the Groom-Bailey parameters with the shear parameter

constrained to its average value and the twist and strike parameters unconstrained
4. Determination of the average twist parameter value for the entire data bandwidth
5. Recalculation of the Groom-Bailey parameters with the shear and twist

parameters constrained to their average value and the strike parameter
unconstrained

6. Determination of the average strike parameter value for the entire data bandwidth
7. Calculation of the Groom-Bailey apparent resistivity and phase employing the

constrained Groom-Bailey parameters: shear, twist, and strike

Results from the initial Groom-Bailey constrained decomposition are presented in

Appendix D.

In addition to employing the Groom-Bailey decomposition technique provided by

GEOTOOLS, a program called STRIKE was used (McNiece & Jones, 2001). STRIKE

performs Groom-Bailey type tensor decomposition on MT data from one or more sites in

a specified band or frequency. This program allows the values of shear, twist, and strike

to be fitted for specified period ranges. Although capable of multi-site decompositions as

used by McNiece and Jones (2001), the program was used in this study to decompose

sites on an individual basis. The results allowed for the determination of the frequency

dependence of the GB parameters.

J-format files (Jones, 1984) were exported from the GEOTOOLS database

oriented aL an azimlrth of zero degrees and used by STRII(E. STRIKE was executed for

all41 MT sites using varying specifred bandwidths. Specifically, strike orientations were

evalnated for 8, 4, 2 and single decade-wide bands extending over the period range of
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10-a to iOa seconds (Figures 5.Il-5.20). Thus, for an 8 decade average,the best fitting

values of shear, twist and strike for the entire bandwidth were determined. The 90o

ambiguity in strike is resolved by associating the strike direction with the more

conductive response. Éigure 5.19 corresponding to 2 decade band averaging provides the

best indication of how strike direction depends on frequency. It provides an optimal

balance between statistical stability and showing the frequency variation of the response.

From Figure 5.20 it can be seen that strike varies with frequency. Again, the variation in

the strike falls into three main frequency bands similar to previous analyses (i.e., the

Swift and maximum phase-split analyses). These bandwidths correspond to 10-4 to 1

second, l to 100 seconds, and 100 to 104 seconds. Figure 5.20 which is a composite

display of all the strike orientations for individual bandwidths shows that the GB strike

directions are fypically consistent with the exception of those corresponding to periods of

I to 100 s. Strike direction appears to not be a function of frequency with the exception

of the I to 100 s period range.
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Figure 5.17: Groom-Bailey strike determination employing an 8 decade band average.
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Figure 5.18: Groom-Bailey strike determination for a 4 decade band average.
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Figure 5.19: Groom-Bailey strike determination for a2 decade band average.
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Figure 5.20: Groom-Bailey strike determination for a single decade band average.
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Rose diagrams of the strike orientations were generated (Figure 5.21). For the 8-

decade results the most commonly occurring strike directions range from 110o to 140o

with a vector mean of 120'. The small cluster of azimuths between 15o and 35o, is

approximately perpendicular to the T20o. This suggests that these strikes likely

correspond to the same strike direction (Figure 5.21a).

Rose diagrams (Figures 5.21b-d) for the 2 decade band average yielded the

Groom-Bailey strike information in Table 5.3.

Table 5.3: Groom-Bailey strike determinations from 2 decadeband averaging.

-P-9riod 
(1) PriT3ry Strike (dggrees) Secondary Strike (degrees)

0.01 - I 90 - 140
1 - 100

100 - '10 000

Period Band of 0.01 to I second:

The mean strike azimuth for this period band is 1 18". Additional observed strikes

are orientedat20-30o. This azimuth direction is approximately orthogonal to the mean

azimuth and likely corresponds to the same strike direction.

Strike azimuths in the westetn portion of the North Caribou subprovince (Figure

5.19) are close to 135o whereas in the eastern portion of the subprovince they are

approximately 30o. These azimuths are approximately perpendicular and likely

cotrespond to the same strike. Across the northwest of the sfudy area, the most common

orientation is 120o. MT sites in the Fox River Belt cornplex are clearly identified by their

predominantly E-W strike.

90 - 135
110 - 150

0-45
350 - 30
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Period Band of 1 to 100 seconds:

For the period range 1-100 s there is more variation in the strike azimuth than in

theperiodbandfrom0.0l to ls. Themeanazimuthis l2gowithmoststrikeinthe 110o

to 135o range. There are also some strikes that are roughly 0o or the orthogonal

equivalent 90o. For the period range from i to 100 s, the three commonly occurring

orientations aÍe 0o, 90o and 135o(Figure 5.21b). It does not appear that strike azimuths

correspond to distinct geographic areas.

Period Band of 100 to 10 000 seconds:

At periods of 100 to 10 000 s, the azimuth at sites throughout the northwestem

Superior Province are centred on directions of l20o and 140o (Figure 5.19 &,5.2Id). At

a number of sites for this period, observed shikes are realigned with those corresponding

to periods of 0.01 to 1 s. The changes observed in the middle period range may result

from the higher signal to noise ratio at intermediate periods, other geological features

affecting the response at intermediate periods, or spatial coincidence of features affecting

strike at short and long periods.

Comparing the Groom-Bailey strike azimuths over the entire bandwidth of the

data, particularly for the range 0.01 to 10 000 s, suggests that a strike azimuth of 120o

represents the best fit over the entire study area (Figure 5.21).
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a) 8 decade average

\ o""-.n*,*

c) 2 decade average (1-100 s)

Figure 5.21: Comparison of Groom-Bailey strike as a function of period and decade
averaging. a) rose diagram for 8 decade band average Groom-Bailey strike
determination, b) rose diagram for 2 decade band average Groom-Bailey strike
determination. (0.01-l second period), c) rose diagram for 2 decade bancl average
Groom-Bailey strike determination. (1-100 seconds period), d) rose dìagram for 2
decade band average Groom-Bailey strike determination. (100-104 second
period)

b) 2 decade average (0.01-1 sec)
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5.1.5 MT dimensionality of the Northwest Superior Province

A comparison of the skew response at short, intermediate and long periods

suggests that the area generally has a 2-D geoelectric response at short periods but some

sites begin to exhibit 3-D responses at long periods. Figure 5.22 presents the skew for

0.1 s and 100 s periods. Full skew results are shown in Appendix E. Site NWS_007

exhibits 3-D behaviour throughout the bandwidth of the data. Sites FR_01, FR_02,

FR-03 and NWS-31 exhibit 3-D behaviour only at longer periods. The MPSO results

are presented in Figure 5.23. The extreme split observed at site NWS_007 again suggests

that this site exhibits 3-D behaviour throughout the data bandwidth. All other sites have

phases less than 30o in magnitude.

Figure 5.24 presents the shear angle results for the GB tensor decomposition.

Generally, the shear angle increases with increasing period suggesting increasing

structural complexity with increasing depth. At short periods, the area is relatively 2-D

with the North Caribou exhibiting the most 3-D behaviour. At intermediate periods, the

magnifude of the shear angle increases overall but most significantly in the Island Lake,

Muskrat Dam and Fox River Belt areas. Within the North Caribou terrane, the area of 3-

D behaviour increases in aerial extent. Finally at the longest periods, the area east of the

Superior Boundary Zone exhibits high shear angle as well as the Island Lake

subprovince, and the majority of the North Caribou terrane and Uchi subprovince.

Despite the sparsity of sites, it appears that zones of higher shear angle are generally

oriented along the geoelectric strike orientation of l20o azimutli.

With regards to the twist angle, it is gener-ally low (.20") throughout the region

and relatively constant with increasing period (Figure 5.25). It does however exhibit a
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similar feature to the skew and MPSO methods in that it increases with increasing period

for sites NWS-07, FR-01, FR-02, FR-03 and NWS-3i. This demonstrates increasing

3-D behaviour at these sites with increasing period

The results determined from the Swift, the maximum phase split and GB tensor

decomposition methods are all similar. There is a dependency of geoelectric strike as a

function of period. At short periods (< 1 s) the strike is predominantly 120o. At

intermediate periods (1-100 s), the strike is predominantly oriented at 90o. At long

periods (>100 s), the geoelectric strike is oriented at 120o. These results are generally

supported by all three methods although minor differences are present. Overall, the

geoelectric strike that best fits the area over a broad bandwidth is 120o.

Induction vectors are also presented for the 1 s and 100 s periods in Figure 5.26

and Figure 5.27 rcspectively. Overall, the induction vectors point away radially from the

northwest Superior Province towards the Trans-Hudson Orogen, and Phanerozoic cover

in the Hudson Bay Basin, Moose River Basin and Western Canada Sedimentary Basin.

in the North Caribou subprovince, induction vectors point outwards radially from the

subprovince towards the Uchi subprovince in the south and towards the Island Lake and

Muskrat Dam subprovince in the north. Due to the variability in strike from induction

vectors, it is possible to infer 3-D behaviour in the North Caribou subprovince (site

Nws_07) and on the outskirts of the entire northwest superior shrdy area.

The induction vectors may be related to larger scale structules than those

identified by the MT responses. This is consistent with the magnetic field being a more

spatially integrated response than the electric field. Overall, the north and south pointing

vectors in the Fox River and south North Caribou terane support the interpreted strike
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angles. The induction vectors also suggest resistive crust in the North Caribou tenane

and conductive crust in the Trans-Hudson Orogen.

Overall, it appears that the northwest Superior study area possesses an overall 2-D

sttucture. The structure does exhibit 3-D behaviour at some localities within the interior

of the North Caribou subprovince and in the vicinity of the Fox River study area. In

addition, it appears that structure is a function of period. At short periods, the structure is

predominantly 2-D whereas with increasing period, the structure becomes progressively

more 3-D.
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Figure 5.22: Skew response overnorthwest Superior aÍea at a) 0.1 seconds period, b) 100
second period.
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a)

b)

Figure 5.23: MPSO response over nofthwest Superior area at a) 0.1 seconds period, b)
100 second period. Scale of arrow is 32olcm.
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a)

b)

Figure 5.24: Groom-Bailey shear results frorn tensor decomposition utilizing a 2 decade
band averaging for three period bands: a) 0.01 - I seconds, b) I - 100 seconds, c)
100 -104 seconds. All results are plotted using the same scale shown in (c) and
show the absolute value of shear.
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c)

0

Figure 5.24: (Continued).
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a)

Figure 5.25: Groom-Bailey twist results from tensor decomposition utilizing a2 d,ecade
band averaging for three period bands: a) 0.01 - 1 seconds, b) I - 100 seconds, c)
100 -104 seconds. All results are plotted using the same scale shown in (c) and
the figure shows the absolute value of twist.
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c)

0

Figure 5.25 : (Continued).
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Figure 5.26: Real component response of the induction vector plotted with the Parkinson
convention at a period of 1 second.

Figure 5.21: Real component response of the induction vector plotted with the Parkinson
convention at a period of 100 seconds.
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5.2 Fox River Sill

5.2.1Data Processing

A database for the Fox River Belt was created in Geotools using EDI files

the 10 AMT sites traversing the belt FR-0004-FR-013. The sites were located

profile suitable for investigating the structure of the Fox River sill.

This profile (Fig. 5.28) was chosen to facilitate data acquisition by taking

advantage of an existing survey grid. However for 2-D MT modelling to be executable,

sites must be projected onto a common profile perpendicular geoelectric strike. Because

the existing profìle was perpendicular to geological strike it was probable that it would

also be optimal for the modelling.

from

ona

+ + 
Ë*o.,o t

Figure 5.28: Location of Fox River Belt sites presented in
system (modif,recl from Scoates, 1991).
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5.2.2 Data Editing and Final AMT Responses

Standard MT parameters were computed for all the sites from the impedance

parameters contained in the EDI files. Data editing was done using the same procedures

for the northwest Superior data set (see section 5.1.2). Initial examination of apparent

resistivity and phase resulted in the removal of data points corresponding to the AMT

deadband (2-9 l<flz). Figure 5.29 shows examples of data points for a given site where

excessive noise is observed, particularly over the deadband range. Out-of-quadrant

behaviour is observed at the lowest and highest frequencies.

5.2.3 Determinant Responses for the Fox River Sill

Figure 5.30 represents the determinant average presentations for both resistivity

and phase. Due to the specific frequency of the AMT measurements, results are

presented in terms of frequency rather than period

In profile, an apparent resistivity low is observed at sites FR_7 and FR_8

corresponding to feature C on the apparent resistivity pseudosection (Figure 5.30). It is

bounded laterally by more resistive features D and E. V/ith decreasing frequency, feature

C expands laterally and becomes more conductive. Features B and A corespond to

additional frequency low resistivity features observed at high frequencies.

The presence of a conductive body at lower frequencies is conf,.*.d by high

phases observed in the determinant phase section (associated with feature "c" in Figule

5.30). This region of high phase is surounded by a background of lower phases. At

relatively low frequency (<10 Hz) high phase is observed along much of the plofile

(feafure "g").
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5.2.4 AMT Strike Determination for the Fox River Area

Strike was again determined using four different methods: induction vectors, the

Swift method, maximum phase-split and Groom-Bailey tensor decomposition methods.
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5.2.4.1 Induction Vectors

Induction vectors were produced using the method described in Section 5.I.4.1.

A full set of induction vector plots are presented in Appendix F and representative results

are shown in Figures 5.31-5.33.

At frequencies higher than I kHz, the real components of the induction vectors

were of variable magnifude, erratic orientations and associated with large error ellipses

(Figure 5.31). Induction vectors for sites FR_l2, FR_l3, FR_4, and FR_5 all point away

from the middle of the profîle. The vectors at sites FR_12 and FR_13 have a trend of

320o whereas site FR_5 has a trend of 140o and site FR_4 has a trend of 210o. Sites

FR_6- FR_8 point towards an area between sites FR_8 and FR_9.

At frequencies lower than 1 kH4 particularly at 100 Hz and l0 Hz (Figures 5.32

& 5.33), the real component of the induction vector has increased magnitude at sites

FR_9-FR_l1 and is largest at site FR_l0. At 100 Hz (Figure 5.32), induction vectors for

sites FR-O4-FR-11 trend approximately 90o. With decreasing frequency, vectors at the

south end of the profile rotate clockwise by approximately 45o at a frequency of 10 Hz

(Figure 5.33).

The imaginary component of the induction vector generally had much smaller

magnitude than the real component at frequencies lower than I kHz. At 100 Hz, the

quadrahrre component had significant rnagnitude. At this frequency, sites FR_9-FR_l l

displayed quadrahtre arrows pointing to the westward (270'). This direction is

antiparallel to the real component vector (Figure 5.32). At sites FR_4-FR_8 the

imaginary vector component points to the southeast and has smaller magnitude.
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Figure 5.31: Parkinson induction vector real component [8 kHz: 0.5 km/unit]. This
response is representative of high frequency responses (> lkHz). Formation
labels in this figure and throughout the chapter correspond to that of Scoates
(1990) presented inChapter 2.
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Figure 5.32:Parkinson induction vector real (black) & imaginary (red) components [100
Hz:0.5 km/unit]

Figure 5.33: Parkinson induction vector real (black) & imaginary (red) components [10
Hz:0.5 km/unitl

437 250 438000
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5.2.4.2 Swift Method

The Swift strike determination method was applied to the Fox River AMT dataset

in the same manner as applied to the northwest Superior Province MT dataset. Swift

strike was evaluated for the following frequencies; 10-8 lcflz,6l<IIz, I kHz, 100 Hz, I0

Hz. Appendix G shows the full results and Figures 5.34 and 5.35 are representative

results. At the highest frequencies, the principal strike direction for sites FR_4-FR_11

was 0-15o (Figure 5.34). Site FR_l2 exhibited a strike of 20o while site FR_l3 a strike of

50o. The most pronounced rotation in principal strike direction occurs at 100 Hz (Figure

5.35). At this frequency, sites FR_9-FR_11 exhibited strikes close to 0o whereas the

strike at sites FR_5-FR_8, FR_12 and FR_13 is oriented at 20-50o. site FR 4 is

consistently oriented at 0o for all frequencies.

Figure 5.34: Swift strike of Fox River dataset
high freqLrencies.
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Figure 5.35: Swift strike of Fox River dataset at 100 Hz. At this frequency, strike
orientation at sites FR 5- FR I and FR_l2-FR 13 rotates clockwisé compared to
those of other frequencies.

5.2.4.3 Maximum Phase Split Method

Results of the maximum phase split orientation determinations are presented for

the following four fiequencies, l0 kHz, r k]J'.z, 100 Hz, and 10 Hz in Appendix H.

Overall, the MPSO behaves consistently at all four frequencies with the most frequent

occurring azimuths either parallel or perpendicular to one another.

Figure 5.36 displays rose diagrams of the MPSO results for representative

frequencies with sector sizes of l0o. Results are tabulated in Table 5.4.
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Figure 5.36: Comparison of maximum phase split orientation as a function of frequency;
a) 10 kHz, b) I kHz, c) 100 Hz, d) l\Hz.

c) 100 Hz
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Table 5.4: Summary of MPSO strike determinations as a function of frequency.
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Frequency (f): 10 kHz:

At 10 kHz, MPSO strike directions are predominantly 105o with some strike in

the orthogonal direction also being evident. The 105o direction coresponds to sites

FR_4-FR_8 whereas site FR_9 exhibits the 15o orthogonal strike direction. Site FR_12

displays a strike of 160o whereas site FR_13 displays a strike of 45o. No data was

available for sites FR_l0 and FR_l1 at this frequency.

Frequency (f): I kHz:

At I l<ÍIz, MPSO strike directions are still predominantly i05o with the

orthogonal direction also being evident. The primary strike direction is observed at sites

FR_5-FR_l0 and site FR_l2 exhibits the 15o orthogonal strike direction. Sire FR_l3 has

a strike of 45o and sites FR_1 1 and FR_4 display strikes of 0o and 90o respectively.

Frequency (f): 100 Hz:

At 100 Hz, MPSO strike directions are still predominantly i05o as observed at

sites FR_5, FR_6, and FR_8. Sites FR_9 and FR_10 strike 0o while site FR 4 srrikes

90". Sites FR_7 and FR_l 1-FR_l3 strike approximately at 45o.

Frequency (f): 10 Hz:

At the lowest fi'equency examined, the two most commonly occurring MPSO

strike directions are 25o and 55o. The former strike direction is observed at to sites FR_9-

FR_l1 and the latter is observed at sites FR_l2 and FR_l3. Site FR_8 exhibits a strike

orthogonal to that of the principal direction of 25o. Similarly site FR_7 exhibits a strike

orthogonal to that of the principal direction of 55o. No data were available for site FR 6

at this frequency.
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5.2.4.4 Groom-Bailey Tensor Decomposition

Results from initial Groom-Bailey constrained decomposition are presented in

Table 5.5 and in Figure 5.37. These results were obtained using the procedure described

in Section 5.1.4.4.

Table 5.5: Groom-Bailey parameter results from initial evaluation of data.

Site Shear Twist Strike
FR 001 0

FR 002 0

FR_003 0

FR_004 -6
FR_005 0

FR_006 0

FR_007 0

FR_008 0

FR_009 27
FR_010 0

FR_011 0

FR 012 0

FR 013 0

0

0

0

-J

-15
-15

aJ

-9

9

0

6

-9
--1

-9

9

0

180

- 1s0
-1s3
-135
-144
- 153

-1 80

180

135

140
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Figure 5.37: Groom-Bailey regional strikes for the Fox River Belt AMT dataset obtained
using constant values of shear, twist and strike over the entire frequency range.

STRIKE was executed for all 10 AMT sites with the strike orientation evaluated

for the whole 5 decade frequency band and single-decade bands of data extending over

the frequency range of 100 kHz to I Hz. Figure 5.38, which is a composite display of all

the strike orientations shows that the GB strike directions appear invariant with frequency

with the exception of sites FR_9 and FR_l0. Rose diagrams (Figure 5.39) support this

observation when plotted over the 3 bandwidths coresponding to fiequencies of 10-1

kHz, 1000-100 Hz, and 100-10 Hz as they show similar distributions on strikes for the

available frequency range.
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Figure 5.38: Composite display of single-decade Groom-Bailey regional strikes for the
Fox River Sill AMT data. Data for analysis was only present for 3 single decade
bands: 10 kHz - 1 kHz (magenra), rkHz - r00 Hz (blue), 100 Hz - 10 Hi (red).

The Groom-Bailey regional strike at site FR_4 is close to 90o. Sites FR_5-FR_g,

corresponding to the most conductive portion of the profile, have strikes of

approximately 135o. The only sites showing strike varying as a function of frequency are

sites FR-9 and FR-10. At 10 kHz to I kHz, sites FR_9 and FR_10 strike 60o and 100o

lespectively. For the 1 kHz to 100 Hzband, tliese sites rotate approximately to 90o and

l50orespectively. A 90" change may simply be the 90o ambiguity. For the 100 Hz to 10

Hzband, the strike for site FR_9 and site FR_l0 both rotate to a strike of 25". Finally,

thronghout the 3 frequency bands analyzed, sites FR l1-FR 12 strike about 45o. Table
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5.6 summarizes the most common occurring strike orientations as a function of

frequency.

Table 5.6: Fox River AMT summary of strikes from Groom-Bailey tensor decomposition
using 1 decade band averaging.

Frequg4çy Primary Stike Secondary Strike
10 kHz - 1 kHz 13s (45) 90 (20)
1 kHz - 100 Hz 13s (4s) 0 (90)
100 Hz - l Hz 135 (45) 20 O0\

In addition, a 5 decade band average strike orientation was produced by STzuKE

and is presented in Figure 5.40. The most common strike direction is the l30ol40o

orthogonal pair. The other common orientation corresponded to the 0o/90o orthogonal

pair as shown by the rose diagrams for the 5 decade band average presented in Figure

5.41.
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a) 10 kHz - I kHz
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b) i kHz - 100 Hz

Figure 5.39: Rose diagram of GB tensor decomposition strike orientations employing
single decade band averaging; a) 10 kHz- 1kHz, b) lkHz- 100 Hz,c) 100 Hz-
I Hz.
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Figure 5.40: Five decade band average of Groom-Bailey strike determinations.

Figure 5.41:Rose diagram of 5 clecade average Groom-Bailey regional strike azimuths.
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5.2.5 AMT Dimensionality of the Fox River Sill

Two different strikes are defîned by the best (GB) method, 0ol90o and45ol!35o.

Comparison of strikes with the map (e.g. Figure 5.40) suggests that the strike at sites

FR-ll - FR-13 and FR_4 is related to the strike of the geological units mapped at

surface. The 45"1135o azimuths are observed at sites at which the conductor described in

Section 5.2.3 was observed. The results indicate that the conductor strikes obliquely to

the surface geological units. The induction vectors at these sites point towards the

southeast which would support a 45o strike.

Rose diagrams for short, intermediate and long periods correspond well for both

maximum phase split and tensor decomposition methods. Generally, strikes aÍe

approximately the same for both methods. The Swift method shows consistent results

with the MPSO and STRIKE results but did not conclusively eliminate the 90o ambiguity

associated with strike determination as for the vast majority of sites; the Swift orientation

was different to those obtained from STRiKE and the maximum phase difference

method. The initial constrained Groom-Bailey strike result provided by Geotools

indicated the principal strike orientations to be 0o or -135o for the majority of the Fox

River Sill with orthogonal orientations of 90o and approximately -35o.

Due the majority of methods suggesting a strike of 135o, particularly the GB

tensor decomposition (STRIKE) at sites coresponding to the conductor (FR_6-FR_8), a

strike oliented to the southeast is preferred. In addition, both STRIKE and the MPSO

methods employ mathematical determination of strike unlike the visually based

constrained GB strike determination in GEOTOOLS. Finally, both STRIKE and the
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MPSO methods align the geoelectric strike direction towards maximum conductivity. It

must be remembered that the differences in strike orientations between methods may be

due to bandwidth averaging versus strike determination at discrete periods. Nevertheless,

comparison of different methodologies certainly does increase the confidence level of the

chosen shike orientations, and a corresponding interpretation of a 2-D structure.

The range for geoelectric strike orientations (i.e., Table 5.5) in the southeast

direction within the Fox River AMT dataset suggests that it is a complexZ-D structure or

potentially a 3-D strucfute, but certainl}r a structure that has elements of 2 strike

orientations. In particular, it appears that geoelectric strike for the conductor is different

than for other sites on the profile. Unfortunately, due to the limitation of a single profile,

particular patterns were not evident from the skew, magnitude of the phase split, or shear

and twist parameters from tensor decomposition. Due to the range of possible geoelectric

strike orientations, multiple angles were investigated in the inversion process to obtain

the best possible resistivity model.
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Chapter 6: Magnetotelluric Response

6.1 Introduction

In this chapter, the electromagnetic responses of the study aÍea aÍe investigated by

creating pseudosections of the TE and TM apparent resistivity and phase. This was done

for Line 1, Line 2, andline 3 from the MT dataset, and for the Fox River Belt AMT data.

The final sites that are used in the analysis of Line 1 are NV/S_35, NWS_34, NWS_33,

Nws_33, Nws_32, Nws_35, NV/s_3r, NWS_30, Nws 29. Sites FR_1-FR_3 were

not included due to their proximity to NWS_31 and the robust nafure of the NWS_31

data. This set of sites is referred to as Line 1c. Note that all sites are proj ected onto lines

perpendicular to the geoelectric strike of I20o established in Chapter 5. Both raw and

Groom-Bailey responses are examined. The latter are used in inversions described in

Chapter 7.

6.2 Pseudosection Responses

6.2.lLine 1

In Figures 6.1 and 6.2,lhe apparent resistivity and phase pseudosections for the

TE and TM response for Line I are presented. Differences in responses between the TE

and TM modes indicate the presence of 2D strucfures.

Short Periods (<0.1 seconds)

At periods less than 0.1 seconds, the apparent resistivity for both the TE and TM

modes is very similar. The lowest apparent resistivity (10 Om) occurs at the furthest

northwest section of the line at site NWS_29. Very high resistivities (18 000 Ç)m) are

present at the southeast section of the line, particulally at site NWS 34. At sites
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NWS_35 - NWS_31 there is a general increase

period, particularly in the TM mode.

The phase response for both the TE and TM modes is very similar for Line I with

lower phases observed on the ends of the line and higher phases observed at sites

NwS-32 and NWS-33. At site NV/S-33 for instance, at periods of 0.1 to 0.0i seconds,

the phase is approximately 42o whereas at site NWS 29, the phase is approximately 6o.

Intermediate Periods (0.1 - I0 seconds)

For periods ranging from 0.1 to 10 seconds, the apparent resistivity for the TE and

TM modes tend to vary more laterally than with increasing period. At sites NWS 29

and NWS-30 in the TE mode response, the apparent resistivity decreases from i0 Ç)m to

approximately 300 f)m creating a wedgelike feature. For the TM mode, this response

also occurs at sites NWS-29 and NWS-30. Throughout much of the prof,rle, the TE

response is similar at shorter periods to the TM response. In the southwest of the profile,

the apparent resistivity is relatively constant at 18 000 Om both laterally and with varying

period. Between sites N'WS-31 and NWS-32, there is a sharp boundary with an apparent

resistivity of approximately 300 f)m to the northeast.

The phase responses for both the TE and TM mode increase with period from 0.1

to 10 seconds. For the TE mode at site NWS_30 for instance, the phase increases from

36o to 60o and at site NWS-35, the phase increases from 24o to 40o. For the TM mode,

this transition is much more abrupt occuring at 1 second periods.

Longer Periods (>100 seconds)

At longer periods, the apparent resistivity decreases to approximately l0 - 1g0

f¿m in the TM mode between sites NWS-35 an NWS_32. Spatial variations are similar

in apparent resistivity with increasing
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for the TE and TM modes except at sites NWS_31 and NV/S_32. At these sites, the TE

and TM modes differ, particularly at site NWS_31 where the TE apparent resistivity is

approximately 500 C)m and the TM apparent resistivity is approximately 18000 Om.

The phase response at longer periods is similar at all sites except NWS_30 and

NWS_3 1. At N'WS_3 1, the TE phase passes out-of-quadrant.
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exhibiting out-of-quadrant behaviour. By employing the Groom-Bailey constraints, these

data points remain within the correct quadrant.
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6.2.2 Line 2

In Figures 6.4 and 6.5, the apparent resistivity and phase pseudosections for the

TE and TM response for Line 2 are presented.

Short Periods (<0.1 seconds)

At periods less than 0.1 seconds, both the TE and TM apparent resistivity

response are generally resistive except for the northeast portion of the profile. From site

NWS-26 to site NWS_25 apparent resistivity decreases from approximately 10 000 Ç¿m

to 30 f)m. To the southwest of site NWS 26, the apparent resistivity is consistently on

the order of 5000 - 10 000 f)m except at site NWS_38 for which the TM mode apparent

resistivity is slightly lower at-2000 Om. The TE mode responses at sites NV/S 38 and

NV/s_28 exhibit very high apparent resistivities, on the order of 56 000 f¿m.

The phase response at periods less than 0.1 seconds is relatively constant across

Line 2. It increases from - 6o to 30o with increasing period from 0.01 to 0.1 seconds.

Intermediate Periods (0.1 - 10 seconds)

At periods of 0. 1 to 10 seconds the apparent resistivities for both the TE and TM

modes are high and do not vary substantially across the profile. Generally, apparent

resistivity is on the order of 10 000 f)m but for sites NWS_26 and NWS_25, the apparent

resistivity drops to approximately 2000 Qm. The highest apparent resistivity of

approximately 56 000 Om is observed at site NWS_38. The lowest apparent r-esistivity

(500 fim) is observed at periods less than 1s at site NWS_25. The northwest section of

the profrle conesponding to sites NV/S _25 and NWS_26 has an apparent resistivity

response with a wedgelike appearatlce.
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Phase does not vary significantly across the profile on either the TE and TM

modes with the exception of site NWS_25. At site NWS_25, TE mode phases are lower

(20'-40") than at the other sites (40o -60"). Along the southwest part of the line there is a

clear phase boundary at 0.1 seconds where phase increases from 20 o to 40o with

increasing period.

Longer Periods (>100 seconds)

Longer period apparent resistivity responses for the TE and TM modes differ. For

the TE mode, apparent resistivities are high (-20 000 Om) on the southwest portion and

decrease to -10 Om at site NWS_26. The apparent resistivity increases again at site

NV/S_25 where a value of 10 000 f)m is observed. There is little variation in apparent

resistivity with increasing period other than at sites NWS 27 and NWS 26 where it

decreases from 500 Om to 10 ,Qm.

The TM mode apparent resistivity ranges from 10 000 - 20 000 f)m across the

profile with the highest resistivity occurring at sites NWS_28 and NWS 27. Apparent

resistivity does decrease with increasing period, a decrease from 5 000 to 500 Om is

observed.

The phase response for the TE mode increases from 60o to 85o with increasing

period across much of the profile. The greatest increase is observed at site NWS 25

where, over the period range of 1 to 1000 seconds, the phase increases from 45o to 85o.

The TE phase response of sites NWS_25 and NWS_26 again defines a wedgelike feature.

For the TM mode, phase changes less with increasing period. At sites NWS_27 -

NWS-25 however', the phase does vary \aterally as the response decreases from -95o to -

1300.
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Compørison with constrained Groom-B øiley Response

Figure 6.6 provides a comparison of the raw and Groom-Bailey TM and TE mode

responses. The Groom-Bailey responses are very similar to the original data
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6.2.3 Line 3

Figures 6.7 and 6.8 show the apparent resistivity and phase pseudosections for the

TE and TM response for Line 3.

Short Periods (<0.1 seconds)

Numerous data points at periods less than 0.05 seconds have been removed from

the sites on Line 3 during the data editing. Nonetheless, there are significant similarities

between the TE and TM modes for Line 3, particularly in the northeast section of the line

between sites NV/S _72 and NWS_24. High apparent resistivity values (approximately

20 000 f)m) are observed at sites NwS_12, NwS_l7, NwS_21 and NWS_22. Lower

apparent resistivities of approximately 300 Om are observed at sites NV/S_3, NV/S_I8

and NWS-23. Site NWS 24 has significantly lower apparent resistivity at approximately

50 Qm. For the TE mode, the southwest section of the profile is generally resistive, on

the order of 20 000 Qm. For the TM mode the site NWS_7 response is considerably less

resistive with an apparent resistivity of 250 Qm.

The phase response is fairly similar between the TE and TM modes. The average

response across the profile is around 15o but higher phases are observed at sites NWS_7

and NV/S-18 where the values are on the order of 60o. At the shortest periods of

approximately 0.01 seconds, many data points were removed in the editing process.

Nonetheless, there is sufficient data to show that at site NWS_24, the phase is slightly

higher than at surrounding sites with a value of 30o. The data from the northeast section

of the profile, corresponding to sites NWS_18 - NWS_24, again have a wedgelike

appearance.
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Intermediute Periods (0.1 - 10 seconds)

There is little variation in the TE rnode apparent resistivity at intermediate periods

compared with short periods. Sites NWS_3, NWS_12, andNWS_2l show an increase in

apparent resistivity from approximately 20 000 f)m to 50 000 f)m at a period of i

second. The same phenomenon is observed in the TM mode for sites NWS_2, NWS_I7

and NWS-21. Sites NWS 23 and NWS-24 in the northeast section of the profile both

exhibit an increase in apparent resistivity to 4000 and 400 Om respectivel y, again

defining a wedgelike feature.

The TE phase response increases from approximately 30o to 70o at a period of

around 0.1 seconds. For sites NWS_23 and NWS_24, the increase in phase is less as the

phase response increases from approximately 30o to 50o. The TM mode exhibits similar

responses as the TE mode with a phase response increase from -145o to -120o. The

highest phase observed for the TE mode response is at site NWS_7 where the observed

phase is 90o whereas for the TM mode a -90o response is observed at site NWS 3.
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Longer Periods (>100 seconds)

Numerous data points at periods greater than 100 seconds have been removed in

the editing process. Generally speaking, the apparent resistivity for the TE mode is

-1000 f)m and is lower than the response in the intermediate periods. Site NV/S_IB has

anomalously low apparent resistivity at -150 Qm. There is little lateral variation in TE

mode apparent resistivity across the profile.

For the TM mode, the apparent resistivity is relatively high and on the order of

5000-6000 C)m. As in the TE mode, both sites NWS_23 and NWS_24 both exhibit lower

apparent resistivities on the order of 150 Qm. At the longest period response around

1000 seconds, the apparent resistivity decreases to approximately -1000 em.

The phase response of both modes is relatively consistent across the central part

of the profile with phase values of 60o - 70o. The TE and TM mode responses are

anomalously high at sites NWS_3 and NWS_7 respectively with phases on the order of

90o or extending out-of-quadrant.

Comparison with 
"oortr)io"d 

Groom-Bøiley Response

Figure 6.9 provides a comparison of the raw and Groom-Bailey TM and TE

responses for Line 3. The Groom-Bailey responses again show most of the features of

the original data. The most noticeable examples of differences are at sites NWS_7,

NWS-12 and NWS-31 at periods greater than l0 seconds. Site NWS_7 TE phases

remain in the correct quadrant in the Groom-Bailey response.
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6.2.4Fox River AMT

Figures 6.10 and 6.11 show the apparent resistivity and phase pseudosections for

the Fox River profile. Note that all sites are projected onto lines perpendicular to the

geoelectric strike established in Chapter 5 of 120o (Geotools, L99l). Both raw and

Groom-Bailey responses are examined. The latter are used in inversions described in

Chapter 7. It is important to note that due to the specific frequency range of the data in

the AMT method as discussed in Chapter 3, it is more convenient to use frequency

instead of period when discussing data, and as a result all pseudosections are presented in

frequency.

High Frequency (>100 Hz)

Numerous data points were edited from the high frequency part of the Fox River

Belt data set due to the noise associated with the AMT deadband. The TE mode

generally exhibits lower apparent resistivities (approximately i6 Om) than the TM mode

at the highest frequencies (i.e. 10 kHz). With decreasing frequency, the apparent

resistivity increases to i00 - 250 Om. This trend occurs throughout the profile with the

exception of sites FR_5 - FR_8. With decreasing frequency, these sites exhibit a

decrease in TE mode apparent resistivity to 5 Çlm.

The TM exhibits a similar response to the TE mode; however the northem portion

of the line exhibits apparent resistivities of 100 Om and the southem portion exhibits

considerably higher apparent resistivities, on the order of 1000 Om. In addition, the

anomalously low appareut conductivity observed at four sites in the TE mode is only

evident on two sites in the TM mode (sites FR_7 and FR_8).
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The phase response for both the TE and TM modes is very similar in that at

frequencies of 7 - 72kHz the phase is low (approximately 16") and it increases to around

40o at a frequency of 1 kHz. There is little variation of phase response across the profrle

with the exception of anomalously high phase response at site FR 7 where the observed

phase is close to 90o.

Low Frequency (<100 Hz)

The TE mode exhibits a similar variation in apparent resistivity at low frequencies

as is obserued at higher frequencies. All sites have similar apparent resistivity (100 - 300

Om) with the exception of sites FR-5- FR-8 that have considerably lower values (1 Om).

Unlike the TE mode, the TM mode exhibits a decrease in apparent resistivity with

decreasing frequency. Apparent resistivity decreases from 160 Qm to approximately 40

flm in the northern portion of the profile corresponding to sites FR_9- FR_l3. Sites

FR-8 and FR_7 exhibit the lowest apparent resistivity (1 - 2 Am) at the lowest

frequencies (10 Hz). At the southern end of the profile, the apparent resistivity does not

vary as much as a function of frequency and it is generally on the order of 500-1000 Qm.

The TE phase response does not vary Taterully across the profile except for the

higher phase response seen at sites FR_6 where the observed phase is out-of-quadrant

with a value exceeding 90o. The TE mode phase does not change signif,rcantly with

decreasing frequency at frequencies < 100 Hz. In the TM mode, tliere is alaleralchange

in phase response at site FR_8. North of this site, the phase response is low at

approximately -110o to -95o and in this portion of the profile; phase is relatively constant

both laterally and with varying frequency. South of this site, the observed phase is lower
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at -140o. Again, no significant variation is observed

with varying frequency.
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C o mp øris o n with c o nstr ain e d G r o o m-B øil ey R e sp o n s e

Figure 6.12 provides a comparison of the raw and Groom-Bailey TM and TE

responses for the Fox River profile. The Groom-Bailey responses show most of the

features of the original data. The most noticeabl" .xa-ple of differences is at site FR-6

where the TE phases remain in the correct quadrant in the Groom-Bailey response.
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Figure 6.12: Resistivity and phase pseudosections for the TE and TM modes for Fox
River AMT survey are presented alongside Groom-Bailey equivalents. "+"
represent valid data points utilized in contouring. No smoothing has been applied.
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Chapter 7: Modelling

This chapter describes how 2D resistivity models for the three lines of interest in

the northwest Superior Province and the traverse across the Fox River Sill were

constructed. Models are created by projecting sites onto lines perpendicular to the

determined strike azimuth. The corresponding TE and TM components of the Groom-

Bailey data (shown in Chapter 6) are then fitted with 2-D models using regularized 2D

inversion codes. Multiple inversions were done to assess the resolution of the models.

7.1 Modelling and Inversion Strategy

Both nonlinear conjugate gradient Q.,ILCG) and Occam inversions were done,

with the NLCG inversion being the preferred method as discussed in Chapter 3. Occam

inversions were done in order to assess models derived from a second inversion

algorithm. Comparison of models from two algorithms provides increased confidence in

the results.

Two-dimensional NLCG inversions were performed to evaluate the electrical

conductivity of both the northwest Superior Province and Fox River Sill. The principal

inversion algorithm employed is the code described in Mackie and Rodi (1996) and Rodi

and Mackie (2001). This algorithm is dependent on the finite difference mesh grid

utilized. The column and row sizes depend on the skin depth comesponding to the

resistivity, the starting half-space model, as well as the spacing between suruey sites. In

order for the inverted results not to show edge effects, the models are extended to

considerable distances both laterally and vertically.

Numerous inversion models were created using the strike azimuth of 120o

determined in Chapter 5. Due to the uncertainty in strike azimuÍh, several models were
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created using different azimuths. Due to the more robust nature of phase data, it was

more heavily weighted throughout the inversion process. input parameters into the

inversions included starting model, error floors, the specific data set (TE and/or TM

modes phase, and apparent resistivity), the error values associated with the apparent

resisitivity and phase being inverted, and the specifred root-mean-square error (rms) for

termination of the inversion. These parameters were varied based on the inversion results

to improve subsequent inversions.

Input Datø and Inversion Pørameters

1) Starting models were varied to determine the sensitivity of the inversion process

to a particular halÊspace resistivity (i.e. 100 f)m, 5000 n)m, 10000 om).

2) Erors estimates for the phase and resistivity were varied to understand the

sensitivity of the inversion to the apparent resisitivity and phase etîor. In particular,

some inversions were run with large apparent resistivity error estimates to allow for

static shift effects.

3) A target rms effor of 1 was specified to try to obtain a good data fit. In general,

the inversions terminated at a significantly higher value of rms misfit.

4) The smoothing parameter tau (Mackie et. al., LggT) is a regularizationparameter

that controls the trade-off between fitting the data and adhering to the model

constraint. Latger values cause a smoother model at the expense of a worse data fit.

In this study, the default value of 10 was used. The parameter was not varied as the

default value produced a good balance between models that were sufficiently smooth

and fit the data.
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4) Inversions were executed with TE andlor TM mode data in order to determine

which mode constrained different model elements.

7.2 2-D Inversions of the Northwest Superior Province Dataset

The input parameters for all the NLCG models for the northwest Superior data set

are presented in Table 7.1 . All available periods in the edited data set were employed. In

summary, seven NLCG inversions were done for Line 1, 18 inversions for Line 2, and 10

inversions for Line 3. A single Occam inversion was done for each of the lines. The

results of the Occam inversion are shown in Appendix L

Generally, for individual TE and TM mode inversions, adequate inversion

results were obtained. The f,its to the data were good with a relatively low overall rms

error. The final models presented here are those in which both modes were inverted

using small error estimates on the phase response and large error estimates on the

apparent resistivity. The rms errors for the final models were 1.88,5.17, and 1.47

respectively for Line 1, Line 2, and Line 3. Overall, the data could be fit with either

small errors or large eror estimates assigned to the apparent resistivity, allowing for

static shift. Based on other evidence for the existence of static shift (Chapter 6 and

Ferguson et. al., 2005), the models obtained using large eror estimates on the apparent

resistivity and small error estimates on the phase are the preferred models.
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Table 7.1: Summary of NLCG models and corresponding parameterization for the northwest Superior Province dataset.

LINE 1

m_line 1

m_l¡ne1cv'l
m_line1cv2
m_line1cv3
m_line lcv4
m*line1cvs
m_line1cv6
m_line1cv7

LINE 2

Name Model T

or

RLfvl2D
RLI\12D

RLM2D
RLM2D
RLI\¡2D
RLIVl2D

RLM2D
RLN¡2D

i\,4odel

m*line2a RLM2D wsup*line2 xy yx lSO 60 5 100 goy x 602 ALLm-l¡ne2b RLivl2D wsup-rinez xy yx 1so 60 5 sooo ooy x ooz ALLm-line2c RLI\42D wsup-r¡ne2 xy yx 150 60 5 10 0oo 90y x 602 ALLm-line2d RLI\¡2D wsup-rine2 xy yx iso 60 5 10 0oo soy x ooz ALLm-l¡ne2e RLM2D wsup-rine2 - yx 150 60 5 10 000 ooy x ooz TMm-line2f RLlv'l2D wsup-rine2 xy - 1so 60 5 10 000 soyx ooz TEm-line2g RLÍ\42D wsup-r¡ne2 xy yx 120 30 s loo 71y xs3z ALLm-line2h RLIvl2D wsup-rine2 xy yx 1zo 30 s sooo 71y x6oz ALLm-l¡ne2¡ RLtu'12D wsup-rine2 xy yx 120 30 s 631 0 71y x 602 ALLm_line2j RLM2D wsup_tine2 xy yx 120 30 S 631 O 71y x 602 ALLm_line2k RLM2D wsup_t¡ne2 xy yx j2O 30 S 6310 71y x6Ìz ALLm-l¡ne2l RLÍ\42D wsup-rine2 - yx izo 30 s 6310 71y x6oz Tr\4m-line2m RLI\¡2D wsup-line2 xy - 120 30 5 6310 7iy x6oz TEm_line2n RLM2D wsup_line2 xy - 120 30 S 6310 71yx6)z TEm--line2o RLÍ\42D wsup_t¡ne2 xy - 12O 30 S 6310 7iy x6)z TEm--.line2p' RLI\,l2D wsup-r¡ne2 xy yx 12o 30 5 6310 71y x6oz ALLm-line2r. RL¡,12D wsup-rine2 xy yx 120 30 5 6310 zry xøoz ALLm_l¡nezq" RLM2D wsup_line2 xy yx 120 30 S 6310 7jy x6)z ALL
denotes models where error estimates on apparent res¡stivity and phase were var¡ed on an ind¡vidual site basis

^model 
m-¡ine2p employed 80 and 2 percent error estimates on s¡te NWS_38 and 5 and 2 percent on alj olher sites

^ 
model m-line2q employed 80 and 2 percent error estimates on all sites but 5 and 2 percent on sile NWS_26

^ 
model m-line2q employed 80 and 2 percent error eslimates on all sites but 5 and 2 percent on sites NWS 26 & NWS 25

nsec

wsup_line 1

wsup_line'lc
wsup_linelc
wsup_lin e 1c

wsup*linel c
wsup_linelc
wsup_l¡ne1c
wsup_l¡ne 1c

TE Set TM Set Site Str¡ke Basis

xy
xy
xy
xy

Y
xy
xy

yx 150 60
yx 120 30
yx 120 30
yx 120 30
- 120 30
yx 120 30
yx 12O 30
yx 120 30

LINE 3
m_line3 RLIV2D wsup_line3 xy xy

m_line3v2 RLI\¡2D wsup*line3 xy
m_l¡ne3v3 RLM2D wsup_line3 - xy
m_line3v4 RLlVl2D wsup_line3 xy xy
m_line3vs RLlvl2D wsup_line3 xy xy
m_l¡ne3v6 RLM2D wsup_line3 xy xy
m_line3v7 RLM2D wsup_line3 xy
m_¡ine3v8 RLI\,42D wsup_l¡ne3 - xy

Hali

5000 85y x60z
100 89y x 602
5000 89y x 602
5000 89y x 602
20000 89y x 602
5000 89y x 602
20000 89y x 602
13 594 89y x 602

Grid Size

1 RLIV2D wsuo tine3

RhoError (%) PhsError l%) #

ALL 10
ALL 10

ALL 10

ALL 1

TE5
T[/ 5
ALL 5
ALL 80

5
5
5

l0

50 60
50 60
50 60
20 30
20 30
20 30
20 30
20 30
20 30

34
defaull
defaull
default
default
default
default
default

default
default
defau lt
default
default
default
default
default
default
default
default
default
default
default
default
defau¡t
default
defaull

10
10
25
5

5
'10

80
80
40
80
80
40
'15

5

5

l¡on F¡na¡ RIMS Qu¡t

43
82

63

47
68
54

60
69
56
'100

40
80
80
89
61

65
50
44
27

79
89
89
89

10 5000
10 5000
10 5000
10 5000
10 100
10 10 000
10 5000
10 10 000

10.65
4?
4

4.1
8.4
4.6
7.9
1.88

3.41
¿.o I

2.89
4.65
4.13
3.91
3.79
5.17
1.78
3.0?
2.1'l
2.41
2.94
4.04
2.82
c.t/
5.17
5.17

1%
1%

10/o

1Vo

'tyo

10/"

10/o

1%

'to/"

1yo

1%

1%

10/.

99x
'100 x
101 x
77x
83x
83x
83x
83x
83x

Noise F¡oor

60
60
60

60
58
58
58
58
58

10

10

10
'10

'10

10

10
10

ALL 10

TE5
TM5
ALL 10
ALL 10

ALL 10

TE5
TM5

5%
5%

50/"

50/"

5%

10

10
10

10

10
10

10

10

10

10
'10

10
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defaull
default
default
default
default
defâult
default
default
default

21

35

42
f00

63

47

0
0
0
0
0
0

8,76
9

19,9
4.52
4.5

8.33
5.5
3.8
't.47

1%

1y"
10/o

10/o

1v.

10

10

10
10
10

10

10
10
10
10

5%

syo

5%



7.3 Examination of Final Northwest Superior Models

7.3.1 Line I NLCG Results

Figures 7.1 and 7.2 compare the obserued and model apparent resistivity and

phase responses for the final inversion of the Groom-Bailey TE and TM data for Line 1.

An acceptable fit is achieved between the modeled and observed responses. The average

rms misfit for all the sites is 1.88 with most sites having an rms error less than 1.5.

However, there are poor fits at site NWS_31 and NWS_32 with a local rms error of 2.8.

This error.corresponds predominantly to the TE mode phase response for both NWS_31

and NWS-32 and may be attributable to localized galvanic distortion. The apparent

resistivity response exhibits curve shapes similar to the observed data. Due to the larger

eror estimate on the apparent resistivity, the model response curves are shifted by about

an order of magnitude on the vertical scale. The results are consistent with the presence

of static shifts in the apparent resistivity data.

Overall, the model phase and resistivity responses are similar to the observed

responses. This result provides support for the validity of the 2D model obtained. Figure

7.3 is a comparison of the model and observed TE and TM pseudosection responses for

both the apparent resistivity and phase of Line 1. As for the results for individual sites,

the pseudosections show the model response includes all of the major features in the

observed data.
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The final TE-TM model is shown in Figure 7.4. The figure shows the shallow,

intermediate and deep sections of the model corresponding to depth extents of 5 km, 75

km and 300 km respectively. Seven significant features are identified in the model. In

the shallow section of the model, feature "A" corresponds to a lowerresistivity zone (-10

f)m) beneath sites NWS_29 and NV/S_30. "B" is a lower resistivity zone (-5 Om) at

200 km depth in the deep section of the model. It is attributed to the long period

responses of sites NWS_33 to NWS_30 (Figure 6.3). "C" is a conductor (- 3 Qm) at

approximately 30 km depth associated with site NWS_30. Features "D" and "E" are both

higher resistivity features that occur at -30 km depth and dip towards each other meeting

beneath site NV/S_32. The resistivities of these features are -1000 f)m and -5000 Om

respectively. They bind a zone containing highly resistive crust which is labeled feature

"F". Another relatively low resistivity feature (G) is identified at -30 km depth between

sites NWS_35 and NV/S_34.

The deepest section of the model is relatively conductive and uniform laterally

with the exception of the very conductive featLrre "8". Four distinct resistivity zones are

identified vertically. Zone I is within the first couple of kilometers and is characterized

by moderately low resistivity. Zone 2 is at depths of 20 - 50 km and exhibits very

variable resistivity. Zone3 extends from 70 - ll0 km and shows a different pattern to

the overlying layer. Zone 4 extends from 170 km to the base of the model.

All these feahtres (A-G) conespond well to those identified in the determinant

average pseudosection presented in Chapter 5 for Line L For example, the shallow

conductor beneath sites NWS 29 and NWS 30 is related to the wedgelike feature at
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short periods in the apparent resistivity and phase pseudosections. The inversion results

for the individual TE and TM modes are presented in Appendix J and further support the

interpretation. Overall, the individual mode inversions corespond well with the final

model.
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7.3.2Line 2 NLCG Results

Figures 7.5 and 7.6 compare the observed and model apparent resistivity and

phase responses for the fînal inversion of the Groom-Bailey TE and TM data for Line 2.

An acceptably good fit is achieved between the modeled and observed responses. The

average rms misfit for all the sites is 4.05. The rms error is variable for all the sites in the

profile ranging from as high as 6.06 to as low as 1.97 . There is a particularly poor fit at

site NWS-25 with a local rrns effor of 6.0. This error corresponds predominantly to the

TE mode apparent resistivity and phase at periods longer than 90 seconds. It may be

attributable to alocalized 3-D response. The apparent resistivity response exhibits curve

shapes similar to the observed data. Due to the large enor estimates on the apparent

resistivity for sites NWS-38, NWS_28 and NWS 27, the curves are shifted by about an

order of magnitude on the vertical scale suggesting the presence of static shift at these

sites.

Figure 7 .7 is a comparison of the model and observed TE and TM pseudosection

responses for both the apparent resistivity and phase of Line 2. Overall. the model phase

and resistivity responses are similar to the observed responses. This result provides

support for the validity of the 2D model obtained.

The f,rnal TE-TM model is shown in Figure 7.8. Six significant features are

identif,ied in the model. In the shallow section of tlie model, feature "4" corresponds to a

lower resistivity zone (-10 Qm) beneath sites NWS_26 and more prominently NV/S_25.

Feature "8" is a lower resistivity zone in the deep section of the model at 200 km depth

and is attributed to the long period responses of sites Nws_27 to NV/s_29. ..c,,

corresponds to a conductor at approximately 60 km in depth associated with site
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NWS_30. The resistivity of this feaftrre is very low and on the order of 0.1 Om. It is

primarily associated with site NWS_26. Feature "D" is a high resistivity feafure (- 15

000 Om) that occurs at -60 km depth and appears to dip towards the northeast. Feature

"E" is a high resistivity feature (- 100 000 Am) that occurs at -2km depth and appears to

dip towards the southwest. Feature "F" is a shallow low resistivity (-50 Qm) zone.

All these feafures (A-F) correspond to those identified in the determinant average

pseudosection presented in Chapter 5 for Line 2. The feah:res in the resistivity model are

not as well resolved as for Line 1 and 3. The resistivity in the southwest of the model

changes significantly between models with small and large apparent resistivity error

estimates. Most models include a conductor beneath NWS_26 but the geometry of the

conductor varies signif,rcantly between models. The final model provides the best fit to

the TE phase data and the geometry of the conductor appears to be sensitive to this

parameter. The inversion results for the separate TE and TM modes are presented in

Appendix J in order to furlher support this interpretation.
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7.3.3 Line 3 NLCG Results

Figures 1.9 and 7.10 compare the observed and model apparent resistivity and

phase responses for the fînal inversion of the Groom-Bailey TE and TM data for Line 3.

An acceptable fit is achieved between the modeled and observed responses. The average

rms misfit for all the sites is I.47 with sites having an rrns error ranging from 0.9 to 2.

The poorest fits occur for sites NwS_2, NwS_18, NwS_21, and NWS _24 where the rms

errors were 1.98, 1.9, 1.8, and 1.95 respectively. This effor coffesponds predominantly to

the apparent resistivity TE mode over the 0.1.to 10 second period range and as a result,

may be attributable to localized galvanic distortion. The apparent resistivity response

exhibits curve shapes similar to the observed data but are shifted by rp to one decade on

the vertical scale. Sites NWS_3 and NWS_7 were removed from the final inversion.

This was done because these sites exhibit 3-D behaviour (e.g. see the skew response in

Figure 5.22) and the data from these sites were not fitted in earlier inversions.

Overall, the model phase and resistivity responses are similar to the observed

responses and provide support for the validity of the 2D model. Figure 7.11 is a

comparison of the model and observed TE and TM pseudosection responses for both the

apparent resistivity and phase of Line 3. As for Line I and2, the pseudosections show

that the model response includes the major features in the observed data.

The f,rnal TE-TM model is shown in Figure 7.12. Five signihcant feafures are

identified in the model. In the shallow section of the model, feature "4" coffesponds to a

lower resistivity zone (-10 Qm) beneath sites Nws_22, Nws_23 and NWS_24. "8" is a

lower resistivity zone in the deep section of the model of -5 Ç)m at 200 km depth
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Feature "D" is a lower resistivity fealure in the highly resistive intermediate depth

section. Its resistivity is -1000 f)m and it dips to the north. It also marks the top of a

conductor that increases in size and conductivity with depth. This conductor attains a
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resistivity of -10 f)m at 200 km depth. Feature "E" corresponds to a conductor (- 400

Qm) at approximately 5 km depth associated with site NWS_17 and NWS_18. It appears

to be related to feature "c" identified on the determinant average phase response in

Chapter 5 for site NWS_21.

The deepest section of the model is relatively conductive but does vary laterally.

The apparent resistivity and phase determinant average pseudosections also show

relatively conductive responses and lateral variations at long periods. The inversion

results for only the individual TE and TM modes individually executed are presented in

Appendix J in order to further support this interpretation. Overall, the individual mode

inversions conespond well with the final model.
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7.4 2-D Inversions of the Fox River Sill Dataset

The input parameters for the NLCG inversion models for the Fox River Sill AMT

data set are presented in Table 1.2. All available frequencies in the edited data set were

employed except for the f,rnal TE-TM model for which the bandwidth ranged from 10 Hz

to I kHz. Frequencies greater than I kHz were not used due to the impact of the AMT

deadband on the data. In summary, 16 NLCG inversions were completed for the Fox

River Sill profile at strike azimuths of 90o, 120o, 135o, i50o and 180o. An individual

Occam inversion was also done for the profile and the results are presented in Appendix

I.

The final model presented in this chapter is one for which both modes were

accurately inverted using small error estimates on both the phase and on the apparent

resistivity response. The strike azimuth used in this model is 120o (See Chapter 5). The

rms error for the final model was 4.9.

7.4.lFox River Sill NLCG Model Results

Figures 7.13 and 7.14 compare the observed and model apparent resistivity and

phase responses for the final inversion of the Groom-Bailey TE and TM data for the Fox

River Sill profile. A good fit is achieved between the modeled and observed responses.

Employing a bandwidth fiom 10 - 1000 Hz, the average rms misfit for all the sites is 4.9

with most sites having an rns error less than 4. The poorest fits comespond to sites

FR-4, FR-6, and FR-l I for which the rms errors are 7 .1, 6.I, and.7.1 respectively. This

elror coffesponds predominantly to the apparent resistivity TE mode and as a result, may

be attributable to localized galvanic distortion. Some significant misf,it is observed for
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the TM mode phase response at sites FR 1 1 and FR 12 over the 10 - 100 Hz frequency

range.

Overall, the model phase and resistivity responses are similar to the observed

responses. Figure 7.15 is a comparison of the model and observed TE and TM

pseudosection responses. The final TE-TM model is shown in Figure 7.i6. The figure

shows the shallow and deep sections of the model, corresponding to maximum depths of

60 m and 200 m respectively.. Six significant feah:res are identified in the model. In the

shallow section of the model, feature "4" corresponds to a lower resistivity zone (-25

Om) beneath sites FR_5 and FR_4. "8" is lower resistivity zone (-25 f)m) beneath sites

FR-l2 and FR_l3. A very conductive (-I-20 f)m) feature (C) is present beneath sites

FR-7 and FR-8. It is bounded by higher resistivity features "D" and "E" (- 100 Am).

Feature "D" is present at sites FR_9, FR_10 and FR l 1; fealure "E" is only at site FR_6.

All these features (A-E) correspond well to the determinant average

pseudosections presented in Chapter 5 for the profile and the TE and TM pseudosections

presented in Chapter 6. Feature "C" is clearly identified on Figure 5.30 by its lower

apparent resistivity response bounded by higher resistivity feafures and expanding in

lateral extent with decreasing frequency. Similarly in the determinant average phase

response (Figure 5.30), the feature is characterizedby higher phases than background.

The response of feature"C" is well resolved in the MT data over the intermediate

frequency range but not at high and low frequencies as in the TE and TM pseudosections

of Figures 6.10 and 6.11. In the inversion models, it is present in all cases with a

resistivity of -1-20 f)m and an upper interface that dips towards site FR 6. The base of
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the conductor is not resolved. The conductor has these features for inversion models

done with all line azimuths in addition to those done with the 120o azimuth.

Feature "X" is a conductive anomaly present at 35 m depth between sites FR_5

and FR-6. It is not present in inversion 7 which fltted both the TE and TM modes but

with a larger misfit. Similarly, it is not present in the inversion using only the TM mode

or in the Occam mode shown in Appendix H. Feature "X" appears to result from

reducing the level of misfit on the TE mode and appears in the TE mode inversion. It is a

poorly resolved feature of the data set.
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Table 7.2: Summary of NLCG models and corresponding parameterization for the Fox River AMT dataset.
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Chapter 8: Interpretation of MT Data and Geological Synthesis

This chapter desclibes the interpretation of the MT responses presented in

Chapters 5 and 6 along with the resistivity models presented in Chapter 7 for the

northwest Superior Province and Fox River Sill profile. Geological and geophysical data

are incorporated to improve the MT interpretations.

8.1 Assessment of Geoelectric Strike Orientation

In order to invert the MT data successfully a single strike azimuthapplicable for

the majority of sites for any given profile must be chosen. In the inversions discussed in

Chapter 7, the primary strike that had been determined was utilized. The primary strike

azimuth for all three northwest Superior MT profiles and the Fox River AMT profîle is

I20o. Additional inversions were done using altemative strike angles in order to assess

the resolútion of the results.

The observed strike angles at each site can also be compared with geological

features of the northwest Superior Province including faults, dykes, iron formations,

lineaments and identified magnetic linear trends (Figure 8.1). Information on the faulting

and dyke occuffences are available throughout the study area whereas lineaments and

identified magnetic lineations are only available for the Manitoba portion of the sfudy

area and iron formations only available for the Ontario portion of the study area.

For Line 1, faulting appears to have a strong influence on geoelectric strike. The

majority of the faults along the profrle strike at approximately 100o - 110o. At site

NWS_35 faults at the Munro Lake and Island Lake boundary strike nearly orthogonal to

the observed geoelectric strike. Dykes appear to have less influence as the majority of

observed strike azimuths are oblique to the trend of nearby dykes. There are a few dykes
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that do parallel the geoelectric strike, for example in the southwest of the profile, i.e. sites

NV/S_32-NWS_35 and particularly site NV/S_30. Many lineaments, magnetic linears

and magnetic low linears trend subparallel or parallel to the most common l20o

geoelectric strike direction but it is difficult to separate their influence from that of faults.

For Line 2, the geoelectric strike is approximately perpendicular to faulting

throughout the profile. There are two dykes of long extent that possibly affect the MT

response. These dykes pass near sites NWS_37, NwS_28, NwS 27, and NWS_26, and

are aligned at approximately 30o. The GB strike at these sites is subparallel to this

azimtth. Few dykes have been mapped in the westem portion of the Island Lake and

North Caribou subprovinces and in the Ontario portion of the Hudson Bay Lowlands.

Lineaments, magnetic linears and magnetic low linears are againcommonly subparallel

or parallel to the 120o strike direction but also possess many other orientations.

Unfortunately, information on these features is not available for the Ontario portion of the

northwest Superior Province.

Line 3 crosses many mapped faults. The majority of observed strike directions

are parallel to these faults. The geoelectric strike in the Muskrat Dam to Oxford-Stull

Lake subprovinces is parallel to the mapped dykes. From site NV/S 03 in the North

Caribou subprovince to the border of the Oxford-Stull Lake subprovince, iron formation

commonly occurs along the profile. In particular, sites NWS-3, NV/S-7, NwS-g,

NWS-12 and NWS_18 occur in the near vicinity of observed iron formations. These

formations appear to have limited influence on the geoelectric strike.

Combining the results for all lines, the observations suggest that the overall 120o

azimuth determined for the northwest Superior Province is closely related to faulting. A
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number of major faults define subprovince boundaries and the geoelectric strike is

therefore also parallel or subparallel to subprovince boundaries. Dykes and other linear

features may influence the strike at nearby sites. This effect may explain some of the

scatter noted in strikes in the maps and Rose diagrams in Chapter 5.
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a)

b)

Figure 8.1: Review of unconstrained Groom-Bailey strike at
geological and geophysical features; a) with faults b)
magnetic linears, lineaments. Note that strike direction
perpendicular to the geoelectric strike. Geological data
Canada (1997); Geology, magnetic and gravity maps
Bedrock geology of Onrario (2001).
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8.2 Final Resistivity Models

8.2.1 Line I

There are numerous shuctures observed in the resistivity model resulting from the

final NLCG inversion of the combined TE and TM data for Line 1 (reproduced as Figure

8.2). The shallow subsurface is dominated by very resistive crust. A more conductive

(50 Om) zone in the Munro Lake (ML) or southem Oxford Sh¡ll Lake (OSL) subprovince

may be attributed to the ferrigenous sediments present in the former (see Section2.2.7) or

the sedimentary subgroup in the latter (see Section2.2.B).

In the shallow portion of the model, the contact between the Pikwitonei

subprovince and the Hudson Bay Lowlands (HBL) corresponds to a change in resistivity

from more resistive crust to tþe less resistive "4" feafure which is interpreted to

correspond to the Phanerozoic cover of the Hudson Bay Lowlands. This low resistivity

layer has a resistivity of -i0-50 f)m and thickness of approximately 500 m. From Figure

2.II, the thickness of the Phanerozoic cover ranges from 0 m at its margin to -1000 m

thick at the Hudson Bay. The observed thickness of the Phanerozoic cover in the

resistivity model is within the limits observed in the isopach model (Figure 2.ll). The

observed resistivity of 10-50 f)m falls in the typical range for sedimentary rocks such as

sandstones, limestones and dolomites. The actual resistivity of such rocks is dependent

on the formation water resistivity and porosity of the rock (Telford et al., 1990)

At crustal depths (< 50 km), there are distinct resistivity zones. The ML

subprovince is relatively conductive, again possibly due to the femrginous sediments in

supracnrstal sequences (cf. Chapter 2). The Oxford Stull Lake subprovince has

intermediate resistivity. The North supelior superterrane is very resistive. The
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Pikwitonei subprovince appears to have intermediate resistivity which is surprising

considering its high grade metamorphism (Section 2.2.10). However, this response is

only defined by one site.

The Proterozoic crust to the north of Fox River contains conductive features. past

MT studies of the Trans-Hudson Orogen (Jones et al., 2005; Ferguson et al., 1999; White

et al., 1999) extending from Thompson, Manitoba to near the Saskatchewan-Alberta

border (Jones eta1.,2005) have also identified conductors at the southeast margin of the

Trans-Hudson Orogen.

The deeper structure reveals that the lithosphere beneath the Munro and Oxford-

Stull Lake subprovinces is very resistive with the resistive zone thinning to the northeast.

There is also a conductive zone beneath sites NWS 30 - NWS_32 atthe northern margin

of the Superior Province.

8.2.2 Line 2

Figure 8.3 shows the depth section resulting from the final NLCG inversion of the

combined TE and TM data corresponding to Line2. This line has lower site density than

Line 1 or Line 3 and the model has lower resolution. Some resistivity features coincide

with subprovinces but others do not.

Shallow crust of the Munro Lake is again relatively conductive as observed in

Line 1. In the shallow portion of the model, the contact between the Pikwitonei

subprovince and the Hudson Bay Lowlands again coresponds to a change from the

resistive crust to the less resistive Phanerozoic cover. Althougli the edge of the

conductive layer does not coincide particular'ly well to the mapped contact, it occurs

beh¡¿een adjacent MT sites on the Plecambrian Shield and Phanerozoic cover. The
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resistivity of the conductive layer beneath sites NWS 26 and NWS 25 is approximately

25 Qm and the thickness beneath these sites 100 m and 700 m respectively. From Figure

2.11, the thickness observed at the northeast end of Line I and 2 is expected to be

approximately the same (500 m at the end of Line 1 and 700 m at the end of Line 2). The

differences in tlie model between the lines may be attributable to uncertainty in the

models.

At crustal depths, the model is relatively resistive. The highest resistivities occur

beneath theNorth Caribou terrane. This is supportedby the 1-D inversions of Ferguson

et. al. (2005) where at crustal depths, very high resistivities are observed in this terrane.

This interpretation is supported by the phase response at the North Caribou sites, the

determinant average pseudosections, as well as the induction vector orientations radiating

outwards from the North Caribou terrane. The crust of the Munro Lake and Oxford-Stull

Lake subprovinces are relatively resistive as is the crust of the North Superior

superterrane. The Proterozoic crust interpreted to present to the northeast of site

NWS-26 is again relatively conductive.

The deeper part of the resistivity model indicates that the mantle lithosphere is

relatively conductive. Beneath the Munro Lake and Oxford-Stull Lake subprovinces, the

mantle lithosphere is very conductive. This region of enhanced conductivity extends

from the northetn margin of the Superior Province and dips to the southwest beneath the

North Caribou and lsland Lake subprovince boundary. It is thickest at depth beneath the

North Caribou and Island Lake subprovince boundary but thinnest at the Oxford-Stull

Lake and North Superior supefierrane subprovince boundary where conductivity is
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greatest. Beneath the Hudson Bay Lowlands in the deeper resistivity section, there is a

zone of lower resistivity that increases in resistivity with proglessing depth.
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8.2.3 Line 3

The combined TE and TM data inversion result using NLCG is presented in

Figure 8.4. There are numerous features observed in the resistivity depth section. The

very shallow subsurface (< I km) is made up of low resistivity rocks that span the length
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of the profile. in the region of the Hudson Bay Lowlands, the resistivity model coincides

well with the anticipated thickness from isopach maps. At sites NWS_23 and NWS_24

sites the model indicates a shallow resistivity on the order of 30 Qm and a thickness of

200 and 1000 m respectively. The isopach map (Figure 2.11) suggests a thickness of

befween 500 - 1000 m at NV/S 2 4 and the resistivity model suggests the most conductive

rocks exist northwest of site NWS_24.

At very shallow crustal depth, the Muskrat Dam subprovince coincides with a

relatively low resistivity feature (1000 Am). This feature must be interpreted with

caution because it lies between only two MT sites. If the feature is real, the relatively

low resistivity may be associated with iron formation in the Nekence assemblage and the

Muskrat Dam assemblage (Section 2.2.6). At the crustal depth scale, a relatively

conductive zone dips to the northeast from a surface location corresponding to the

Muskrat Dam and Island Lake subprovince to a subsurface location beneath the Island

Lake subprovince. This zone has a resistivity of 400 Om in comparison to the 20 000

f)m host rock. In addition, there is relatively conductive crust in the Island Lake

subprovince as well as in the interpreted proterozoic crust.

At greater depth, there is a conductor (10 Om) beneath the south end of the North

Caribou tertane. This feature is defined by only one site (NWS_002) but is in agreement

with other results discussed below and presented in wu et al. (2005).
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8.2.4 Comparison of Lines 1,2 and3

Comparison of the shallow depth sections of all 3 lines (Figure 8.5) reveals

several similarities. In the northeast portion of the line, a surface conductor interpreted as

the Phanerozoic cover of the Hudson Bay Lowlands is common to all three models. The

resistivity of the conductor ranges from 10 - 500 Qm falling within the expected

resistivity range for sedimentary rocks. The most conductive part of the surface

conductor is at the most northwest comer of all three lines in the vicinity of Hudson's

Bay. This may indicate a marine contribution to the formation waters. Seawater has a

resistivify of 0.2 Om (Telford, 1990) and considering Archie's Law within rocks of

equivalent porosity/fotmation factor, one would expect lower resistivities in rocks

containing more saline formation waters. The thickness of this surface conductor

determined from the modeled resistivity depth sections and the sedimentary cover

isopach map may not completely coincide, but are within the range of expected thickness

for any particular line. Differences at any one line may be attributed to the uncertainties

in the models.

At crustal depth (Figure 8.6), the crust is relatively resistive (typically > 5000

Çlm) in Archean units. The Munro Lake subprovince includes more conductive zones on

two lines and tlie Muskrat Dam and/or the Island Lake subprovinces include a conductive

zone on Line 3. The North Caribou tenane and North Superior supertenane are

extremely resistive on most models. Overall, the shallow crust of the northwest Superior

province is very resistive, and the North Caribou subprovince is particularly resistive.

At greater depths (< 200krn), the resistive zone (> 20 000 Om) interpreted to be

the lithosphere appears to thin to the northeast. This is particularly evident on Line 1
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where site NWS_35 is generally resistive to a depth of approximately 160 km beneath the

Munro Lake subprovince. At sites NWS_34 and NWS_33, the resistive zone only

extends to depths of 80 km beneath the Oxford-Stull Lake subprovince and 30 km

beneath the North Superior superterrane. A similar response is observed on Line 3

beneath sites NWS _12 and NWS_17. For Line 2 there is no resistive lithosphere

resolved but as for the two other lines, resistivity structure dips to the southwest.

Due to the sparsity of the data and sites not being regularly spaced, it is ¿1ifficult

to extend conductive anomalies across the three lines but it may be that anomaly B on

Line 1 extends to anomaly C and B on Line 2 and, to anomaly B on Line 3. This

conductor occurs near the northem margin of the Superior Province on all three profiles.

This response and the south-dipping geometry observed on all three lines may support

south directed subduction as suggested by Craven et al. (2003). This may be possible if

mechanically there was bending of the subducting plate across the northwest Superior

Province.

At the southern end of the North Caribou on Line 3 (site NWS_002), there is a

conductor (< 100 Qm) present at around 120 km depth. The conductor is not seen on the

other two profiles which do not extend as far south. Craven et al. (200L) suggest that this

conductor may result from the subduction of the English River subprovince at the

southem margin of the North Caribou terrane. This interpretation is supported by V/u et

al. (2003) and Sol et al. (2002). Wu et al. (2003) showed an MT prof,rle (Figure 8.7) from

the southetn West Superior province extending north to the Englisli River/North Caribou

subprovince boundary that imaged north dipping stmctures and the conductor beneath the

south part of the North Caribou terrane. In addition, Sol et al. (2002) identified a high
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velocity layer interpreted to be an eclogite/dunite layer representing subducted oceanic

crust in a similar position in the southem West Superior province (Figure 8.8).
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8.2.5Integration with other MT studies

8.2.5.1 Archean Crust

LITHOPROBE Abitibi-Grenville Transect MT studies in the southeast Superior

Province generally display an NS-EW geoelectric strike direction as well as few highly

conductive bodies in the upper crust including mildly conducting metasedimentary belts

and certain mineralized tectonic zones (Boerner et a1.,2000). Data from the southeast

Superior showed some major fault zones are moderately conductive, possibly signaling

graphite deposition from a mantle COz flux along crust-penetruting fault systems.

Results from the northwest Superior provide further support for this conclusion. It would

appear that the influence of faulting on the geoelectric structure of the northwest Superior

Province may be attributable to a similar mechanism for graphite distribution along faults

at ctustal depths extending to mantle depths. Conductive (graphitic) metasedimentary

rocks characteristic of foreland basins are absent from both the southeast and northwest

Superior Province from which a general inefficiency of carbon production in the Archean

oceans or exceedingly poor preservation are infemed (Boerne r et al.,2000).

In the southeastern portion of the Superior province, the upper crust shows an

electrical strucfure that is laterally uniform with minor 2-D strucfures with a north to

south (NS-EW) strike (indeterminate to +90"). The upper crust is resistive (5000 em),

the micl-crust is mildly conductive (200 Om) and the lower crust is anisotropic. The

obserued anisotropy in the lower ctust - mantle is widespread but not uniform (Boerner et

al', 2000). In the southwestem portion of the Superior Province, the resistivity of the

crust is approximately 2000 flm and the geoelectric strike orientation is NS-EW

(indeterminate to +90") (Ferg¡son ef a1., 2005). In contrast, the northwest Superior
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Province has a geoelectric strike of 120o and the crust, as discussed in Section g.2.4, is

relatively resistive (typically > 5000 Qm) but contains conductive components within the

shallow crust. Examples of conductors (-400 f)m) occurring in the Archean crust in the

northwest Superior include the anomalies beneath the Munro Lake and the Muskrat Dam

subprovinces (Figure 8.5). Extreme resistivities (> 20 000 Qm) as seen in the North

Caribou terrane and North Superior superteran e ate not observed in the southern

subprovinces. As discussed in Chapter 2, the North Caribou terrane is an older crust

that accreted before the subprovinces to the north and south. The higher resistivity of the

North Caribou terane suggest the processes involved in its formation may differ from

those involved for younger crust. This may not be unique to the Superior province as

Jones et al. (2003) and Ledo et al. (2004) document the occurrence of extremely resistive

crust in the Slave craton of resistivity on the order of 20 000 om.

8.2.5.2 Proterozoic Crust

The Proterzoic crust of the Tran-Hudson Orogen to the east of the present study

area contains conductors called the North American Central Plains OfACp) anomaly and

the Athapapuskow Lake conductivity anomaly near Flin Flon (Ferguson et al., 1999;

Jones et al., 2005). These anomalies were observed on the Trans-Hudson Orogen profile

L (Figure 8.9a) and are shown in Figure 8.9b. These anomalies are interpreted to be

caused by rocks containing sulphides and/or graphite that have been metamorphosed and

deformed. The source rocks are marine sedimentary rocks that are now penetratively

emplaced deep within the crust (Jones et al., 2005). In studies of the structural and

spatial relationships of the Trans-Hudson Orogen, crustal resistivities are approximately

on the order of 600 - 1000 Qm. In general, the geoelectric strike direction of N20oW is
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observed at Line M, N20oE at Line N, N30oE on Line L, and N60"E for Line X. These

strike directions coincide with the poslulated geometry of the NACP within the Trans-

Hudson Orogen (Jones et al., 2005) and are oblique to the determined geoelectric strike

of 120o in the northwest Superior Province. The Groom-Bailey strikes (Appendix D)

with constrained parameters for sites NWS_23, Nws_24, NV/S_25, NWS 26, NwS_29,

and NWS-30 are all in the range of 100o-120o with the predominant strike of 108o.

Crustal resistivities of what may be interpreted to be the Proterozoic crust to the north of

the Pikwitonei subprovince on all three profiles are highly variable. On Line 1 (Figure

8.2), the resistivities in the crust are relatively low (10 - 400 Ç)m) beneath a resistive

shallow crustal layer (> 20 000 Am). A similar structure is obserued on Line 2 (Figure

8.3). For Line 3 (Figure 8.4) the area north of the projected Pikwitonei subprovince

boundary is conductive (-400 Om) at deeper crustal depths (> l5km).

Inversions of longer period data by Jones et al. (2005) along profile L identify an

upper mantle conductor at a depth of some 80-i00 km (G in Figure 8.9b). This conductor

is similar in electrical resistivity and depth to one identified beneath the central part of the

Slave craton (Jones et al. 2001, 2003) and the one identif,red beneath the North Caribou

Terrane in the westetn part of the Superior Province (Line 1 of this study and Craven et

a|.,2001).

8.2.5.3 Superior Boundary Zone

A tectonic model of the Superior Boundary Zone was developed by White et al.

(1999) to be consistent with both prior geological observations and intelpretations and the

crustal sttucture as imaged seismically and electromagnetically. The model seeks to

explain crustal geometry by using "indentation" from asymmetric detachment and
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underthrusting of mantle lithosphere in a lithosphere with plastic-viscous rheology. It

accounts for the observed along-strike variations in the Superior Boundary Zone as

imaged in the northem profiles and is analogous to the west central Alps where a wedge

of colliding lithosphere appears to have delaminated the continental lithosphere at deep

crustal levels in an overall regime of dextral transpression. This component of the model

is necessary due to the Superior Boundary Zone changing dramatically in nature with

time from a convergent margin setting to a lower plate collisional setting and finally to a

steep transpressive plate boundary accommodating highly oblique convergence with the

Reindeer Zone of the Trans-Hudson orogen (white et al., 1999).

'White et aL. (1999) presented an interpretation of seismic reflection data along the

Superior Boundary Zone (SBZ) at the pikwitonei subprovince correlated with an

electrical resistivity model of the subsurface extending to a depth of 48 km (Figure g.10).

White et al. (1999) identified the Moho at approximately 15 s from seismic reflection

data and extrapolated a crustal thickness of >50 km using an average crustal velocity of

6.6 km/s. Generally, it is difficult to resolve the Moho discontinuity with MT data.

The White et al. (1999) model shows a shallow crustal (< 2 km) conductor across

the profile of varying conductivities (100 - 3000 am). At deep crustal depths, there is a

clear differentiation between the more conductive eastern portion of the profile from the

more resistive westem portion. Figure 8.1 1 shows that at crustal depth the conductive

region that ìs interpreted to be the Proterozoic Trans-Hudson Orogen is dipping beneath

the more resistive Superior Province. At depths of 5-10 km, the Super.ior Boundary Zo¡e

is highly resistive and is contiguous to the east with resistive crust beneath the pikwitonei

granulite belt and Superior craton proper.
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Jones et al. (2005) presented a different inversion of the same data in White et al.

(1999). In Figure 8.9b, the resistivity model section extends from the surface to

approximately 200 km depth. In this section, again the resistive crust of the Superior

Province is clearly identinied ("F"). At crustal depths (<50 km), the conductor ..E,' dips

away from the resistive Superior Province. This differs from Figure 8.li presented by

White et al. (1999) and remains to be reconciled. At mantle depths, the conductive

Proterozoic Trans-Hudson dips beneath the resistive Superior Province. This would

coincide with the observation of the conductor "8" on Line 1 of Figure 8.6 dipping

beneath the more resistive crust. It would appear that both Jones et al. (2005) and this

study support south/east dipping subduction. Both the Jones et al. (2005) and this study

show that in order to fully resolve this subduction feature, more densely populated site

profiles are required.

Processes which by subduction of oceanic crust can modify the resistivity

structure of the mantle include introduction of a component of conductive

metasedimentary rocks. Metasedimentary rocks include such metamorphic facies as

epidote, amphibolite, granulite, eclogite, and hornfels. An example where a conductive

component of metasedimentary rocks is released is where under the right conditions,

granulite-grade metamorphic fluids could precipitate graphite or alternatively, it may be

remobilized from surrounding carbonate rocks if present during tectonic translation

(Boerner ef al., 2000). Other sources for the modification of resistivity incl¡de the

release of volatiles from the slab causing metasomatic alteration; partial melting of the

overlying mantle rocks; and through partial melting of the subducting slab. It is also
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possible for carbonaceous andlor sulphide bearing metasedimentary rocks to be emplaced

within the host rock (Ledo et a1.,2004).

If the conductive anomaly in the mantle in the northem Superior province (Figure

8.6) is attributable to one of these mechanisms, the observation supports the presence of

subduction of rran-Hudson orogen crust beneath the Superior craton.
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Figure 8'10: a) Schematic showing expected general deformatron pattems controlled by asymmetric mantle subduction for a smallcompressional orogen, b) Predicted model evolution for the advanced collisional stage of an Alpine-type compressional
orogen' Amows indicate mass transport, dashed line represents denuded surface (modifieã from White et al., 1999)
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8.3 Fox River Sill Profite

Comparing the final model of the Fox River Sill (Figure B.I2) with geological

models allows several interpretations to be made. Generally the dips of the layers

proposed by Scoates (1990) are coincident with resistivity model dips in the shallow

subsurface to a depth of around 30 m. As in Scoates (1990) the resistivity model shows

near vertical dips on the south side of the sill and more shallow dips on the north side.

Some observed lateral resistivity variations coincide well with surface zone

contacts and suggest that each mapped layer is resolvable with depth. For example, the

Middle Sedimentary Formation (Unit 5) appears to be relatively conductive. The

differences in resistivity that are observed are interpreted to be caused by the lithological

differences between units described in Chapter 2.

The most significant of the identified resistivity features is conducto t ,,C,, which

is clearly defìned at sites FR-7 and FR-8. Its occurs within the Lower Central Layered

Zone (Unit 6C) near the southem margin. Its upper surface dips to the south towards the

Marginal Zone (Unit 6B). Comparison of the AMT profìle resistivity model with

geological cross-sections from drill-hole data suggests that based on geometrical

relationships, the conductor may be related to the black serpentine layer in Scoates (1990)

and shown in Figures 8.12 and 8.13.

This black serpentinite layer occurs near the base of the Lower Central Layered

Zone (Unit 6C) and is a reasonable candidate for the conductor as the rock contains up to

l0o/o magnetite and in places 3% chromite. In addition, the serpentinite itself is more

conductive than the surounding unaltered rocks. The foliated serpentinite layer is

identified roughly in the comect geometrical position with regards to the AMT profile in
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Figure 8'12' The cross-section shown in Figure g.13 includes borehole 3g520 which
trends to the northwest of sites FR-06-FR-08. Logging of this hole identif,red two
chromite layers (Scoates, 1990). such chromite layers (Section 2.3.3 and,Figure 2.g)
may serve as an alternate hypothesis for the enhanced conductivity. Figure g.l4 which
shows the findings of drill hole 13217, located approximately 1000 m west of site FR_05,
shows a westward dip of the contact between the Lower Layered central Zone and the

Marginal zone' This dip is consistent with the observed westward dip of the upper
margin of he conductor.

Gibb (1968) conducted a magnetic and gravity survey in the general vicinity of
the AMT profile' The results for both surveys are presented in Figur e 2.l¡indicating a

north dipping strucfure' The dip for the gravity model presented in Figure 2.10 is g5o.

which is like the dip observed in the resistivity model. However, the southern margin of
conductor "c" is dipping in the opposite direction inferred from the residual Bouguer
gravity anomaly (Gibb, 196g). Nonetheless, this dip may be in line with the AMT
observed near vertical dip when uncertainty in models are considered for both the gravity
and AMT datasets' The conductor does coincide with the magnetic anomaly shown in
Figure 2'10 in that there is a sharp contrast of -1250 gammas on the northern edge of the

Fox River Sill' The southern edge of the AMT profile in contrast would produce a more
gradual increase in overall magnetic response as is obseryed by Gibb (1g6g). Geological

sources that may influence both magnetic and electrical properties include magnetite and

iron-bearing formations.

The geometry of the conductor may also be impacted by the .,pinch 
and swell,,

structure located to the northwest of the AMT profile near boreh ole 13211 (Figure 2.7).
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This feature may be responsible for the differences in strike obserued along the profile

where sites FR 11 - FR-13 strike approximately northwest and sites FR_4 - FR_g strike

approximately southeast. In addition, the geoelectric strikes for sites FR_g and FR 10

were highly variable as a function of frequency.
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Chapter 9: Conclusions

9.1 Overview

MT data were collected at sites crossing the northwest Superior Province in the

fall of 2000 in order to provide a reconnaissance survey of the resistivity structure with

the goal of increasing the understanding of the evolution of the northwest portion of the

Superior Province. In total, 41 MT sites were acquired throughout the area and l0 AMT

sites on a prof,rle crossing the Fox River Sill. This work was done as part of the

LITHOPROBE West Superior Transect.

MT impedances were detetmined by the contractor Geosystems using robust

remote reference methods. In this project, apparent resistivity and phase responses were

calculated from the impedances and determinant responses were examined. Geoelectric

strike was determined as part of the assessment of the geoelectric structure of the area.

Induction vectors, the Swift method, the maximum phase-split method and Groom-Bailey

tensor decomposition were all used to determine geoelectric strike. The dimensionality

and distortion were evaluated using the skew, directional variation of the induction

vectors, and the magnitude of the phase-split

The MT data projected onto lines defined by geoelectric strike directions were

inverted using the NLCG and Occam methods. The model resolution was assessed by

considering misfit to the data and by exploration of model space in order to increase

confidence in the final model. Interpretations were made by integrating MT results with

available geological and geophysical information including mapped rock types, faulting,

locations of mapped dykes and other lineaments as well as gravity and magne tic daïa.
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9.2 Geoelectric Strike Determinations

From the analysis of the MT data using the various strike determination methods,

it is clear that the region has a dominant2-D structure. At some sites the strike does vary

as a function of period and several sites exhibit a consistently 3-D behaviour throughout

the available period range.

Rose diagrams were used to synthesize the maximum phase-split and tensor

decomposition results identifying I20o as the best-fitting regional geoelectric strike.

Utilization of this strike in 2-D modelling resulted in models with low levels of misfit.

Induction vectors appear related to large scale features and point towards the areas

of Phanerozoic cover associated with the Hudson Bay and Moose River basins as well as

the Proterozoic rocks of the Trans-Hudson Orogen. In addition, induction vectors point

outwards from the interior of the North Caribou subprovince supporting the interpretation

of very resistive crust in this terrane.

For the Fox River Sill, the strike across the profile is variable and some 3-D

geoelectric sttuctural behaviour is exhibited. At a number of sites, the geoelectric strike

parallels the mapped geology but in the vicinity of the conductor in the profile, it is 120o.

Both azimuths were used in the modelling but the main interpretation is based on the

120o models.

9.3 Modelling Results and Interpretations

Multiple 2-D NLCG and Occam inversions were completed for the three profiles

crossing the northwest Superior Province. Misfits were predominantly associated with

fitting the TE mode. Sites NWS-3 and NWS_7 were removed fiom the final data set due

to consistently high misfits. The resolution of the models is limited by the scarcity of
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sites, and the static shift of apparent resistivity associated the overall high resistivity of

the region itself. Nonetheless, as a reconnaissance survey, the results succeed in

identifying features both in the shallow and deep subsurface.

The NLCG and Occam inversions produced similar results and along with

inversions of separate TE and TM mode data provided increased confidence in the.

existence of feafures observed in the models. The MT results support the following

interpretations:

' The crust in the region is generally very resistive; this is particularly true of the

North caribou subprovince and North Superior supertenane.

. Some features are identified in the shallow subsurface such as a conductor

associated with the Phanerozoic wedge in the Hudson Bay Lowlands. Another

example is tlie relatively conductive crust observed in the Munro Lake

subprovince.

. The Proterozoic crust is generally more conductive than the Archean crust.

' The subcrustal lithology of the North Caribou is generally thick and very resistive

in its central region. It thins to the north and on all three profiles a conductor is

observed within 200-300 km of the northern margin of the Superior province.

. Near the most southeastem edge of the North Caribou, a conductor is identified at

100 km depth.

With respect to the Fox River Sill profile, inversion models derived from the AMT data

suggest:

' Models successfully identified a conductor and othel features along the profile.
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. Lateràl variations in resistivity along the profile are near vertical (more shallow

dipping in the north of the profile) and some coincide witli mapped zone

boundaries at the surface.

. A conductor is identified in the Lower Central Layered Zone. The conductor

increases its width with increasing depth; in particular, the upper southern

boundary of the conductor dips to the south towards the adjacent Marginal Zone.

9.4 Thesis Overview and Recommendations

The primary objective of the study has been achieved. The resistivity structure of

the subsurface across the northwest Superior Province has been resolved at

reconnaissance scale. Information from the reconnaissance MT survey has been used for

understanding the processes involved in the structural evolution of the northwest

superior. A detailed profile across the Fox River sill has been completed.

In terms of future shtdies, some improvements of results from this present study

are possible with the incorporation of a more detailed static shift analysis and 3-D

modelling. If higher resolution images are needed, this may require additional MT

measurements to increase the site density from one site per 100-200 km to one site per 50

km or less.

A general recommendation would include further collaboration between the

Ontario and Manitoba Geological Surveys to form a common spatial digital database

such that continuous information of data (e.g. location of iron band fonnation) may be

available throughout the northwest Superior Province. This would lead to more detailed

integration and more sophisticated geological models.
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With respect to the Fox River Sill, the coincident geoelectric strike of the

conductor to the northwest Superior Province is of interest. A more expansive integration

of mining company geological and geophysical data with the AMT responses is

encouraged as it is beyond the scope of this thesis. This could include revisiting the cores

from profile 122 to make joint physical property measurements of resistivity, magnetic

susceptibility and density. In addition, AMT sulveys could be conducted in other parts of

the Fox River Belt such as the Great Falls area where substantial field studies have

occurred. Such work would allow comparison of AMT responses over different areas.
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In this appendix, induction vectors results are shown on an individual frequency basis for
all sites. induction vectors are plotted on a scale of lggkm/unit and u.é ,ho.n for the
following frequencies (2 per decade) for both real and quadrafure components;

a) 100 Hz
b) 31.6 Hz
c) t0 Hz
d) 3.I6Hz
e) lHz
Ð 0.316Hz
g) 0.1Hz
h) 0.03t6H2
i) 0.01 Hz
j) 0.00316 Hz
k) 0.001 Hz

Appendix A - Induction Vectors
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Figure 4.1: Parkinson induction vector (Real component with error ellipse) 1100 Hzl.

Figure 4.2: Palkinson induction vector (lmaginary component with enor ellipse) [100
Hzl.
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Figure 4.3: Parkinson induction vector (Real component with error ellipse) 13l.6Hzl.

Figure 4.4: Parkinson induction vector (lmaginary component with eror ellipse) [31.6
Hzl.
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Figure 4.5: Parkinson induction vector (Real component with error ellipse) [10 Hz].

Figure 4.6: Parkinson induction vector (Imaginary component with eror ellipse)
Hzl-
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Figure 4.7: Parkinson induction vector (Real component with error ellipse) 13.16 Hzl.

Figure 4.8: Parkinson induction vector (lmaginary component with emor ellipse) [3.16
Hzl.
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Figure 4.9: Parkinson induction vector (Real component with error ellipse) [1 Hz].

Figure A.10: Parkinson induction
Hzl.

vector (lmaginary component with emor ellipse) ll
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Figure 4.1 1: Parkinson induction vector (Real component with error ellipse) 10.31.6 Hz).

Figure 4.12: Parkinson induction vector (lmaginary component with error ellipse) 10.316
Hzl.
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Figure 4.13: Parkinson induction vector (Real component with error ellipse) [0.1 Hz].

Figure A'.14: Parkinson induction vector (Imaginary component with error ellipse) [0.1
Hzl.
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Figure A. i 5: Parkinson induction vector (Real component with error ellipse) [0.03 16 Hz].

Figure 4.16: Parkinson induction vector (Imaginary component with enor ellipse)
[0.0316 Hz].
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Figure Ã.I7: Parkinson induction vector (Real component with error ellipse) 10.01 Hzl.

Figure A.l8: Parkinson induction vector (Imaginary component with error ellipse) [0.01
Hz).
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Figure 4.19: Parkinson induction vector (Real component with error ellipse) [0.00316
Hzl.

Figtrre A.20: Parkinson induction vector (Imaginary component with error ellipse)
[0.003 t6 Hz}
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Figure A.2I: Parkinson induction vector (Real component with error ellipse) [0.001 Hz].

Figure A.22: Parkinson induction vector (Imaginary component with error ellipse) [0.001
Hz).
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Appendix B - Swift Strike Azimuths

In this appendix, maps of Swift strike azimuths are presented for individual periods
and shown with azimuths in the 90o quadrant surrounding the 90o orientation (east).
Results are shown for the following periods (2 per decade);

a) 0.01 seconds
b) 0.0316 seconds
c) 0.1 seconcls

d) 0.3 16 seconds
e) 1 second

Ð 3.16 seconds
g) 10 seconds
h) 31.6 seconds
i) 100 seconds
j) 316 seconds
k) 1000 seconds

In addition, figures showing the Swift strike as a function of period are presented for
each site.
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Figure B.1: Swift strikes for 0.01 seconds period.

Figure 8.2: Swift strikes for 0.0316 seconds period.
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Figure 8.3: Swift strikes for 0. I seconds period.

Figure 8.4: Swift strikes for 0.316 seconds period.
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Figure 8.5: Swift strikes for 1 second periods.

Figure 8.6: Swift strikes for 3.16 seconds period.
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Figure 8.7: Swift strikes for 10 seconds period.

Figure 8.8: Swift strikes for 31.6 seconds period.
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Figure 8.9: Swift strikes for 100 seconds period.

Figule 8.10: Swift strikes for 316 seconds period.
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Figure B. 1 1: Swift strikes for 1000 seconds period.
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Figure 8.12: Swift strike as a function of period on a site by site basis (Line l).
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This appendix contains maps showing maximum phase split orientations (MPSO)
presented for individual periods. Results are shown for the following periods (2 per
decade);

Appendix C - MPSO Results

a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

Ð
s)
h)
i)
i)
k)

0.01 seconds
0.03 16 seconds
0.1 seconds
0.3 16 seconds
I second
3.16 seconds
10 seconds
31.6 seconds
100 seconds
316 seconds
1000 seconds

Results are plotted using affows of constant length (Figures C.1-C.11). The appendix
also shows the MPSO with the symbol size scaled (Figures C.I2-C.22) in proportion to
the size of the phase split às follows;

900 :
600:
300:

<-.-+
<-..+
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Figure C.I : MPSO for 0.01 seconds period.

Figure C.2: MPSO for 0.0316 seconds period.
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Figure C.3:MPSO for 0.1 seconds period.

Figure C.4: MPSO for 0.316 seconds period.
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Figure C.5: MPSO for 1 second period.

Figure C.6: MPSO for' 3. i6 seconds period.
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Figure C.7: MPSO for 10 seconds period.

Figure C.8: MPSO for 31.6 seconds period.
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Figure C.9: MPSO for 100 seconds period.

Figure C.10: MPSO for 316 seconcls periocl.
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Figure C.1 1 : MPSO for 1000 seconds period.
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Figure C.12: MPSO scaled for 0.01 seconds period.

Figure C.13:MPSO scaled for 0.0316 seconds period.
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Figure C.14: MPSO scaled for 0.1 seconds period.

Figure C.15: MPSO scaled for 0.316 seconds period.
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Figure C.16: MPSO scaled for I seconds period.

Figule C.17: MPSO scaled for 3.16 seconds period.
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Figure C.18: MPSO scaled for 10 seconds period.

Figure C. 19: MPSO scaled for 3 1.6 seconds period.
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Figure C.20: MPSO scaled for 100 seconds period.

Figure C.21 : MPSO scaled for 3 l6 seconds period.
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Figure C.22: MPSO scaled for 1000 seconds period.
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Appendix D - Constrained Groom-Bailey Results

This appendix shows the results from constraining Groom-Bailey parameters for all sites.
Table D.1 lists the constrained Groom-Bailey shear, twist and regional strike for all sites.
Figure D.i shows a map of the determined strikes from Table D.1. Figure D.2 shows
rose diagrams of the strike results.
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Table D.1: Constrained Groom-Bailey results.

Site Narne
(41 Total)
NWS 001

NWS 002
NWS 003

Groom-Ba

NWS 004

NWS 00s

Shear

NV/S 006
NWS 007

-9

ley Constraine

NWS 008

36

NWS 009

39
-15

NWS O

Twist

NWS O

30

t2

NWS O

1À-La

-15

NWS O

Parameters

42

0

-12

NWS O

I

6

a1

Strike

NV/S O

2t

2

aÀLA

-15

NWS O

.1

-9

1

NWS O

4

l5

18

54

NWS 018

21

5

44

-6

NWS O

6

l5

45

NWS 020

6

1

0

3

0

NWS 021

-6

2

-3

NWS 022

9

6

-63

27

NWS 023

-9

-45

NWS 024

20

6

27

-6

NWS 02s

-6

18

NWS 026

6

-6

2t

NWS 027

0

15

t2

-6

NWS 028

15

-9

NWS 029

-9

0

1B

6

NWS 030

0

-9

NWS 031

0

t5

9

NWS 032

0

0

1B

-6

NWS 033

0

7

0

NWS 034

-6

-6

NWS 03s

2

0

NWS 036

5

B

0

-3

NWS 037

B

0

-3

NWS 038

-15

8

T2

8

-J

FR 01

l8

.1

45

FR 02

I

0

9

FR 03

18

-3

0

I

15

0

0

6

0

18

18

0

30

.A-L+

0

3

6

0

0

-6

0

9

9

9

IB

0

0

0

-6

27

280
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7
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Figure D.1: Map showing BG regional strike for analysis
are constrained to be constant for the entire period

in which shear, twist and strike
range.

Figure D.2: Rose diagram of constrainecl GB regionar strikes.
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In this appendix, the skew results are presented on an individual frequency basis for
all sites. Results are shown for the following periods (2 per decade);

a) 0.01 seconds
b) 0.0316 seconds
c) 0.1 seconds
d) 0.316 seconds
e) 1 second

Ð 3.16 seconds
g) l0 seconds
h) 31.6 seconds
i) 100 seconds
j) 316 seconds
k) 1000 seconds

Appendix E - Swift Skew Analysis

Maps of the skew are presented for the aforementioned periods using the same color
scale (see below) for all figures.

-o.1
.o.o2
o.06
o.).4
o.22
0.3
0.38
0.46
0.54
o.62

0.78
0.86
0.94
|.o2
1.1
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Figure E.1 : Swift skew response at 0.01 seconds period.

Figule E.2: Swift skew response at 0.0316 seconds period.
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Figure 8.3: Swift skew response at 0.1 seconds period.
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Figure 8.4: Swift skew response at 0.316 seconds period.



Figure E.5: Swift skew response at 1 second period.

Figure E.6: Swift skew response at 3. l6 seconds period.
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Figure E.7: Swift skew response at 10 seconds period.

Figure 8.8: Swift skew response at 31.6 seconds period.
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Figure E.9: Swift skew response at 100 seconds period.

Figure E.10: Swift skew response at 316.2 seconds period.
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Figure E.1 1: Swift skew response at 1000 seconds period.
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In this appendix, induction vector results are shown on an individual frequency basis for
all sites. Results are shown for the following frequencies for both real and quadrature
components;

a) 10 kHz
b) 9 kHz
c) 8 kHz
d) 6 kHz
e) I l<flz

Ð 100 Hz
s) l0 Hz

Appendix F - Induction Vectors (Fox River Sill)
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Figure F.1: Parkinson induction vector (Real component with error ellipse) [10 kHz: 0.5
km/unitl.

Figure F.2: Parkinson induction vector (Imaginary component with error ellipse) [10
kHz: 0.5 km/unitl.
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Figure F.3: Parkinson induction vector (Real component with error ellipse) [9 kHz: 0.5
km/unitl.

Figure F.4: Palkinson induction vector (imaginary component with enor ellipse) 19 kÐz:
0.5 km/unitl.
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Figure F.5: Parkinson induction vector (Real component with error ellipse) [8 kHz: 0.5
km/unitl.

435750 436500

Figure F.6: Parkinson induction vector (lmaginary component with enor ellipse) [8 kHz:
0.5 km/unitl.
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Figure F.7: Parkinson induction vector (Real component with error ellipse) [6 kHz: 0.5
km/unitl.

Figure F.8: Parkinson induction vector (Imaginary component with enor ellipse) 16 klHrz:
0.5 km/unitl.
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Figure F.9: Parkinson induction vector (Real component with error ellipse) [1 kHz: 0.5
km/unitl.

434250 435000 435750

Figure F.10: Parkinson induction vector (Imaginary component with error ellipse) [
kHz: 0.5 km/unitl.
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Figure F.1 1 : Parkinson induction vector (Real component with error ellipse) 1100 Hz: 0.5
km/unitl.

Figure F.l2: Parkinson induction vector (Imaginary component with error ellipse) [100
Hz:0.5 km/unitl.
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Figure F.13: Parkinson induction vector Real and Imaginary components [100 Hz:0.5
km/unitl.

434250 435000 ,135750 436 50 n

Figure F.14: Parkinson induction vector (Real component with error ellìpse) [10 Hz: 0.5
km/unitl.
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Figure F.15: Parkinson induction vector (Imaginary component with error ellipse) [10
Hz:0.5 km/unitl.

Figure F.16: Parkinson induction vector (Real and Imaginary components with error
ellipses) [10 Hz: 0.5 km/unit].
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Results employing Swift Method are presented on an individual frequency basis for all
sites. Data analysis employing the Swift Method involved the following frequencies;

. 10-8 kHz
c 6Hz
o IHz
o 100 Hz
o 10Hz

Appendix G - Swift Method (Fox River Sill)
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Figure G.1: Swift strike [10 kHz].

Figr-rre G.2: Swift strike [9 kHzl.
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Figure G.3: Swift strike [8 kHz].

Figr-rle G.4: Swift strike 16L<Hz).
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Figure G.5: Swift Strike [1 kHz].

Figure G.6: Swift Strike [100 Hz].
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Figure G.7: Swift Strike [10 Hz].
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This appendix contains maps showing maximum phase split orientations (MpSO)
presented for individual frequencies. Results are shown for the following frequencies;

o 10 kHz
o IkHz
o 100 Hz
. L}Hz

Results are plotted using affows of scaled length (Figures H.1: A-D) in proportion to the
size of the phase split as follows;

90o: +-.+
60o: +-.+
30Ù: e

Appendix H - Maximum Phase Difference (Fox River Sill)
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a)

b)

Figure H.1: Maximum Phase Difference Response for the Fox River Dataset: a) l0 kHz,
b) I kHz, c) 100 Hz, d) l0 Hz.
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c)

Figure H.1: Cont'd.

d)
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In this appendix, the results of Occam inversions of the MT data for Lines 1-3 and the
AMT data for the Fox River profile are presented. Model responses are also presented
and compared with the observed Groom-Bailey (GB) tensor decomposed data.
Parameters for the Occam inversions are presented in Table i.1.

Appendix I - Occam Inversion Results
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Figure I' I : Comparison of Occam model and observed resistivity responses for Line l c.
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observed data and the panels on the right show the model responses.
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Figure I.5: Comparison of Occam model and observed resistivity responses for Line2.
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Figure I.6: Comparison of Occam model and observed phase responses for Line2.
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Figure I.9: Comparison of Occam model and observed resistivity responses for Line 3.
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In this appendix, the results of non-linear conjugate gradient (NLCG) inversions of single
mode MT data (TM or TE) for Lines 1-3 and the AMT data for the Fox River profile are
presented. Model responses are also presented compared with the observed Groom-
Bailey (GB) tensor decomposed data. Parameters for the NLCG inversions are presented
in Table 7 .l andTable 1.2.

Appendix J - NLCG Single Mode Inversion Results
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and the lines the model response. For the TE mode, data points as shown in black
and the model response is the green line.
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Figure J.29 Comparison of model and observed apparent resistivity responses for the
Fox River AMT data set. The results are for the TE model obtained for this line.
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TE mode, data points as shown in black and the model response is the green line.
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